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SI]MMARY

Evidence suggests Èhat the concept of the rsecularizationr of

modern societies must be re-examined. Not only has there occurred

the spread of invisible religion' in Ikromas Luckmann's phrase, but

revitalizing movements emphasising personal cor¿unitment, healing and

charisma, have sprung up in the main Christian churches. The Pente-

costalist movement has been highly influential in this.

The Pentecostal organization studied in this thesis, has been

highly successful- over three decad.es in achieving conversions, stable

and growing membership, and avoiding disruption.

In this study explanation and understanding of the recent history

and current beliefs and practices of the organization, which f call-

Godr s Army, are attempted by the combined use of historical sociology

and ethnographic field work.

Two problems are considered and used for wider analysis:-

(a) Ttre role of the founder and prophet and his relations with both

an irurer circle of leaders and the wider laity. Connections are

proposed between the frequency and type of ideological changes, and

his relations with both types of followers. The analysis employs a

modified version of Vleberrs concept of charismatic authority.

(b) The social processes of recruitment and conunitment with particular

reference to the redefinition of their social situations by members.

The significance of healing, rdeliverancer (exorcism), and codes of

conduct in everyday life are examined in detail. From this proposi-

tions are mad.e concerning Èhe communication and meaning of faith

and doubt in Godrs Army.

While the wider social and religious context of the growth of

God's Army is not a major problem considered, Èhe importance of such



contexts for a fuller understanding Ís considered at appropriate

points. Ttris is done by reference to the few other studies of

Australian religion, documentary sources from the PenÈecostafist

movement and sociological interpretations of social change.



This thesis conÈains no materi,al which has been accepted fof

tÏ¡-e award of any other degree or dipløma Ín any univers'ity. To

the best of my knowledge'and belief, this thesis eontains no maÈerial

previously publ-ished or written by any othei personf excePt when due

reference is made in the text of the thesis.

'Tosephine M- DeY.
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PREFACE

In this study I have applied ettrrographic and historical

sociological perspectives to the study of one unfinished episode in

the growth of 'ecstatic religion' in Australía. This began with the

arrival in Adelaide of a man I shall call James. From his o\arn account,

his arrival was in response to a prophecy made about him by a shadowy

Iegitimating figure, a pastor in New Zealand. More certainly he was

invited by a small group of sponsors to initiate a revival and

extension of their theological position which consisted mainly of a

racial doctrine of the divine responsibility of Anglo-Saxon peoples

called British-Israelism.

James was raised in the recently esta-blished tradition of Australian

Pentecostalism, itse1f an outshoot of British, Common\¡Iealth and American

missionary efforts. After his arrival in Adelaide in 1945, he succeeded

in instilling Pentecostal beliefs and practices among many of his

British-Israelite sponsors. With this nucleus of followers he went

on to attract a few new followers from the various Pentecostal groups

already established, and also disenchanted members of mainline Protestant

churches. Over the fotlowing three decades his influence grew, both

in Ad.elaide, and more widely in Australian Pentecostalism. The

congregation of what I have called God's Army grew and became quite

diverse in its social composition. A definite form of church govern-

ment or "Oversight" emerged to administer l-ocal and foreign missionary

efforts, finances ald various enterprises ranging from a modern assembly

complex to a school and Bible college. A career strucÈure of elders

and pastors and minor officials developed.

In his early years in Adelaide James encountered several challenges

to his leadership, which took the form of largely implicit denials, or
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extensions of his teaching. By the early I960s, however, these

declined and until his death in L977, he exercised l-eadership which

was publicly based on acknowledgement of his personal revelations

and ministry.

Both of these phases however \^rere marked by changes in Èhe

ideology of Godrs Army, as announced from Èime to time by James.

Doctrines relating Èo healing, mental health. the preservation of

family Iife, 'deliverance' (exorcism), and Christian conduct in every-

day life, followed each other. These were reflected in situational

selection and emphasis of certain portions of ideoloSy by various

sections of the congregation. The result has been that a good deal

of actual- d.iversity of experience and pluralism of d.octrine underlies

the insistence thaÈ all think atike and that very little change has

occurred in C,odrs Army or in James since L945.

My thesis describes and analyses these aspects of change.

However, I have not tried to do this by adopting a chronological

approach which traced the major steps through the thesis. Nor have

I adopted arcornrnunityt frame of reference to account for social

relations. Ttre firsÈ part of the study is based on a critical view

of weber's concept of charismatic authority and attempts to analyse

relations between a leader who claims to embody rhigher' directives,

his lieutenants and the wider followership. The second part takes

advantage of the conclusions of the first part and analyses the social

process of recruitment and cormnitment employing as a framework the

idea of the social construction of reality and relaÈed concepts from

symboli c interactionism.



INTRODUCTION

In this thesis I study the emergence of a PentecosÈal religious

group in Southern Australia at the end of the second world war, and trace

some of the sr:bseguent developments within the group over three decades.

The group I will call God's Army, in the interests of their own privary,

but as its name changed several times, I wiIl, where appropriate, use

other names and pseudonynìs. At the time of my fieldwork (I976-L978)

their membership nunbered six to seven hundred, and they also had a

number of less formalty attached adherents, some of whom had membership

in mainl-ine churches, buÈ who attended C'od's Armlz services for

"inspíration".

The distinctive belief of Pentecostals generally is in the present

day reality of the baptism of the HoIy Spirit, now being "poured" out on

Chrístians in what is called the "latter rain". The first incidence of

Spirit baptism occurred at Pentecost when the Apostles were enabled to

speak in "many tongues", so that they were understood by all present.

In Godr s Army the sign of Spirit baptism is called "spealcing ín tongues" ,

and consists of a flow of sour¡ds that are not native speech to the

utterer. The validity of the glossolaic 'messaqe' is typically verified

by a pastor or elder in God's Anny, and this is part of a relaÈively

recently adopted, generally more formalistic approach which is also

apparent in their new reguirement that pastors be trained.

For a Pentecostal, Spirit baptism confers a reserve of strength,

and a personalized relationship to the deity. The accompanying "tongues"

are believed to be a "sign for the heathen". Thus inner certainty is

conbined with a proselytizing rhetoric. That Spirit baptism is now a

I
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frequent occurrence is an indication of the inuninent return of Christ to

reigrn on earÈh. Therefore. a subjective sense of grace, a mission of

conversion and a rnillennial perspectir¡e are symbolically combined in

Spirit baptism.

For C,odts Army members, Spirit baptism is, however, not essential

for "salvation", which is assured by faith alone. In this they differ

from some other PentecosÈaI groups.

The Holy Spirit may confer on individuals other "gtifts", for

example, prophecy, interpretation (of "tongues"), healing, niracles,

wisdom, and discerning of Spirits, but this is done with relative

infrequency, and is usually situational, that is, it occurs in response

to particular cases, and is not continuously available to the possessor

as is Spirit baptism.

lrfith respect to other local Pentecostal groups, C'odt s Army has

severa1 distinctive belíefs, but these are not no\^r a barrier to mutual

interchange, and have never caused a conplete brealcdown of relations as

far as I can ascertain. The first of these is God's ArÍVrs adherence to

a demonologry, which allows that Christians may be "possessed", and their

consequent practice of "deliverance" ministry on Christians. This

theory and practice, while it does not exclude relations with other

Pentecostals, is not uníversally shared with them (i.e. the practice of

deliverance on Christians), but it does provide a point of commonality

with some Anglicans. A second prorninent feature which distinguishes

Godrs Army from the other major Pentecostal church in town, Assemblies

of God, is their local church style of government.

Godrs ArÍD¡, Iike other Pentecostals, is part of the current

worldwide flowering of enthusiastic religion. Their mernbers are, at
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conversion, "born again", in that they believe themselves to become

"new" people. they are also fundanentalist, evangelistic and millenarian

in their orientation Èo other churches and the sociopolitical world

generally.

Their fundanentalism is publicly expressed in their opposition

to the 'theory of evolution', which antagonism can be seen as forrning an

important part of their claim to be a "Bible-based" religion. But, in

that the rtheory of evolution' represents the 'prostitution' of science,

its perceived deceptiveness legitimates much broader antagonism by God's

Army against other areas of science and technologry, particularly the

biological sciences and pharmacology

Godts Armlrts evangelism may be seen in several aspects of perfor-

mance. The weekly Sr:nday evening "revival rally" incoqgorates an evange-

Iistic sermon, and "al-tar cal1", and many other C'odts Army affairs are

outwardly directed in that members are urged to -ring rrnconverted friends

and family. A nunber of activitíes are arranged over the course of a

year which are specifically directed Èowards recru-itnent. I must add

that although the evangelistic efforts are outwardly oriented, I will

later denpnstrate that the internally experienced effects are of major

importance.

An overview of pentecostalism in the United States and Britain

The mod.ern Pentecostal movement, of which t'speaking in tongues"

(glossola1ia) is an integral part, traces its origin to Topeka, Kansas,

where a Ctrarles F. Parham had established a Healing Home and Bible

College. From the year 1900, there \^ras a concerted effort among the

inmates to receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit, of which "speaking in
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tongues" was considered to be evidence. From there the movement spread

rapidly, and by 1906 a group was established in Los Angeles, and in 1907

the Apostolic Mission in Chicago was holding "tarrlrirrg"I neetings.

Vüilson suggests that in many cases Pentecostalism was heir to the

earlier holiness movements which themselves had sprung up in the wake of

Methodism. Ttrese mor¡ements for which personal virtue \n/as paramount,

emphasised the joy of worship, and scorned hierarchical organization.

The holiness movement was among a number which emerged in the early

nineteenth century, in the American revivalist tradition that had been

part of American frontier religion since the Great Awakening of L734.

lVilson suggests that ttrese sects sprang up "Èo reviÈalise Methodism"

(1970 254) , since the themes that they emphasised were largely based on

ltesleyrs teaching. These sects are often radically anti-Catholic, an

attitude acquired after Roman Catholic nuigrants became an important

section of more urban American society. Thus Pentecostalism may in its

origin be an adaptation of Protestant rural migrants of the lower classes

who settled in competition with Catholic European rn-igrants in the growing

American cities.

Gromacki (1967) suggests that the activities of particular 'key

menr were responsible for the way ín which Pentecostalism gre\¡l. Wilsonrs

thesis is that the 'tongues movementr in the early twentieth century was

a collective response to the anonric conditions generated in American

cities of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. l4y suggestion emphasises

conflict and competition rather than social disorganization and anornie

as a more useful perspective on origins. However, this idea will only be

lMeetings in which Spirit baptism is sought.
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e)çlored in Èhis thesis in as far as it relates to the rise of Godr s

Army.

The greater efficacy of mass conìmunication' WiI son suggests,

was also important (1961 =32) . The "power of the Spirit provided

compensation for the otherwise poor, neglected, uneducated and powerless"

(1970:68) while the teachings legitimised ernctional outpourings, and

channeled their expression inÈo "harmless" acÈivities, i.e. those which

would not further expose them Èo oppressíon from powerful groups.

Pentecostals took on denorninational characteristics only slowly.

The mosÈ effective early sects were those already forned arou¡"rd other

issues, such as the small holiness movement on the borders of Tennessêe

and. North Caro1ina, which adopted Pentecostal beliefs in 1906 and became

the Church of God. In the same year a negro holiness body in Mississippi

embraced Pentecostal teachings.

Assemblies of God, now by far the largest Pentecostal group in

America, was formed by the merger of a nrunber of independent churches,

and unlike its namesal<e in Australia, has continued to emphasise congre-

gational autonomy. (The theme of local church independence has been an

important one in Australia, however, tending to order relations between

and within sects.)

Although in the early days Pentecostalism focused its attention

on Spírit baptism, it was increasingly inportant in conveying to its

nembers the values of evangeticat Protestantism, and these, says !{ilson'

are values which have been prominent in the development of industrial

society. Here he appears to be operating a thesis similar to that which

E.P. Thompson (1968:385-411) uses with regard to Methodism. Thompson

sees several factors operating to produce ¡nore satisfactory and more
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saÈisfied \¡rorkers. The Methodist ethic transfers expectations of happi-

ness from the present to the future, and the discipline in every aspect

of life provides motivation from within, which he considers, following

Fromm, as far more effective in harnessing energies than external sanc-

tions. Thompson goes on to point out that in its later growth Methodism

developed explicit ideas about obedience to authority, including political

authority, which reduced earlier Èendencies to political radicalism and

industrial rnilitancry. These points will be raised later, because the

history of God's Army has been marked by sociopolitical criticism of a

conservative nature.

The development of Pentecostalism in England appears to reflect

trends in the United States. Having been carried to England in 1907 by

an evangelist, Pentecostalism grew in independent and purely local bodies,

whose leaders often remained conunitted to their denomination.

The Pentecostal Missionary Union was established in 1909, and

although it provided something like a separate faith, it retained

considerable eqrphasis on evangelical revivalism. It was in a Bible

School established by the Pentecostal Missionary Union that George

Jeffreys, founder of the Elim Foursquare Gospel Alliance, was trained.

Post-r^rar revival canpaigns organized by Jeffreys ínitiated a

rapid growth phase for Elim, and by 1920 there were fifteen associated

assemblies in the British fs1es.

The spread of Pentecostalism in Britain was furthered when, in

the rnid-1920rs, Assemblies of God rnissionaries from America formed an

association of separate rnissions, which grew to severty in number. About

the same period (and even earlier in the case of South Africa), both

Americans on rnissionary visits and English people in ttre course of
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post-l-918 rnigration began to spread these views and the relígious

practíces associated with them, in the colonies of the Cape Provinces,

Natal, Australia and New Zealand.



SECTION 1

HTSTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

8



CHAPTER I
THEORETIC.AI PERSPECTI\ÆS

It is quíte common that historical treatments of religious

institutions deal with the forces operating at their foundation and early

growth, but frequently downplay the significa¡rce of internal and external

changes which shape their sr:bsequent development. Here I refer to

analyses which, in seeking to relate events and situations causally to

previously existing situations, Iose sight of the fluidity of the actual

relations between 'dependent' and 'independent' variables. Stark (L967)

is guilty of this when he relates the rise of EIim and other 'dissenting

groups' to the 'g]oom' spread ttrrough Èhe working class by the English

economic crisis of the 1930's.

A more interesting analysis of sect devetopment is E.P. Thompson's

(1968) study of the Methodism of the eighteenth century. He demonstrates

the interplay between the en€rgent Methodist organizational praxis, and

the concurrently developing labour unionism. More importantly he shows

thaÈ the emergence of the latter had consequences within Methodism.

Among sociological historians generally, there is recent recogni-

tion that the viability of small autonomous religious congregations

depends as much on the flexibility with which ideology and praxis

continue to align individuals to a Èranscendent universe, as it does on

preexisting social or personal strains, and the ability of a prophet-

leader to articulate them. Sociologists' studies of religious innovation

have either focused upon variables tending to produce anomie, and ensuing

adaptation (e.g. Aberlers (1966) work on peyotism, and Vtilson's (1970)

study of the urban sources of Pentecostalism, respectively) ' or they have

9
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followed the widel-y-criticised theory of exemplary leaders based on

V'teber's (1964) category of charisma.

That is, there is a tendency for historical analyses, in that

they fail to deal e>çlicitly with the changing recruitment and commitment

bases of individuals' ongoing membership, to be static in their approach,

despite their use of diachronic data. For exaÍple, Beckford's (I975a,

1975b) study of the foundation and growÈh of Jehovahrs lrlitnesses in late

nineteenth century Pittsburgh places heavy emphasis on the organízaLional

abilities of Charles Russel, the founder, and especially on his policy of

the deploymentl of new recruits into proselytism. one of Beckford's

concerns is the general neglect of a perspective which recognises

recruiÈment processes as the "outr,rrorkings of particular forms of organi-

zation" (Beckford 1973266). He specificatly denies the apptícabílity of

a notion of charismatic leadership to the early rise of the Watchtower

movemenÈ (Beckford 1975b), clairning that Russel was concerned to create

his image as, firstly, an administrator, and. secondly, âî texegetist of

Biblical prophecy'. I maintain that both of these, but particularly the

latter, might easily be perceived2 as conferring charismatic qualities.

Beckford therefore loses sight of several other variables which may have

contributed to the early success of the Watchtower nrcvement.

It is necessary that historical analyses recognise the efficacy

of particular religious ideology and practice in tying individuals into

a transcendent universe, and continuing to do so. In that he gives

Ilofland (1966) uses this term to describe the readiness of a religious
member to perform an appointed duty. A deployable member was fully
willing.

2Weber's conception of charisma depends on the perception of the qualities
of the leader by his following.
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prominence to the theme of tmoral regenerationt in millennial movements,

Burridge (1969) does this. The prophet he sees as an 'arÈiculatorr of

the subliminal dissatísfactions of his followers.

In this respect his argument is similar to Èhat of another

diachronic analyst of 'secÈ' development and political movements, Norman

Cohn, who employs the concept of 'marginality' in explaining availalritity

for recruitment. Cohn (1970:282) writes:

Revolutionary millenarianism drew its strength from
the population living on the margin of society...
from the amorphous mass of people who were not simply
poor, but who could find no assured and recognised
place in society at all.

Out of the mounting social tensions of such a socieÈy would arise

'prophetae', usually of a different social type from the disaffected

followers, and capable of harnessing their anornie into a commonly

perceived cause. This was possible, according to Cohn, because the

charismatic propheÈ offered fol-lowers "the prospect of carrying out a

divinely ordained mission of stupendous, r,:nique irçortance" (1970:285).

Bryan !'lilson (1975) also has an analogous argunent concerning the

rise of millennialism, but locates appeal in the ability of the movement

to create faith in a projected, redressive social order.

The way in whích the commitments of individuals once inside the

movement are altered by their new self-perception is given little impor-

tance by many of the aforementioned authors. Burridge is an important

exception. Neither are ongoing social processes in the wider society,

including the dialectical relationship between movement and society' seen

as bringing about changes in the recruitment base. (Here Thompson's study

of eighteenth century Methodism which f earlier mentioned is an exception.)
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Cohnr s argument incorporates at least some aspects of the charis-

matic notion of leadership, by postulating the 'prophetae' as the

'magnetic' articulator of the disaffections of the dispossessed. But,

unlike V'teber's notion of charisma, which is more dynarnic, Cohnts does not

advance beyond explaining an initial aggregation.

The concept of charisma as delineaÈed by Weber is a comparative

one, being one of three ideal types of possible legitimate authority.

Charisma, in contrast with traditional and legal-rational authorities'

is based in the belief of those to whom an order may be addressed' and

in the personal characteristics of the order given. In t.l-at all empirical

situations of authority will be mixed, that is, two or more elements wiII

be present, the typologry incorporates some flexibility.

Worsley (1970) has a critique of the concept of charisma which

claims that it focuses too heavily on the relation between a leader or

prophet and the rank and fite. This is said to detract from the important

role of intermedíate ranks in complex social movements. Such a criticism

may be seen rather as a warning against crude usage, than as a dismissal

of the usefulness of the concePt.

The usefulness of the charisma concept to explain an increase

and innovation in ritual and mediumistic activity following disintegrative

social change has been denied (Garbett 1979). Also the conceptual contrast

between charisma and trad.ition tends to distort historical situatíons

which caru:ot be arbitrarity divided in this way. Again, this is a

reasonable caution.

I suggest, however, that Weberts charisma concept remains most

useful particularly as a source of problems rather than answers, in the

study of religious movements. This seems particularly true where the
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religious group is founded, and where the locus of power remains embodied

in the person of the founder.

From my standpoint, the principal linitaÈion of Vüeber's theory of

charisma is that it takes l-itt1e account of the cogrnitive interylay

between the prophet and the led. Tn effect, Weber's religious followers

'vote with their feet' on1y. The dynamism in his theory comes solely

from organizational exigencies. Both elements, Èhe passivity of the

laity, and the organizational imperatives, are basic to his theory of

charisma. They are the foundations of his theories of social change and.

politics (Freund 1968), and as such have been widely criticised.

Bryan Wilson, in his study of the role conflicts of a Pentecostalist

minister, demonstrates with a number of instances the stresses which arise

over time between a pastor and his flock (Wilson L967). For example, the

rigorous moral standards required. of a Pentecostal minister, coupled with

his obligation to exhort his flock to the adoption of similar standards,

conflict with the human sharing with his congregation that is also a

part of the e><pectation he musÈ fulfil.

Wilson makes a number of insightful comments on the mutual

adjustments between minister and assembly, but in sum they amor:nt to

little more than ad hoc functionalism. The only generally integrative

suggestion that hc makes is that a functional explanation of the emergence

of PentecosÈalist ministry rnight. be put fonrard, since it is thaÈ

instiÈutionalized role which is largely responsible for preventing the

assembly from dissolving into 'internal dissentions and fractiousness'

(L967 zL49) . The argument has some merit, but it does not allow scope for

consideration of the content of the retationship between rninister and

congregation.
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In fact, the kind of functionalist analyses which V'tilson develops

is based on the latent manifest distinction proposed by Merton in his

methodological essay (Merton 1952). Vùhile such a distinction is important

for functionalist e>çlanation, it tends to exclude or relegate the full

range of relationships within a group, and cormnrrnication within it, in

order to demonstrate how dysfunctions are prevented from disrupting the

social system. Tt¡-is is acconplished by the emergence of fr:nctions

(usually latent) with an integrative symbolism, the effect of which is

to combine interests. Attention is then focused on exchanges between

people in different categories (e.g. clergy and laity), rather than

within groups.

From my point of view, however, both are equally important,

because the content of both types of exchange will bear on the course of

action and yice versa, as Robert Lauer (L976) has shown in his 'inter-

actionist' analysis of social movements. Lauer's paper deals with the

emergence of the L.S.D. movement and the messiah-Iike status it accorded

TimoÈhy Leary. Lauer (1976:58) concludes that

The motivation to join a movement is a function of
the íntersection of the movement's self-definition
and the societal definition, with ttre individual's
interests and felt needs.

The movement, he says, failed because its appeal was to people

who were in other ways well-estabLished in the social order. This is

confusing in view of what he cl-aims earlier:

The development of the ideologty and program of the
social movement occurs during the interaction between
the movement and the larger society, and may be
characÈerized as a selective process in which (a) the
stance of the movement vis-à-vis the larger society is
defined; (b) the rationale for group behavior is more
sharply delineated; (c) the goals of the nrcvement
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are clarified through a narrowing of their scope and
an increasing specificity; and (il) through trial and
error effective means are sought for attaining goals
in the face of social resistance (L976:56).

Ho¡^rever, a 'self-definition' developed in this way does not help

us to explain the movement's failure in Lauerrs terms. His is an a

prioti e><planation of failure, rather than an interactionist one. It

seenìs more feasible that the interest of those people initially attracted

could not be sustained, because of a failure to develop ideology with

sufficient respect to the 'Iarger society'. As the official pressures

intensified, Leary failed to produce ideology which could maintain a

following.

By this I do not simply mean that Leary failed to construct a

world-view of the 'L.S.D. society', which he actually did in a nunber of

books, speeches and thappeningst. However, as several recent writers on

ideology have pointed out, an ideofogy is not merely a set of ideas, it

is a structure of theoretical work which necessarily means that iÈ must

have an rapparatus' (Althusserr¡qll ). An apparatus which is envisaged as

a set of actors working at different levels in society, does not emerge

autonomatically from the exisÈence of a particular world-view. Tt is

brought abouÈ by exchanges between men who transfer between themselves

the products of ideological work, for example, psyche satisfaction,

material re\Á/ards and reputations.

The L.s.D. movement failed 'ideologically' in this respect

because Leary was unable to susÈain his own reputation against attacks

from the wider society. This failure occurred in part because of the lack

of reliable mechanisms for transferring reputation 'upwards'. This idea

is currently being developed in anthropology by analysts such as Bourdieu
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Ígll) and Garbett (1979) using the concepts of symbolic labour and

symbolic capital.

An alternative view of the production of ideology has been

d.eveloped by Berger and Luckmann (1975) in their discussion of

'legitimacy'. They argue that the production of legitimacy. must Èake

place at a number of different structural levels, of cognition and

emotion, from cosrnic to mundane. They imply that if the intermediate

levels are underdeveloped, then the whole structure may cease to operate.

Conversely we rnight then enquire of any expanding or changing religious

group, to what extent intermediate ideofogical structures develop between

the changing cosmic level and those of the mundane practices of members.

Both of these ideas wiII be employed in this thesis, in conjunc-

tion with a critical use of Weber's theory of charisma.

My o\,ün data from C.od's Army lead me towards a position on ttre

historical development of leadership within a religious group, which

draws partly, but critically upon V'teber's concept of charisma, and more

generally on his discussion of prophet and prophetic action. In his

outline of charismatic authority, lrleber writes:

The genuine prophet, Iike the genuine rnilitary leader,
and every true leader in this sense, preaches,
creates or demands new obligations (Weber L964236I¡
original emphasis).

It seems that !ùeber refers to obligations which are distinctive

and. radicaL in respecÈ of traditional and routine relationships in the

society. Here we may draw a parallel with Burridge's analysis of rnille-

narian movements in which he points to the primary importance of the

arÈiculation of a ne\^r morality, which is part of the process of the

reconceptualization of the self in society (Burridge 1969). Mary Douglasl

anti-ritual theme has similar connotations (oouglas L973).
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For my particular d.ata, relating to an evangelical' conversionist

pentecostal group, I would suggest thaÈ successful sustained leadership

has depended partially on Èhe continuous creation of novel 'obligations'

(and therefore innovative relationships) in this Weberian sense. This

has occurred both at an organizational level, which is what concerns me

in this section, but also on an interpersonal, informal level' which f

consider in a later section.

In my view the importanÈ aspect of this 'newness' is that it is

not arbitrarily introduced, but is the outcome of interaction between a

leader, his laity, and significant groups in the wider world. One

important product is an explanatory and curative frarework of relations

and beliefs which may be applied by followers to their 'this-worldly'

problems. I do not suggest that this is a necessarity conscious and

fu1ly formulated strategy on the part of the leader.

Another related facility appears important and that is the

ability of the prophet to reconstruct the meaning of events after their

occurrence. By this I mean evenÈs such as disnptions within the

religious community, which by appropriate interpretation' assisted by

'divine' guidance, the leader may use to aug'ment faith and cement good

relations within Èhat community.' Althorrgh the ideologty produced in both

these cases be new and challenging, it must also be such as to come

within the ambit of the group's existing world-víew, i.e. the prophet

must construct appropriate leqiÈimations at the intermediate level to

relate the events Èo the cosrnic order.

Sfhis has parallels with the individual processes of reconstruction of
the past (Berger and Luckmann 1966), which the prophet also has a role
in facilitating.
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The most important aspecÈ of this argr.unent is that events and

people shape the behavior of the charismatic leader, and that the peryetu-

ation of his status requires that he continuously adjust action in

accordance with the prevailing socíal situation both inside and outside

the sect.

This view recognises that over time changes occur in both the

internal and external social environment, and that the charismatic

distinction of a leader must be legitimaÈed within that new situation.

The original basis of recruitment may' as Weber said, be

rpersonal charisma' but tJ:e appeal must be related to an audience as he

also recognised. For God's Army, an enthusiastic retigious group, this

process musÈ be continuous. Here the processes of routinization do not

obviate the necessity for appropriate 'demonstrations' of charisrna, in

fact the resisÈance of some aspects of routinization in this manner has

considerable significance within C.od's Army.



CHAPTER II
THE SI]BSTANTIATTON OF LEADER,SHIP

I wil-l now outline the history of C'odr s Army and its leader-

founder, James, and in doing so I will highlight the features of this

account which seem to me to ill-ustrate the means by which James was able,

throughout his lifetime, to retain a growing and devoted following.

My sources include the 'officialr version, given by one of the

pastors, a graduate in history, who has written a history of Pentecostalism

in Australia. Another is a series of monÈh1y magazines' edited and often

Iargely written by James, which were first published about three years

before his arrival in Adelaide. Through ttre years the magazine has been

continued and updated by C'od's Army and is now called Powet. A major

source which has served to qualify the more formal version has been

interviews with long-term members.

Memberst accounts

The ordinary meÍibersr knowledge of C,od's Army history and events

is generally lirnited. Asked for the history of the group, they give

brief accounts of the foundation of God's Army, sometimes talking of Èhe

hardships and deprivations suffered by James, buÈ they know little else,

and they do not see a detailed historícal knowledge as inportant. "I

donft know if it is important to me", said a 29-year o1d male meriber of

several years' standing, when I asked what he knew of the history. Neither

do members perceive that changes have tal<en p1ace. The lack of remembered

events between the for:ndation, more than 30 years ago, and the present

day, represents the unchanging nature of their faith. "It's just the

I9
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samerr, even long-term menibers will c1aim, I'there are filore of us, thatrs

a11". "Pastor James had a vision in New Zealand that he would start a

revival in Adelaide that would spread all- over Australia and New ZeaLand,,

and now it has happened. " lllre waxing and waning of ideological currents

is unheeded, other than for the British-Israelism doctrine (which f

outline tater). "I think that British-Israel used to be fairly big in

the early days", is a judgement that is coÍüton but e>çressed with no

sense of significant change.

It is not unusual for anthropologists to find such condensations,

coupled with assertions of constanry, in folk-histories. But within

God's Army, where there is a readily availabfe written record describing

a nuniber of aspects of the group's history, more e:q>lanation is required.

An important factor is that knowledge of some historical events

is suppressed on the grounds that it is "not necessary for most members

to know". Among such restricted information is that a-bout some instances

of excessive spirituality and sptits tJrat have been e:<perienced by Godrs

Army, even though these appear to have occurred more than 20 years ago.

Some members claim that Pastor James' assembly has had no schisms.

While James was al-ive, he represented Èo assembly members the

embodiment of the group's history. His presence and guidance \^tas constant

through'Ehe years, he l-ied the past to the present, and made irrelevant

the content of history, considered in the conventional sense of records

and texts. As a prophet, he progressively revealed his vision, so that

the biography and the person canìe to replace history and events as the

structuring device for r:nd.erstanding the past.

The only important temporat fact was thaÈ James had fulfilled his

vision, and the prophecy that was made of him in New Zealand. The fact
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that he became the embodiment of historical change was perhaps his

preeminent resource within Godrs Army. One or t\^ro personal aspects of

Jarnes are remembered also. This man thaÈ preached in the powerful voice

was once an asthmatic, cured by a visiting evangelist. The same man, so

concerned for their welfare, and ready with a friendly word, \^/as once

painfully shy. In that he could be seen to embody aspects of the trans-

formations sought by his flock, James may be regarded as falling into

lrleber's (1965) category of the 'exemplary' prophet.

God's Army is therefore the locus within which personal histories

are transformed (as will beeome apparenÈ later), but as wiÈh a forge, must

remain unchanged itself. Like God, C,od's Army, since its forrndation, has

always been available to save the repentant.

The pride that members feel- for their church is connected not to

its history as an organizaLíon, but to its demonstrated, and particularly

its continuing ability, to transform peoples' Iives.
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The formation of C,od's Army and early Pentecostalism
in Australia

For members, Jamest history and that of God's Army starts in New

Zealand, where d.uring a time of prayer he received the 'vision' of his

future in southern AusÈralia, and on the following nighÈ \^ras the subject

of a prophecy. Ttre prophecy was uttered by the local New Zealand pastor

whose church James was visiting. On my first interview, James quoted it

to me, saying the words were burned into his memorlz:

The Lord would have you to return to your own cor:ntry
for he has prepared the way and opened doors over
there for you. But in due time you will return to
these environs, f.or the field in which you will
minister will not be confined to either country but
wil] extend over both.

This was further confirmed the following day, in !'Iellington,

where a pastor greeted him with "!fe feel that the Lord wants you to

return to Australia and esta-bl-ish a work there". ftrese events took

place ín L944. James was 24.

The coincidence of the vision wiÈh the prophecies was important

in substantiating their divine source, especially since God's Army

belief holds that C"od (as opposed to Satan) always gives confirmation of

His directives. Burridge (1969) has made ttre general point that the

message of a prophet must have an apparent source beyond ordinary human

experience.

James was converted at the age of eight under the rninistry of

C.L. Greenwood, a Melbourne-based evangelist who had the "Baptism of the

Spirit". Jamest father was converted at about the same time, but by

another evangelist, Van Eyk, from South Africa. At the Èime the family

Iived in a small Western Australian town, next to the general store,

which was run by James Sr.
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subsequently James sr. began ministering for the Apostolic

Church, which arose as one of the small groups which had developed in

Perth out of the contemporaneous nrinistries of Greenwoodr Van Eyk and

W. Buchanan in the 192Ors. They adopted the name after reading magazines

put out by the Apostolic Church in England (a church which had arisen out

of the Welsh revival of 1904-5). The small Perth group wrote asking for

an Apostolic minister. In 1930 Wílliam Cathcart, a Scot, arrived in

Perth in response both Èo Èheir p1ea, and a "calI of @d".

By 1935, however, the family had moved to Brisbane' and here

James was baptised by total immersion at the age of 15. The C'odrs Army

historian also records that iÈ was a cold winter night' and that the

\^rater \^Ias unwarmed. He notes that one year later James received the

'baptism of the HoIy Spirit', which so overwhelmed him that he continued

to pray long after oÈher members of the meeting had left; only the

pastor stayed with him.

James, youth occurred during the Depression, when an itinerant

mode of life became of necessity quite common among those seeking work.

Íhe same appears to be true of Pentecostal ministers. James' father

became rninisÈer of a small independent Pentecostal assembly in South

Brisbane in 1937, and here in 1939 James preached his first sermon'

whilst his father was evangelising interstate. In the same year, by

request, James took over a waning assembly of rmrecorded affiliation in

Ipswich (Queensland). Six ncnths later he was offered the pastorate of

an Assembly of God at I^Iynnun (Queensland) . After a short period he took

up an itinerant ministry through Queensland, Western Austral-ia and

Victoria. This evangelical roving seems to have been typical of the

Pentecostal rninisters of the period, who crossed and recrossed the rural

and small urban regions of inland Australia.
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ln 1941 James Sr. returned to Perth in order to esta-blish

assembly of God meetings there. He was accomPanied by two sons, who

soon after are recorded as being on an rextendedt campaign in Ballarat

(Victoria), also for Assembly of C.od. At this stage, James Sr. had been

Apostolic, independent and then Assembly of God by affiliation' and all

within about five years. Pentecostal ideolog'y was not yet concisely

formulated, and doctrinal rival4r was often a matter of individual

emphases and styles.

Australian-born Pentecostal evangelists, Iike the American,

British and South African ones of the 1920's, being largely itinerant,

Ieft behind small loca1 groups in the wake of theír'campaigns' and

brief tenures. These were then subject to the r:ntrained and often

contradictory ideology of local leaders.

personal rivalry and the unpredictability of success intensified

both the itinerant pattern and the doctrinal 'looseness' that was part of

the charismatic process. These factors seem to have been most influential

in the early career of James Sr. His son \^ras more successful ín estab-

Iishing a Èerritorial and doctrinal base early in his career.

The aftermath of the Van Eyk campaign in Perth in the late I920's

was that within four years there existed six assemblies, not because of

growth pel^ se, but because of fission. Ner¡¡ converts had been left in

charge; in fact James Sr. was one of three neo-converts appointed to

Ieadership by Van Eyk. They rotated pastorship of an assembly month by

month. Not surprisingly, three discrete assemblies arose from this

arrangement. In 1930 they became the nucleus of the Apostolic Church

(James), Elim Foursquare, and Assemblies of God. ft was to the former

'assembly' that James Sr. returned in 1941 to assist a campaign being
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conducted by Greenwood. The fission of congregations in this case

became the basis for a distinct group of separate Pentecostal churches,

which, hre may infer, spurred on each otherrs evangelistic efforts. Here

I invoke Wílson (.1967) who has noted a tendency for schismatic groups to

remain vigorous for as long as the parent body remains successful.

Another factor that contributed to the diversity and schism among

the early Austratian Pentecostat groups was the variety of foreign

rninistries by wh-ich it first entered the country. The first t"" orr.

Smith-Wigglesworth, who visited in l92L at the invitation of a Mrs. Janet

Lancaster of Melbourne. From a Methodist background Mrs. Lancaster had

come to believe strongly in divine healing and the baptism of the HoIy

Spirit. As a result she found.ed in 1909 what was known as "Good News

HalI", where many are said to have received healing.

In l-922 Mrs. Lancaster invited Aimee Semple McPherson, who had a

well-esta-blished evangelical ministry in America. Several ínformants

remember attending her meetings in Adelaide, which received favourable

publicity in the ne\^rspapers.

The rÉnistry of Charles Greenwood also began in the early 1920rs.

He had received. the bapÈism of the Holy Spirit under a South African,

John Lake. Then also in the 1920's came Van Eyk and Buchanan.

In fact, the birth of Australian Pentecostalism reflected that

of both American and English Pentecostalism. Diversity proliferated

because of the essential and common ideology of the baptism of the HoIy

Spirit, which in effect gave both 'assemblies' and individuals consider-

able autonomy. Íkrere was reluctance to thwart the "flow of the Spirit".

In this Pentecostalism appears to have been sirnilar to the early years of

Christadelphianism as described by Bryan Wilson (196I) where each of the
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local 'ecclesia' was the arbiter of doctrine. Thus, despite the fact

that they aII followed the for¡nder Thomas' exposition, disputes over

interyretation and procedure frequently arose. For Jehovah's Witnesses,

where orgarrízation was the primary concern from the beginning, the same

schismatic tendencies do not appear to have existed.

In 1941, then, \^/hen James and his brother arrived in Ballarat,

there were, all over AusÈralia, sma1l groups of Pentecostalsr some

connected by a common name, such as Assenblies of God, but all suJcjecÈ

tg transient enthusiasms, and the career aspirations of more forceful

members. It was in Ballarat in I94I that James came to grips with an

ideology being presented, by another evangelist, and that was British-

Israefism (to which I earlier referred).

Basically, British-Israelites identify British peoples with the

ten l-ost tribes of Israel. Quite often, this idenÈification extends to

Western European peoples as well, much being made of names- (ror

ínstance, aS described by an informanÈ, descendents of Dan are seen in

names tike Danube, Denmark and "Scandanavia" [sic]. ¡ According to this

belief, then, the British peoples are a party to the covenant made by

God with the Hebrews, and this it is claimed may be partly seen in the

greater "responsibilities" which have both fallen on and been undertaken

by the British (i.e. colonial expansion). Countries colonised by English-

speaking people, British-Israelites say, are included in the covenant,

and they point to what they see as the policemanlike role of America in

this century.

It may be seen that such a persuasion legitimates for the holder

and also focuses a nr¡riber of political views, by relating them directly

to Biblical teachings. By 1935 it was quite widely debated in Britain'
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where its main proponents \^/ere the British-Israel (g.r.) World Federation,

a body whose members were associated with a nr¡mber of religious groups,

including Anglican and Pentecostal.

Í.n I94L ahrareness of British-fsraelism \¡ras on the increase in

Australia. Until thaÈ time James had rejected the philosophy, but the

evangelist tJohn Cooperr was persistent and attended one of Jamest

meetings. tAfter two hourst, according to the formal record, James was

persuaded. He subseguently discovered thaÈ in the same hour, his father

who was at the time preaching against British-Israelism in lrlestern

Australia, suddenly came to feel strongly that British-Israelism "had

the answers". This temporal coincidence became an important rhetorical

d,evice ín accounting for the sudden change in d,octrinal content' and,

like the previous example, confirmed its divine origins.

The course of $torld !ùar fI had made the political rarnifications

of the British-Israelism perspective of much greater immediaÈe interest,

for British-Israelism contains efaborate insights and predictions on the

course of world events and legitimaÈes an extreme nationalism. The

Assemblies of God, with which the James farnity were associated in 1941,

did not recognise the validity of British-Israelism. This corresponded

with the stand of Assemblies of C,od in Britain, but it also indicates

that views in Australia were begínning to polarize. When James told

Assemblies of C,od of his new-found convictíons, the meetings he had

planned with them were cancelted. His father also withdrew from fellow-

ship.

British-Israelism had already disrupted British Pentecostals.

In 1935 the newly-instigated Ministerial Conference of Elim passed a

resolution to prevent the discussion of British-Israelism from EIim
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pulpits. To many within the movement, this represented a loss of freedom

which they felt to be unwarranteil; arnong them George Jeffreys, one of

Elim's Èwo most prominenÈ evangelists, and recogrnised as its Principal-

V,fhether or not is was a move made specificatly against Jeffreys, who

espoused British-Israelism, it made apparent to him the curtailment of

his powers within the organization.

!ùilson (196I) reports that it was at the same time that Jeffreys

set about establishing the World Revival Crusade, using an EIim church.

world Revival crusade became an evangelical wing of Elim , which

separated revivalism from the ossification of Elim. It became an

instrument through which Jeffreys could have some influence on the parent

body. It appears possible that Jeffreys used the British-Israelism issue

to obtain the chance to attempt a reordering of EIim's executive.

The C,odr s Army historian gives no hint that James rnight have

been attempting a reordering within Assemblies of God, but James had at

Ieast Èhrown himself into a controversy that formed a major distinctive

element in the world-views of Australian Pentecostalism for some years-

In view of sr:bsequent events we must assume that from I94L, James

expended considerable effort in attaining e>çertise in British-Israelism

teachings.

British-Israelism did not lose its relevance to momentous world

events even after Vüorld War II, because of the emergence of the Palestinian

quesÈion, on which British-Israelism claimed to have immediate bearing.

since it threatened to plunge the world into war once again, the

Palestinian dilenuna \^Ias capable of arousing considerable emotion' It was

in this atnosphere, between L94L and 1945, that James, gnder the tutelage

of rCooperr, first became known in British-Israelism circles as a cogent

speaker.
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British-Israel-ism may not only have served to further the lead.er-

ship aspirations of some individuals. The collaberation of rCooper' with

the James farnily in the early I94O' s entailed the working out of a

coherent and general position wh-ich acted as a catalyst in the formulation

of mutually distinctive views and also alliances anþng Australian

Pentecostals, allowing stabilization and growth. The emotive value of

the issue appears to have built up in the early Lg Ots, duringwhich time

the James farnily established a small newsletter, in which British-

Israelism was heavily promoted. However, it was not r:nti1 L944 EhaE

Assemblies of God undertook a refuÈation of British-fsraelism in the

AustraLian EvangeT. During this time it appears Èhat the James family

were minisÈering in four Brisbane assemblies cafled the Churches of God.

The Churches of God not only promoted British-Israelism, or as they then

called it "Bible Prophecy", they were comnitted to "local church liberty",

that is, the independence of local assemblies. Both of these issues set

them apart from the two major existing Pentecostal collectivities,

Assemblies of God and the Apostolic Church.

These Èwo groups retained the stance of the churches in eritain

after whom Èhey were named; but there appears to have been considerable

indecision on the part of those ministering under these banners. This

may be illustrated with an example from the early history of the

Apostolic Church. At the period of its greatest growth, in the late

1930's, seven of its thirteen pastors had held ministering or elder

positions in other Australian Pentecostal churches, though the issues

which caused them to defect are not recorded. When James began meetings

in Adelaide in 1945-6, the man he placed in charge had previously

ministered in the Apostolic Church and before that the Pentecostal Church
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of Australia. lltris is slender evidence but I suggest that, aided by

increasingly effective communication systems, including their own magazines,

the early 1940rs was the time in which Australian Pentecostal churches

forged their distinctive world-views, and established ministries loya1 to

those views. One of the issues which undor:btedly facilitated this'

because of its germaineness to current events, was British-Israelism.

Before this, the evidence suggests that the issues which deter-

mined adherence to various perspectives may have been covers for purely

personal loyalties. The scattered and isolated. nature of assemblies

certainly lends some support to this possibility.

In espousing British-Israelism, the James family had chosen an

issue which, because of its immediate political implications, established

its own loyalties, independent of their ministry, and did so not only for

them, but for other Austral-ian Pentecostals. It was also an issue which'

at least by the mid-I940's, was discussed in other Australian churches.

The Anglican Church, for example, had considerable interest in it.

This fact has a wider significance for James' Iater career, and

to a lesser extent Australian Pentecostals generally. Nationalism, and

a sacred. politícal social role, forms a stïong ideological stra¡d of the

recent history of the Anglican Church. British-Israe1ism, then, formed

a bridge between Pentecostals, whose stress on ecstacy and enthusiasm had

made them religious 'deviants', and the rnore mainstream religious. It

was a bridge which, as I will later d,escribe, had potential for recruiÈ-

ment purposes.

These is some parallel here with the way in which Èhe Jo Hera

movement as describeil by Barrett (1968) gained Èhe affilíation of the Luo'

because in contradistinction to the mission churches, it approved
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polygamy. Although the polygamy issue had more immediate relevance to

the daily life of tlre Luo people than British-fsraelism for Pentecostals,

it was the issue around. which opposition to the established church

c4rstallized, and formed a recruitment 'bridge' for both apostates and

pagans.

The issue of locat church autonomy appears to have been secondary

to British-Israelism, in any case it was a Pentecostal dispute on1y.

The newsletter published by James (Echoes of Grace)'n.rr. prorninence Èo

BriÈish-Israelism interyretations of world events, and its cover featured

a Union ,fack and an open Bible. ftre independence of assemblies may be

one issue given impeÈus in the Australian arena by the momenÈum of

British-IsraeIism.

That British-Israelism had its own momentum is demonstrated by

the existence of a society called the British-Israel V{orld Federation,

which had. branches around the world. lt was the Adelaide branch of this

group which in 1945 invited James to hotd a series of meetings with them.

My informants who attended James' first meetings in Adelaide, and were

members of British-Israelism, claim that several people had contacted

James individually about the possibility, and that this was in response

to James Sr. writing and offering to send his son who had had a vision

that he shoutd start a "work" in Adelaide. It seems from my informants

that several people had more than just a week's campaign in núnd when

they invited James to speak.

The British-Israel Worl-d Federation (edetaíde branch) was comprised

of people with diverse Christian loyalties - Congregational, Methodist,

Anglican and some Apostolic; that is, a few had already accepted the

Pentecostal message.
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James' meetings with the British-Israel Vüorld Federation were

extended for several weeks, and informants say that a small prayer group

\^/as separately initiated during this period. In his final British-Israel

Wor1d Federation meeting James (L946) reports in his newsletter: "Í felt

Ied to caII on all those who confessed Christ and desired to d.edícate

their lives to C,od for fuller and more faithful service". Almost the

entire congregatíon of a-bout 150 people responded.

It is recorded that James intended to continue on to Perth' bu!

was persuaded to stay and continue prayer meetings, which he did r¡nder

the name of National Revival Crusade. They did not register as a church

because they "wanted to be on the move with a message to the nation" (an

informant) . On these meetings, James reports in the same issue of the

newsletter:

The NRc meetings commenced five weeks ago have been
continued every Saturday night with great and
increasing blessing and, power. The positive message
of the NRC has been arousing interest and commanding
the attention of many. Above a1l, we rejoice that
God is confirming the Word with signs following-
When we see him healing, delivering from an irresis-
tible appetite for tobacco, reviving his people and
blessing all, then we know that He is anointing His
Fu1l Kingdom Gospel as preached by the NRC and
Churches of God.

He goes on to report that fromsunday, November 4, L945, Sunday night

services are to be commenced.

This is always mentioned by members as the initial meeting of

C,od's Army. About 30 peopte attend.ed. Meanwhilera Pastor Priest was

being groomed to take over the assembly, because James wished to return

to Mefbourne and join Cooper's successful campaigrn. Priest, reported in

the newsletter as having a "rich e>çeríence in Pentecostal rninistry", had

previously worked for the Pentecostal Church of Australia and the Apostolic

Church.
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It -is said by informants that James introduced Pentecostal

teachings gradually. lfhether this aspect of his message was e>çlicit by

4th November L945 is not completely apparent. It would certainly seem

so because of the projected pastorship of Priest. However' the first

copies of the newsletÈer availa-ble to me, Nos. 43-6 (November L945-

February L946) do not mention Spirit Baptism or the Spirit Gifts.

A number of the British-Israel World Federation members were most

impressed with James' detivery, but were unable to accept aspects of the

Pentecostal message. Ttre majority who attended those first prayer

meetings were of an orthodox church background, parÈicularly Anglicans

from British-lsrael lrlorld Federation, for whom the religious justification

of an imperial role had much appeal. Their strong commitment to the

primary interest, British-Israelism, retained the attention of these

people while the Pentecostal message \^Ias more subtly el-aborated.

Decernber 1945 saw James in Melbourne assisting cooper with

revival raIlies, which were gaining attendances of 500-600. But in March

he had to return to adelaide because of the illness of Priest. In the

lighÈ of his earlier vision, James regarded this as a rsignr that he

should base his activities in Adelaide.

Attendances are reported to have built up rapidly in ttre first

few months. In the newsletter of May l-946 James reports approximate

Sunday attendances since his return as "40,60,80,90' I00, 130,150".

In the same newsletter is mentioned his continued cooperation with the

British-Israel World Federation, where meetings of up to 200 were he1d.

(This provides a demonstration of the continued drawing power of British-

Israelism. ) Informants say that James maintained an association with

British-Israel World Federation until 1948, afÈer which there \^/as a
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"cooling off". The same informant reports that those that remained with

the Britísh-fsrael World Federation were largely those who "would not

accept the charismaticil message. Because the National Revival Crusade

held meetings every Sunday evening, regular attenders could not attend

the fortnightly Sunday evening meetíngs of British-Israelism. Some

alternated.

An Easter Convention hras held in that firsÈ year (L946) under

the combined auspices of the National Revival Crusade and British-fsrael

lrlorld Federation. The principal speakers were James and his father and'

brother from interstate. The titles of the addresses indicate that they

were aII arorrnd the theme of British-Israelism and "national repentancerl

(the God's Army historian). For each of the Jamesr, the ready availability

of the ministry of other farnily members appears at this stage to have

been an inval-uable resource. ft seems then, ttrat until as late as 1948,

the British-Israel World Federation, by virtue of James' access to their

platform, may have remained a significant recruitment base for the

National Revival Crusade, especially in view of the fact that the

British-Israel World Federation adherents were well-known to many South

Austral-ian recruits.

Another pool of potential recru-its $ras fonned by the Pentecostal

churches already existing in Adelaide. An informant claims that three

Assembl-ies of God and one Apostolic church were already in existence in

L945. Several persons who became prominent meñbers of the National

Revival Crusade were drawn from this source, although such matters do not

appear in the official history. The same informant confirms that the

National Revivat Crusade was a catalyst to the development of other

Pentecostal churches in Adelaide, as I have suggested earlier.
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The nationalistic, anti-communistic perspective legitimated by

British-Israelism, may have increased its appeal to those who bitterly

resented the strikes which Australia experienced in these post-war years

and who saw industrial and political radicalism as sabotage. Great

concern about the rising membership of the commrrnist party is shown in

the newsleÈter. The manner ín which communism was regarded is indicated

by the fotlowing extract from the newslettet for May 1946:

Revival of Nazism

Reports of attempted revivals of Nazism in Germany
do not alarm us. We believe that a Commr:nistic
regime in Germany would constitute a far greater
menace.

The rising popularity of the Australian commwrist Party was

viewed as confirmation of the British-Israelism position, that unless

there was national repentance and return to Godrs law on the part of

Commonwealth countries, they would be overwhelmed by the Forces of EviI.

This perspective altowed members to view communists as people taken over

by Satan, and therefore to disregard their claims for justice entirely.

British-Israelism and related political and prophetic issues were

certainly the over¡rrrhelming concern tn L946, buÈ a reading of the nehls-

letter demonstrates other emergent teach-ings. One of them is, as I have

mentioned, the matter of church government, in which area the National

Revival Crusade were totally against centralised control. The newsletter

of August 1946 points to several "Grave Dangers: of Pentecost.

Oversíght has been snatched from the C'od-anointed
servants by unanointed men who have made organtza-
tional ladders upon which to climb to prominence
and power.
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(This is a reference to Assemblies of God and the Apostolic Church. )

This was said to have l-ed to a loss of "the vital quickening and the

convicting sense of reality of Christ's inrninent return" (ibid-) -

But more personal concerns are also ilemonstraÈed. These are

with Spirit Baptism and its concomitant "speaking in tongues", and with

healing, and the profound effects of salvation in the lives of converts.

In each issue there are t'testinrcnies" of miraculous cures, and lives

snatched from total disaster by timely conversion. Their own description

of their message was that it was "positive", and told of "Regeneration.

Revival- and Restoration for the Individual, the Church and the Nation,

according to the Word of C'od'r.

These víews were considered by the National Revival Crusade to be

distinctive with respect to the general Pentecostal message of the late

1930's, which was based on a tradition of separation from the world.

This manifested itself in the proscription on certain social activities,

but also frequently justified, personal attacks for such trivial matters

as manner of dress. Calley (1965) has noted a sinr-ilar concern with

trivialities. The distinctiveness of the National Revival Crusade view

was somewhat subtle, because a pïoperly "victorious Christian" would, in

any case, have no interest in worldly acquisitions and. pleasures. This

is manifesl- in an extract from the newsletter of August 1946: "Temptation

victoriously met dor:bles our spiritual strength and equipment" -

There is evidence that the inwardly-directed message differed

from the publicly-directed appeal of the National Revival Crusade. Pr:blic

anxiety over world events, Iocal strikes, and power stoppages, was taken

advantage of in the use of British-Israelism expositions. In September

1946 a meeting in the Adelaide Town HaIl- at which Cooper spoke on

"Britain and Russia in Bible Prophecy" drew an estimated 800 people.
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It is therefore not unexpected that while British-fsraelism continued to

denpnstrate such drawing power at rneetingrs, the newsletter, which was in

effect an instrument of recruiÈment, shoulcl be ilominated by that topic.

According to informants, while British-Israelism \^7as often

preached, James hras concerned to d,eliver to them his message of "fullness

of the Spirit". He did not however p1'ess Spirit baptísm on them' but

waited until they asked. how to obtain that "fullness". llhere is only one

report of a loca1 Spírit baptism in the newsletters of that first year.
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The prophet

Discussion to this point has been largely concerned with the

historical context in which a ne\^r Pentecostal "work" crystallized in

Adelaide in the nid-I940's. I,112 data demonstrate that the origins of

that work were based both in the activities of a small interested group

(some members of the British-Israelism Vüorld Federation), and in the

efforts, but also the personal qualities of James, the bearer of their

prophetic message.

At this sÈage, I propose to draw aside from historical presenta-

tion and focus on James' activities ín terms of a prophetic career. I

have already stated that in ny opinion Weberrs (1964) concept of

charismatic authority is a problem-seeking concept, and here it raises

the question of the way in which authority as a non-forceful means of

increasing chances of compliance, may be centred and retained in a person.

It is clear that in James' case, biographic structural and

personal characÈeristics were important. Firstly, he had a history of

itinerant 'apprenticeshipr, and the support of a close and interested

family. Structural features are characterised by the tendency of

Pentecostalísts to be on the look-out for great revivalisÈs, an atÈitude

fed by recurrent schisms. Finally, James' presentational- and stylistic

ways may be given some weight.

The ability of a leader to present himself as a possessor of

qualities prized within that society are, I suggest, important, particu-

larly f.or a group with ambitions of expanding, because the leader is

often mediator between pr:blic and group. James' possession of physical

qualities such as tallness and leanness, and other generally 'regular'

qualities of appearance must be seen as favouring his career prospects.
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I consider, however, control over non-genetic aspects of appear-

ance such as facial e:<pression and bearing, to be of greater sigrnificance.

Here I mention qualities such as steadiness of gaze, srniling behavior

and erectness.

The foregoing discussion has drawn marginally on interactionist

studies of social presentaÈion such as those of C'offman (1959). I will

now consider some more exclusively social presentatíons and strategies

in James' career, using some concepts from Goffman's (1959, L972) wotk

on social interaction. My purpose is to illuninate some aspects of the

maintenance of charismatic reputation.

Just as repetiÈion creates a potential crisis for religious

enthusiasm by robbing actions of their inner sigrnificance, so full know-

Iedge of a charismatic leader underrnines assumptions on which the

charisma may be constructed. Since charismatic character is always by

definition extraordinary to the follower group, his involvement in

mr¡ndane life must always have a profaning effect on their estimate of

him. Some charismatic religious leaders have little problem here; they

tive in retreats, or among people, themselves removed from reveryday'

living. None of these is traditionally leqitimate or possible in a

Pentecostal group.

Goffman (1974) defines the problem generally in his study,

'stigma'. Since there is always a gap bet'v,¡een the virtual and actual

self which is maintained in social lífe, and since information about the

self is not only'givenr, but also 'given off' (accidentally), social

relations may be analysed as the management of information, and attempts

to infl-uence and repair reputation and identity.
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What have been argued by Goffman to be r¡niversal properties of

social sitr¡ations, namely impression management and informaÈion control,

may be seen to be particularly acute problems for the maintenance of

charismatic reputation. This ís particularly so when we remember that

the authoriÈy-relation, in that it is ideal-typical, coexists ín real

life with at least one of the other two of Weber's ideal-types. James

was defined charismatically by followers, who also supported his posiÈion

as top office holder. In that these two different bases of authority are

opposed to some extent, I suggest that this is another source of threat

Èo the maintenance of charisma.

Jamest manner of dressing reflected a consciousness of his role.

He, and to a lesser extent, his sr:bordinate pastors attired themselves

in smart business suits, and were always carefully groomed. The style

gave an unambiguous identity to the wearer as part of the upper

echelons of the assembly. James' styIe, in fact, \^/as that of internaÈional

revivalism (of which he was a part) in which sharp dressing, and other

signs of affluence were begiruring to represent spiritual virtue.

Photographs from the earliest days of Godrs Army always show

James neatly suited. In those days too he adopted the habit of conspicuous

menial work. tüith a portion of the small assembly drawn from people who

were already Pentecostal, and whose attitudes to rank within religious

groups were therefore ambiguous, he regularly performed tasks which were

not reguired of ord.ínary members. He performed the chores of preparation

for the meeting, and cleaned up when it \^ias over, jobs which could

readily have been delegated. That it was not, and that it entered the

mythology about James in later years, indicates its role as neutralizing

the negative aspects of his formal leadership claims, by inveating the
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the hierarchíca1 relation between leader and fed. Since the means

actors have of affecting definitions of themselves are lirnited, it is

likely thaÈ aÈtempts will be based on simple forms such as inversion-

A more complex example of the same type of inversion can be seen

in his involvement of people low in the hierarchy, in highly esteemed

activities. For example, a male informant who joined in ttre late 1940rs

as an alcoholic, and in what he described as ¿m exceedingty low state,

was after about six weeks' membership, ínvited to accompany James to

perth for a campaigrn. In addition to showing him around the city, James

invited the informant to accompany him during visitation, making him

feel both welcome and useful. Thís case is one of a series in which

James drew members of low rank into central religious activities.

James, in addition to his personal attributes, r:ndor:btedly

possessed charisma in the lrleberian sense of "complete personal devotion"

(L964:359) to a recognised duty of the possesser. He sacrificed his

pe1sonal life to his religious duty, living on less than the basic wage

for several years. fn the pursuit of religious excellence he undel$lent

both physical and social privation. Fasting and praying into the night

are two of the means by which he sought sanctification and communication

with the deity. Such capacity to pr:blicly invest large amounts of

special time praying, studying and contemplating, also separate the

totally comnr-itted from the office holder who is tied into a regular

daily round.

In l-948 James married a girt from interstate. Vlilson (L9672152)

has described some of the difficulties facing a Pentecostal ¡ninister in

the selection of a suitable mate, particularly the way in which a court-

ship within Èhe assembly might affect the rninister's 'wider affective
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roler. At the same time, Vfilson says, it is most important that the

minisÈerrs wife be selected from within Èhe sect. It was Elim head-

quarters' policy to relocaÈe any minister who selected his fiancée from

within his local church.

James' selection of a wife who had no other preexisting personal

loyalties within his assembly can be seen to have had important conse-

guences in his self-presentational po1iry. fhe prior existence of close

peïsonal relationships between wife and other assembly members night

give those persons privíleged access to aspects of the husband-wife

relationship after marriage. Ttris can readily be seen as r:ndesirable.

The management of a charismatic rel-ationship to a group of people relies

on the maintenance of personal åi"t.rr.", some of which can be afforded

by norms of marital privacy.

Up r:ntil the time he married, James boarded with Priest and his

family, in which he can be seen to have violated a rule which Wilson

(ibid.) says Elim pastors follow, and that is not to become the property

of any cligue within the assembly. In that Priest was Jamesr immediate

lieutenant, the violation was not serious, buÈ Priest had a number of

children, and t}re sharing of farnily circumstances with tkrem may have

threatened his ability to maintaín distance. Children can do this both

by their actionr and their unwiÈting talk of intimate matters.

A marital partnership presents different prospects in information

control, especially where the partner has no previous obligations to the

prospective audience. While a leader may himself convey 'vignettesr of

his real religious se1f, its privations and ecstasys (and James did this

both in his writing and in his relations with the assembly), such

information is moïe appropriately and effectively conveyed by someone
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else, if thaÈ person's relationship to the leader is such as to give the

information credibility. This is especially true where privation is

practiced in the pursu-it of religious excellence, since for the leader

himself to mention it might well be seen as a violation of qualities

held essential to charísmatic identity.

Vfhile I was studying C'od's Army, in the years before James'

death, Mrs. James would sometimes speak of her husband aÈ womens'

prayer meetings. In many \^rays she spoke as a bystander (with a grand-

sÈand seat) . She was not part of his spiritual life, and though she had

her own, his was beyond her, and the rest of us. She conveyed this

impression by speaking of the way in which she tried to persuade him into

action of various sorts, or sometimes, of course, inaction, as when she

tried to persuade him to rest rather than go jogging on the morning of

his death. She could neither dissuade him from undertal<ing physical

privation, nor persuade him to speak out and denor:nce those who spoke

badly of him. She was not prepared to wait for C'od's justice as he was.

And it appears to be true that James maintained a social distance

even from his wife (or perhaps especially) . As a r^Ioman she was not

capable of bearing the same spiritual responsibilities as a man, this

he firmly believed, as did a majority of the assembly. But more

importantly, he sacrificed what she must have seen as her own and family

interests. this was done in a number of ways. He would always respond

to requests for help. In the rniddle of the night he would heave her to

go to pray for someone in distress, when the morning would probably have

done as weII. She also related Èhat he sometimes had carried out deliver-

ance rninistry in their home, and that there had once been so much

disturbance and violence from this that she had had to gather her baby in
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her arms and take it outside under a tree until the deliverance \^Ias over.

That was when she had resolved never to have another chi1d, because she

knew thaÈ a normal farnily life was not guaranteed.

AIl this behavior ís justified in terms of what James perceived

as his major duty, to God. I certainly do not wish to suggest that he

deliberately r:ndertook to alienate his wife, only that the fact that he

did so had effects which enhanced his charismatic status. She, bound to

him by love and duty, continued to rpresent' him to Èhe assembly, in

prayer meetings and more inforrnally. She was isol-ated both from him,

and from the rest of the congregation, because her position forbade

close friendships. Early in his Adelaide career, James decided that he

could not accept informal social invitations, because to do so mighÈ

eventually Iead to accusations of favoritism. Thus even the normal

couple-to-couple sociabil-ity was denied her, and she became what the

biographers of religious innovators often document, a Iife companion

who occupies only the shell of the role which farnily, marriage or long

association gives. This 'excavatedr role then becomes a public maker

of the special status and charismatic reputation of the role other-

It is relevant to note here that Lebra (L976) writes of the

Japanese Tensho movement that l-eaders may confer status on followers

through association, but that a strategy which involves social with-

drawal and formal hierarchy creation has less pitfalls. A Pentecostal

'work' is probably most vulnerable to dísruption early in its formation

when, even though the pastor provides sÈrong direction, the enthusiasms

of the assembly are untutored, and susceptible to other forcefully

presented ideas. Indeed, as I wílI elaborate later, their original

contact with Pentecostalism often leads them into the expectation of

ú

continuous rspiritualt novelty.
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Among some of the very earliest recnrits of the National Revival

Crusade \^Iere people who had been associated with oÈher Pentecostal

churches in Adelaide, and their change of loyalty is not surprizing in

view of the rmelting potr conditions of Pentecostalism prior to the

I94O's. But these people, because they were already possessors of

Pentecostal knowledge, and had even been prorninent in Èheir previous

assembly, represented a potential threat. Information on such matters

does not appear in written records, and is not readily spoken of' buÈ in

addition to the important role delegated to Priest (who had come from

the Apostolic Church), another Pentecostally-'adept' person, in a move

that can be viewed as a type of co-optation (Selznik L966), was quite

quickly given the role of elder. Data from the newsleÈters show that

tlris elder remained prorninent in the assembly until L949, and then all

mention of him ceases. He left, taking a few people with him into what

was probably a short-lived work. Tkris was not the only case of a former

Pentecostat disrupting the new assembly. Íhese cases are e>çlained by

members as tror:bles stemrning from matters of "personality" r which

rendered certain followers unreceptive to the Spiritual message" Another

problem that was experienced with 'adepts r \¡ras that of over-enthusiasm.

T\¡ro related factors appear to have been involved here. The first is that

early Pentecostalism, in the tradition of the holiness sects to which it

was historically heir (Wilson 1970), encouraged expressivity, and that

this was still true of Assemblies of C'od and the Apostolic church.

Second, it appears that James was alrea-dy encouraging restraint in

spiritual e>çression, as he certainly did later.

In the early days, while gatherings \^Iere relatively smal1, the

career paths availa-ble Èo ambitious men within Èhe group were limited'
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To leave alone would necessitate their gaining recognition within

another assembly before any move could be made. It is not surprising

that several left first ensuring that they took a support group with

them. As V,Ieber stresses, the essential element of charisma is that it

be recognised by a group of people. These are an important means by

which the new prophet can be presented to a new audience, because they

can interyret his vision to a particular audience, filling it out with

appropriate biographical details which augment credibility.

Although. as Vleber says, "no prophet has ever regarded his

quality as dependent on the attitudes of the masses toward him" (L9642

360), it seems clear ttrat their supportive presence goes some way

towards sustaining the prophetrs belief in his duty-

Breakaway prophets, in that they usually only wish to alter the

original 'visionr to a rninor extent, are attempting to draw a major

fraction of their Iegitimacy from the original prophet. Their success '

then, presumabty depends heavily on how successfully they can make the

tvisiont theirs, by such means as making their own amendments to be seen

in the light of a natural succession to the original. I suggest thaÈ

this provides a clue to the prophetíc career which generally and particu-

larly in Jamesr case, seems to involve a restfess search for successive

but progressive redefinitions of the prophetic message. Where V,Ieber

(ibid.) stressed that a 'genuine' prophet had to announce a new obligation

at the outset of his career, I suggest that such tension between a

prophet and his nearesÈ fol-lowers, creates a continual need to redefine

the nature of obtigations throughout his active life, as the lives both

of Jesus and of the infamous Reverend Jones both indicate.
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Consolidation

In L948, the enphasis in teaching began to change. Spirituality

produced its heady blooms. The newsletterl reports people baptised in

the HoIy Spirit in almost every issue. The oÈher signifícant indicators

are the reports of rnid-week prayer and fellowship meetings-

Because of the experience of the Disciples on the original

Pentecost, fire has atways been a popular metaphor in C'od's Army (and

other PentecosÈal groups). Ear1y in the year a Tuesday night "fellow-

ship" was initiated which later was described as becorn-ing a "burning

bush". The newsletter of May 1948 reports r:nder the heading of "Fi4e

Falls in Adelaide" thaÈ they have started half-day prayer rallies, which

begin at 2 p.m. and continue until the rseekers'2 meeting in the evening

which usually takes place between 8-10 p.m. Eight to fifteen people are

reported as attending during the afternoon, but the number grows after

work. A "recent drought of the HoIy Spirit has been broken by nine

baptisms. "

In the same issue a regular vestry meeting, one and one-half

hours before the Sunday evening service is mentioned' because again

several- received Spirit baptism. Pentecostal- enthusiasm was r:nder way,

and. events are reported with a new extravagance of expression. Pastor

Priest, in the 1948 anniversary issue of the newsletter, says:

only Èhe blessing of God could have brought abouÈ the
very real visible as well as increased spiritual
progression manifested in numbers of precious souls
saved, scores baptised in water and, againr scores

llt is further indication of a change in orientation that the newsletter
changed its name and cover during this year.

2Tho". seeking the baptism of the Holy Spirit.
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baptised in the Holy Spirit. Many have been the
testimonies to Divine Healing as the V{ord of God

has been fulfilled, prayer called for, hands laid
on and prayer offered.

The same article reports that four meetings are held during the week in

addition to those on the "Lordr s day". In May 1949 the newsletter

reporÈed the holding of

a regular "Night Vüatch" prayer rally every r¡Ieek...
These meetings commence at 10 p.m. Fridays, following
the Youth Revival Crusade meeting, and continue into
the early morning hours of Saturday.

On one occasion this "sacrificial- prayer" continued until 6.30 a.m., but

that mattered little because it "brought results".

Both earfier and later than 1949, newsletter descriptions of

meetings are rare, and informants' memor¡¿ of such information is vague.

I will quote a description from Lg4g, which shows evidence of further

development in the Pentecostal style of expression:

On Thursday night, gE'n, the Pastor continued the
series on Hebrews and there were rnighty movings of
the Spirit, and rich and deep messages in tongues'
interpretation and prophecy at the close of the
address. TLrere were heart-searchíngs and tears
flowing, and the power of God was felt in a real
manner.

The atmosphere that was developing in the National Revival Crusade

was such as to encourage members deeper and deeper into demonstrations of

spirituality. Tlris is exactly the atmosphere which nourishes the growth

of "personalities" (as described earl-ier), because once a norm of spirítual

e>rpressivity is established, in that the behavior represents the Spirit,

the imposition of appropriate lirnits is difficult. Because it was around

1949 that Duguid's name ceases to be mentioned, T assume that ít was in

this year that he e>çerienced his "personality" trouble, and left the

National Revival Crusade "fellowship".
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The norm of spiritual ex¡rressivity which had developed rapidly

had done so without corresponding behavioral norms, f:ot the actual

performance of prayer and worship. It was therefore possible for

meÍibeïs to be expressive in innovatory ways, which presented the possi-

bility that they might preempt the leader's capacity to develop the

religious education of his flock in his own style. Members previously

affiliated with other Pentecostal churches, as Duguid had been' and

therefore more sophisticated in Pentecostal ways, can be seen as parÈicu-

larly dangerous in this respect.

Simmel (1968) suggests that there are some groups, including

religious ones, in which "structures" limit competition between

individuals, by producing instead efforts directed in parallel, to\^tard

a common goal. Thris argument is appropriate for an organization

pragmatically directed toward "works" or recruitment, but erçressive

efforts tending toward,s burgeoning spirituality is likely to bring about

another situation described by Simmel. Thris is "the jealous passion to

surpass others in the attainment of the highest valuesrr (1968:70). Tt

is an atmosphere which "intensifies the accomplishment of obedience"

(ibid.), Ieading to the excessive production of devotion, prayer,

asceticism and money-giving. Doing the activity is its own reward,

Simmel saysf but Èhis is presumably only so long as one's actions match

or exceed those of others. Such an atmosphere seems likety to generate

a search for new forms of e>çression, to retain the e>çected sense of

fulfillment. Religious expression, even of obedience, rnight then spi1l

over into schism.

The escalation of enthusiasm through which the National Revivaf

Crusade passed in the late 1940's was partly the result of the rnillenarian
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facet of BriÈish-Israelism. The second, Advent of Christ was expected

daity, because the course of world events v¡ere, by the British-Israelism

interpretatíon, leading to a final bloody close. ft was common amongst

members to anticipate this in conversation, because one informant can

remember aùniring a friend's fruit tree, but they both agreed that they

would not see it bear fruit.

The urgency generated by this perspective on events, exacerbated

by the poor reception of Pentecostals at that time, seeÍìs to have

channeled activity into displays of fervour.

So the message of national repentance actually facilitated

considerabty thre second stage in God's Army development, that of

individual repentance, or salvation, which was Èhe theme developed and

extended during later development of C,od's Army.

Constant referrals to British-Israelism interpretations had Èhe

effect of immersing members in world events, and providing them wíth the

evidence that they were in the centre of action. TLrat it Iegitimated

excitement, urgency and. involvement, probably was the perpsective's

sÈrongest source of appeal, and is congruent with an argument put fonr¡ard

by lVilson (1961). Ttris suggests that the attrition suffered by Pente-

costal sects is due in part to their inability to maintain over tíme the

atmosphere of excitement of the revival rallies in which ttre members

committed themselves.

f am aware that this, as an historical accorrnt, lacks a nr:mber of

organizational details. Many of these aspects are ignored by the C.odrs

Army historian, except in a piecemeal way. There is no written accormt

of the means by which officebearers were chosen, salaries were alfotted'

etc., and members themselves are very vague on those details. Initia1ly
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James met meeting expenses, and lived as best he could from the collec-

tion. No indication of when his stipend was formalized is given.

Priest \^Ias a pastor ab iniÈjo but unpaid, and ínformants say

Duguid \^ras an elder, though they differ on how he came to hold the office;

whether by election, or selection by James. James'policy, stated. to me

in an interview, \¡Ias that he did not believe that it was 'logical' to

consult a membership which incLudes young and iner4>erienced people, on a

Ieadership decision. His usuat method for deciding such matters was to

"get the people to do the thing before you officially appoint them".

The method he used to choose the first elders \^las to put the names of the

prospective office bearers before the congregation, who then signified

by a show of hands, whether or not they approved that particular

appointment.

A "part-time paid rninistry" \nras found necessary in mid-1952 afLet

the extension of assembly activities both into weekly radio broadcasts

and into the establishment of a "r¡Iork" at Murray Bridge. The post went

to an el-der within the assembly. Ttris, in effect, marks the opening up

of fuII career paths within C'odrs Army for James' Iieutenants.

Of attendance it is written in August 1952:

The Sunday afternoon Communion Service no\^t exceeds
the 100 mark, with up to 130 in the evening meeting
and accommodation strained almost to the limit.

Sunday evening attendance was recorded at over 100 in 1948, and is down

to 80 in 1949, the year in which Duguid defected.

During those initial years' some informants say that joint

social acÈivities were arranged with other Adelaide Pentecostal churches,

and this is confirmed by reports in the newsletter; showing that the

ideological differences that they mutually maintained were not
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insqrmountable. However, relations with the mainstream churches gener-

ally remained poor with the exception of some individual Anglicans who

continued to sympathise with tLre British-Israelism perspective.
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Revelation

James' autobiographical accounts describe Lg4g3 as the year in

which, despite the successes of the previous year, he became depressed

about his own abilities to assist people. This dissatisfaction, by his

own report, Ied him into extended periods of fastinq and prayer, during

which he sought an ans\^rer to h-is self-perceived inability to deal with

certain problems.

This "crisis", as he often described iÈ, Ied one night to several

hours of prayer, in the early morning (all of which is recorded by the

God's Army historian), at the end of which James receíved a

"revelation" which he described in the following manner:

It seemed as though the words came from the risen and
enthroned Christ himself. I for:nd myself repeating
them over and over. My friend seemed merely to share
the "mercy drops" but he knew thaÈ the Spirit of the
Lord was mightily present. To me it seemed that the
heavens had rolled apart and that I had gained an
entirely nerÁr concept of the authority of the risen
and glorified Christ (James n.d.),

This incident constituted the first of a series of crises

between L949-55 undergone by James, out of which emerged a transformation

of his ministry, and an examination of the objectives of C.od's Army. rt

was in effect the manufacture, or rather the emergence into prominence

of ideologies more suitable than British-Israelism and introverted

spirituality, to the changing social conditions. The concept was "the

authority of Christ and the possibility of personal victorious living"

(C-od's Army historian f973) which l-ed out into a npre definite etçectation

3Thi" is the year in which reported average attendances dropped.
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of healing by prayer, and also of deliverance from "satanic bondage".

Beside the emphasis of the "positive message'r of Christianity, Èhat is,

the expiation of sin which Christrs death gave Christians, naking guilt

unnecessary in principle, the practical effects of this "revelation"

\^rere the increased interesÈ in healing and deliverance rninistry within

Godts Army.

Jamesr ir¡novative moves, coming at a time in which defections

\^/ere occurring, and James could be seen as rmdeï threat, has interesting

parallels with the career of Hulcbard of the Scientofogy movement,

described by Vtallis (1974). V'Ihen Hubbard found himself constrained by

other members of the leadershiP, he nrcved out and proclaimed a new

Itranscendental genesis' which he caIled, the 'Science of Certainty'. By

th-is means, according to Wallis, he reestablished a following, amongst

whom he was a-ble to promote a much more rigorous System of control'

AlÈhough it is claimed and widely believed that James \^¡as the

sole receiver of this divine knowl-edge, CoopetÇ t..realed that foltowing

the war, his own poor physical and mental condition led him ín the late

Ig4O's into a stronger interest in divine healing. Cooper also says

that the healing message led. to a resurgence of interest in Pentecostalism,

such as had not been seen since tJ-e days of Aimee Semple McPherson (the

American woman evangelist who toured Australia in 1922).

Deliverances ministry does not come into any prominence in the

newsletter until L952, which was the year after James experienced his

second "revelation", of the authority of Christ, which showed him the

4Personal cornrmrnication 1978.
u1h" God's Army term for exorcism, the casting out of evil spirits-
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contract-Iike nature of the relation between Christians and Christ, as

laid out in the Bible.

The newsletter of October L952 mentions "Remarkable Deliverances"

in Adelaide, and says thaÈ several people have been delivered from

"spiritual bondage, Such as fear, jealousy, resenÈment' frustrationt

1ying". "In some cases it involved the casting out of evil spirits."

The same issue mentions a steady growth in numbers.

The following issue (November 1952) contains a secÈion on Adelaide

meetings, which, boÈh because of the language it uses, and the picture

it conveys, I wiII quote in full.

Deep conviction in Adelaide meetings

Vle are praising God for the deep Spirit of conviction
moving upon so many in the adelaide Assembly of the
National Revival Crusade. Many are coming into a

splendid e>çerience of release from the bondage of
unconfessed sin and are putting right matters involving
oÈher people. The tide of revival blessing is runníng
very deep, and as a result a LoÈ of fotk are corning
into a place of blessing and po\^ler in their Iives and
many new ones are conring into the voice gifts of
tongues, interpretation and prophecy. The pattern
for cfeansing and deliverance in Adelaide has been
according to the plain statement of Godrs V'lord.
(I) AIl known sin is to be named and confessed
specifically and cleansed in accordance wíth l- Johrt
1:9. (2) "Faults", i.e. sins affecting or involving
other people - must be confessed to those concerned
in accordance with James 5:l-6. (3) When one is
bound. by a sin which cannot be overcome by confessions
and walking in tkre SpiriÈ, then the ministry of
deliverance is required to set the person free from
the spirit of bondage possessing or oppressing him
(trlark 16:17). Much blessing has rested on this
simple and balanced presentation of fundamental
revival truth. To Him be all the glory!

This didactic description pïesages a statement in the newsletter

of the following month, in which James makes apparent his disapproval of

certain "unscriptural-" deliverance practices taking place in Victoria.
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The perpetrators of these excesses are unnamed, but several facts serve

to show that Cooper, Jamest'friend and collaborater of eleven years, \^¡as

one of them. Firstly. the God's Army historian reports that while the

name National Revival Crusade continued to be used by Cooper in Melbourne,

the ede]aide "work" v¡as renamed at this time the Corunonwealth Revíval

Crusade. Second.ly, Cooper receives no further mention in the newsletter.

Thirdly, I was told that a rift had occurred between James and Cooper

quite early in the histo4r of God's Army, and independently it was thought

that the differences concerned 'bizarrer deliverance practices. Such

activities as "coughing" evil spirits into paper bags were mentioned.

James speaks of the claim that "sanctification" may be achieved

by undergoing a series of "deliverances", of which one "brother" claimed

to have had 55. Such "del-iverances" were said to take place through the

mouth, accompanied by some physical manifestation, such as coughing,

gasps and sighs, and the "things" brought forth were expected to name

themselves. 6

Ho\^/ever, James did not wish to ela-borate further on the "fantastic,

fanatical and. extravagant claims of this dangerous doctrine" (December

L952), and he firmly denounced all adherents, both leaders and congrega-

tions, and affirmed the "uncompromising stand" of the National Revival

Crusade against such rrfalse doctrine". "Sanctification", he wrote, is

achieved by true faith in the "truth of Godt s Word'r. James \nlas

threatened both by what he condemned as an "unscriptural" practice, and

the innovative character of the methods used. fn view of the rnixed

composition of his audience and his expressed desire to see the "work"

6The evils brought forth ranged from madness, unclean thoughts, bragging,
spiritual impurity to anxiety and teasing children.
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grohr, he was unlikely to favour the growth of practices which outsiders

to Pentecostalism could labeI as 'typical' PenÈecostal extravagance. The

acceptance of his position can be seen in the fact that it is now common

for God's Army members to distance themselves from emotionalism and

texcesst by pointing to the fact that "unbal-anced" people are attracted

to their religion. James' stand on Èhis occasion, and sr:bsequent ones in

the 1aÈer history of C'od's Army, gave him over the years a reputation

among PenÈecostals of being conservative.

His tconservatismt actualty appears to have consisted in resistance

to ideas imported into his assembly by persons other than himself' that

is, unless his assent had been sought and gained. Ttrus later on the

parÈicular "ministries" of some members for healing, counsellingr young

peoplest activities, administrative innovation, etc., were recognised and

encouraged, but patronage \¡ras necessary.

The basic doctrine of Pentecostalism gives a highly self-

conscious value to the production of new "truths". and James continually

aligmed his leadership role with this value (though he never acknowledged

the fact that his "revelations" were often extensions of practices

previously introduced in America). It seems that ultimately the accep-

tance or rejection of any particular new practices and doctrines may be

less .important than the generation of perceived novelty and change

which promotes a cotlective identity. The discussíon and speculation

based on progressive revelations whichareraised at such times,

allows members to reexamine their moral priorities from new perspectives.

This takes place despite the fact that few of the ordinary members would

feel competent to talce the responsibility of actually arbitrating the

matter. It is not, however, from any sense of inability that they feel
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this, because Pentecostals are somewhat derisive of what they call "book

learning", but it is because they usually see another or some others, as

more capable of interpreting the will of God than themselves. This

however is by virtue of divine "gift", not ability. Ttrus the ability to

control expressive activity rather than the capacity to demonstrate

theological sophistication is the key resource in Pentecostal politícs,

although the laÈter may be an important means to the former.

The ideology itself lends instability, because unlike knowledge-

based ability, which is usually seen as acquired by a person permanently'

"gifts" of C,od may be confirmed and removed by the Divinity and are not

subject to hr¡nan rationality. So while an ordinary member may not himself

feel competent to make judgements in a number of matters, the person in

whom he sees that responsibility vested can change. His loyalties are

not guaranteed by ideology, and this is one of the reasons that charisma

remains important in Pentecost. Continued demonstration of charisma by

the lead.er is the sign of Godrs continuing favour.

Each new fashion in spirituality, therefore, presents the possi-

bility that it is divinely inspired, particularly if it is known to stem

from a person well used by God, such as Cooper would be seen to have been.

It is only in hindsight then ttrat members see clearly the proper path,

and this may be partially responsible for their reluctance to discuss

such maÈters, even 20 years later. The issue which actually involved

them at the time, and gave reality to their desire Èo be in touch with

the l-atest moves of C,od, was a red herring. The continued viability of

C,odr s Army as an assembly of people with some cornmon experience of God

depends as much on the spiritual innovations it rejects, as the ones it

accepts. The issues are eventually forgoÈten, or actively suppressed, but
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the process has focused their attention, and raised the question of their

group boundaries. At least implicitly the question of the continued

membership of some emerges; expulsion, however is rare. The socially

integrative funcÈion of such incidents predominatesrT as within the

process the leader fínds the opportunity to reestablish his personal or

embodied right to adjudicate.

The exercise of charisma by a leader under threat of extraneous

innovaÈion seems to occur in several modes.

James' reaction to Cooperts notion of "sanctification" was largely

Iegalistic. He appealed to the Bible (which book is in iÈself charis-

matic to Pentecostals), and claimed his rival's ignorance of specific

teachings of that book, and he demonstrated it with suitable extracts.

He coupled this charge with outright claims of his own "uncompromising

stance" on the "V'lord of God", and his utter rejection of "fanaticism".

That is, he firmly laid claim to justice and truth, in most uneqtrivocal

Ianguage, as the fotlowing passage indicates graphically.

However, we have no desire to dwell upon the fantastic,
fanatical and extravagant claims of this dangerous
doctrine. We bel-ieve the above to be a fair and
honest, even if conservative statement on the teaching
and claims of those caught up in this error. Further'
we take Èhis opportunity of re-affirming the unyielding
and uncomprornising stand of the National Revival Crusade
in Australia against this fal-se doctrine and its
complete dissociation from all (leaders and congrega-
tions) who accept or condone it. We stand foursquare
on the lrford of God and firmly against fanaticism in
any form whatsoever (James, December l-952).

TMalcolm Calley (1965) has pointed to the integrative function of 'social
conflict' among !'Iest African Pentecostals in London. He sees para1lels,
as do I, wiÈh the conflicÈ processes among the Swat Pathans described
by Barth (1959) and the gossip process analysed by Gluckman (1963).
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James thus presented most forcefully the manner in wh-ich his criticisms

should. be viewed., placing the errants far from his s1-mpathy, laying

claim to truth by the force of his reaction, showing that his organLza-

Èion was not sr:bject to the arbitrary whims of spirituality. On this

occasion he laid claim to conservatism in the interests of Èruth,

whereas at other times he has rejected that image, to follow new

"leadings" of the Spirit.

More recently, there was an attempt at the congregational level

to íntrod,uce "d.ancing in the Spirit", which practice has become popular

among some Adelaide Pentecostals, including at least one group affiliated

and owing its origin to Godrs Army. For a time James resisted open

mention of the pressures exerted by the would-be innovators, but eventu-

aIIy, during a communion service (which fewer outsiders attend) he

ar¡nognced God's Army's rejection of such manifestations of spirítuality.

His appeal this time was to stability; Èhat to allow the assembly to be

swept by such a fashion paves the way for others, and since such issues

are potentially divisive they are better rejected from the outset. Alt

this was said in such a manner that it v¡as understood that the wisdom of

years was instil-Ied in his remarks. Vfith a world-hleary expression he

told of the assemblies that he had seen rise up and fall apart over minor

issues such as this, and he poinÈed to the record of his own assembly

which he had never allowed to be "swept awayrr by fads.

The other method which I observed James use to define a practice

as undesirable was ridicule. An instance of this occurred following the

visit of an American evangelist. The man concerned was a powerful and

popular preacher, with a recognised healing ministry. Thre problem was

that he expected his clients to fa1l down under the power of God as he
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touched them. The C,od's Army position on such matters is that faith is

demonstrated in belieVing, not in showy action, and indeed they are

concerned to avoid emotional demonstrations on such occasions (which is

part of their continuous concern for their public presentation).

James did not make his move until the visitor had departed, and

Èhen, with much regret he denor:nced the mants faults. "!{hy don't you

fall down when I touch you?" "You can't be healed without being laid

flat you know", he mimicked. "Perhaps you need a little push." The

assembly found this immensely amusing, and here, as on other occasions

when James joked, the laughter was loud and long. He refuted the man'

but not the message, which, he said, he recognised. as unequivocally

inspired. However, constant vigilance was required by men in such

powerful positions, with worldwide rn-inistries, that they not be led

astray (by the Devil and his agents).

These later two examples of repelling invasion show a sÈy1e

markedly different from the earlier one, and in fact occurred towards the

end, of James' career, when Èhe social climate both within and outside

the assembly had vastly changed. Appeals to stability as inherently

desirable, and the use of ridicule were \^¡eapons which retied on his

solidly constructed reputation in the leader-prophet role.

In 1952 Pentecostal ideologies were not firmly established, and

neither were their leaders, whose careers depended to a certain extent

on how persuasively they presenÈed doctrines, old and new- A new

doctrine was in fact a new opporÈunity to establish a cl-aim to leadership.

The appeal of a rninistry under threat then had to be to something beyond

with intrinsic authority to followers. The Bible is the only such object

among Pentecostals (though in some sects the vision of the original
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prophet is used, e.g. Mormons, while among mediums a spirit may provide

legitimation lGarbett 1979)). Success or failure lay in the preacherrs

facility in making that absolute authority his.

The more recent threats James reported in terms of his already

longstanding rninistry (.in an assumption of we1l-established charisma),

and did noÈ rely heavily on outside legalistic support. Neither of

those two innovations constituted a real threat to assembly stability'

as the earlier deliverance practices may have, but this f see as being

because the assembly had a history, and Èhereby implied direction, raÈher

than because the later two practices were less potentially appealing'

I wish to reemphasise the main point in the foregoing discussion,

which was, that for God's Army and possibly many Pentecostal groups'

innovation is important because it enables members to feel that they are

abreast of "moves of the Spirit". It is uttimately less ímportant

whether particular doctrines and practices are accepted or rejected'

because either \^/ay a proficient leader may interpret the experiences to

the maximum benefit of his relation with the assembly. Actually

attaining this reinteryretive role I consider to be the essence of

charismatic rule over time, that is viewed as a career in the socio-

logical sense. The achievement, however, is problematic. The range of

methods availabte to a Pentecostal leader are likely to be considerably

reduced by the social characteristics of his audience. The alternative

of inaction, however, leads to routinization of his prophecy or charis-

matic succession.

The mid-1950's mark the start of a rapid. rise in attendance at

C,od's Army. In 1954 the average attendance was about 130 (very close to

what it it had been in 1948). By 1955 it had risen to 22O. Ten years
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later, in 1965, 300-400 were attending regularly, and in 1975 about 600

attend.ed.

James' biographical writings suggest that he initiated the God's

Army healing ministry after a period of intensive prayer, in which he

"sought C,od" because of his increasing a\¡¡areness of health needs both

inside and outside God's Army. This period of prayer James referred to

as the first of a series of "crises in his ministry", all brought about

by his awareness of "needs".

There was a further "revelation" in 1951, as I have already

mentioned, and again in 1953, James \^ras "led" to spend many hours in

prayer. This time he was given a greater appreciation of Èhe power of

faith in God's Word. The major force of this "revelation", informants

told me, was again in the field of healing.

There is some evidence of increased concern with healing in the

newsletter, though the message is muted in terms of a highef quality of

life rather than cure of specific diseases. Thus one of the 1953 ne\¡/s-

letÈers contains an article titled "The secret of D1'namic Energy" ' The

text of this article is directed towards reconciling readers to the

Ioads that they have to ca'tr'Jz

Just as the fleetest yacht with her immense spread
of sail has to catty corresponding ballast to hold
her in equilibrium, so our lives are stayed by the
weight of trial.

Everyd.ay tribulations are part of C.od's preparation' and are precisely

calculaÈed by Him to advance the bearer's spiritual capabilities. Such

teachings may be viewed as essentially stoical, going some way towards

the psychic neutralization of problems including physical ones. However'

they also carry the message that increased efficacy and well-being are

the result of correct Christian practice.
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The increase in numbers e>çerienced by C'odr s Army soon after Èhe

introduction of the healing and quality of life themes was part of a

broader global pattern. fn the 1950's in America a post-war revival

occurred in which healing \^ras a major focus. In 1950 l/üilliam Freeman

pubtished a list of four steps to healing (Horrelt L975) which announced:

(l-) Know that Jesus had atoned for them; Q) It is Godrs will to heal;

(3) Sickness is the Devil's oppressioni (4) Set the time of your

deliverance from the sickness. TLre implications of these instructions

have some similarity with James' teachings of faíth and positive living

(that is, living an atoned life, unoppressed by past sins). The base to

which enthusiastic Christianity was appealing was no longer to the

economically and socially oppressed as it was in the early part of the

centunT (Wilson 1970), but to Èhose who felt, because of physical and

personal problems, disenfranchised from a futl and satisfactory life

experience to which they felt entitled.

The new message, based on healingr \¡Iâs only possible with a

membership which was much more representative of the social structure

generally, and especially of the lower rniddle cl-ass. In Australia, and

with regard to God's Army, it seems reasonable to infer (I have no direct

evidence) that Jamesr close observation of the American revival and its

rhetoric, influenced his own emphasis on healing. By 1951, when James'

healing ministry was coming into its own, a nuriber of social structural

changes were in progress in Australia, which resulted in progressive

status differentiation in the occupational structure. This produced a

rapid growth in the'intermediate strata'of the class structure (vüild

1978), a process which can be seen as facilitating individually anomic-

situations.
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The l-ast of James' crises occurred in 1955. Again, driven by

his consciousness of the unattended needs of people, he was impelled to

fast and pray oveï a long period. Meals were missed, sleep lost, and

important work neglected. "The Lord was preparing me to receive another

key of authority" (Cod's Army historían L913). During those days that

James spent alone in his study the "eternal truths of the I¡Iord of C'od.. .

were unfolded", and. the result was a new emphasis on deliverance ministry.

James wrote of this erçerience:

Every God-called minister must sooner or later come
to a time when he witl be challenged with the need
for equipment from on high to fulfill his commission
and fulfill the purpose of God in his ministry. Faced
with this challenge he will eiÈher harden his heart'
and close his ears to the cries of the bound, or he
will seek from the Lord the supernatural ability that
he needs to reproduce the ministry of Christ and set
the captives free (James n.d.:33).

Many people from both insíde and outside God's Army had approached

him with problems with which he could not adeqr:ately deal, many of these

with physical manifestations. The new emphasis on deliverance ministry

accomplished several things. Firstly, as far as the sufferers were

concerned it conceptualized the agency of trouble as largely outside

their control, i.e. in the invasion of evil spirits, and secondly, it

relocated. the responsibility of cure with the minister. Tlris distinguished

it from the other three revelations which can be seen as emphasising the

efficacy of individual faith, thereby placing the burden on the shoulders

of the sufferer.

The new emphasís on deliverance separated Godrs Army from most

other Pentecostal groups, particularly Assemblies of C'od, and also

resulted in adverse publicity in a wider field. s W. must assume also

slrrfor*u.nts totd me that derisory articles appeared in national magazines.
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that it was the sr:bject of considerable discussion inside the assembly.

Ho\^rever, many people from other religious denominations came to Godrs

Army seeking help. For a short whíle some local Anglican priests prac-

Èiced deliverance in the sÈyle advocaÈed by James, but were stopped by

the church hierarchy (the Church of England had previously practiced

exorcism r:ntil stopped by decree in 1552). From 1951 on James had a

weekly radio program, in which he expor:nded views on disease and healÈh.

This lasted until L959, when, after a discussion on the subject of

deliverance with a Lutheran minister, the program was taken off the air.

The evidence suggests that between 1949 and 1955 interest in the

Holy Spirit, and subsequently the faith-positive-Iiving-healing message

had led to a position where there was increasing utilization of their

spiriÈual independence by members. The ne\Á/ message, and the means by

which it was obtained (protonged prayer and privation) reestablished the

charisma of James, and located control of the new ministry firmly in

him. Members were alerted to the ínsidious ways of the Devil and his

agents who coul-d use even Christians Èo achieve their ends. This aspect

of the new teaching represented a personalized version of the old British-

Israelism theme which saw Satan working through the agency of various

world powers, particularly Russia (or communism) and the Papacy. As the

Devil could be seen under British-Israelism directing political movements,

he could now be seen in individual actions. The new weapon was double-

edged, however, because while it allowed the denunciation of individuals'

it also legitimated disclaímers of responsibility. In fact, the most

cofltmon use while I was observing C,odrs Army was to d.enounce prominent

outsiders (politicians, pop-stars), and amongst meribers to disavow

responsibility for past actions.
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In addition Èo the increase in membership arising out of the

success of the healing and deliverance ministries, the mid-1950's saw

the first purchase of property by God's Army, a large suburban home which

served as manse and d.eliverance centre. This was followed three years

Iater in 1958 by the purchase of a city property as a perm¿u1ent meeting

place. The stabilizing consequences of property acquisition on religious

movements is well recogrnised, as is the facÈ that it also represents an

opening of career paths. Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that

Iarge commitments of money to property are only made when there is some

strong evidence of a stabilizing congregation. Then both the reliable

commitment of a certain population, coupled with the property open nehl

channels of involvement.

However, Èhe purchase of the second properÈy necessitated the

drawing up of a constitution in order to meet legal requirements. The

constitution was to cover all the God's Army assemblies9 both in South

Austral-ia and interstate which had existed heretofore as a loose associa-

tion. T\¡ro of the Victorian assemblies were not willing to become part of

a formal association. These were two assemblies founded in the early

I95O's by two relatively new converts, Longfield and Hollins, both of

whom had e)$)erienced marked success especially in healing ministry.

They had, however, a strong objection to the deliverance ministry practiced

by James, and the official incorporation of God's Army triggered their

dissociation. Additionally, some of their own Èeachings had begun to

differ from those of James' , specifically that failure to undergo baptism'

sCampaigns of James, and the work of Cooper had resulted in several
"works" in Victoria and Western Austral-ia, and country "outreaches" had
begrrn in South Australia.
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or breaking of fellowship meant forfeiting salvaÈion.10 They were

unwilling to forfeit their liberty to preach this, and since their

dissociation, have gone further to claim that botJ. water baptism and

Spirit baptism are essential for salvation. Ttrese defections may be

seen as tending towards a more exclusive delineation of the assembly'

while James consistentty followed an inclusive line after the mid-1950's.

The continued viabitity of the breakaway group which now has a

branch in Adelaide, is interesting in the light of Wilson's (1967)

suggestion about the continued. vigour of schizmatic bodies whiLe the

parent group remains via-ble.

The acquisition of property had Èhus led directly Èo schism, and

it seems that just as property presents career openings, it enlarges the

potential basis of dispute. For Longfield and Hollins it provided an

issue that enabled them to make a stand against James, tJrat is to deny

his charisma and feadership at a time in which they were about to estal¡-

tish their own on other grounds. In as far as property may be seen by

different members to symbolise different possíbilities and conjunctions,

it can be used to legitimate actíons in this way. In this regard Calley

(1965) notes the tendency for disagreement within Pentecostal assemblies

to become more "acrimonious" following the acquisition of property. He

also remarks on members' increasing concern with their relationship to

society, and with respect to God's Army this may be seen to have been

stimulated by fulfillment of the legal requirements of acquisition of

property by cooperation.

I 0Ja*e" preached salvation by repentance and faith, which is the generally
accepÈable Pentecostal formul-a"
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A number of career paths appear to have opened up in the mid-

I95O's. some by the general interest in establishing new "works" arorrnd

the Adelaide area, and others from the rapidly e>çanding healing and

deliverance ministry, which made great demands on James.

In 1957 a healing occurred whích, according to one informant'

"really maderr James: a young Greek man \^ras cured of tuberculosis. lfhen

he first atÈended, Peter had already had six months of u¡rsuccessful

medical treatment. According to a person who was present, the young man

attended a Sunday night meeting looking extremely i11. At the end of the

meeting he went forward with the others seeking prayer. As he was prayed

over, he feII to the ground "under the power of God", his glasses were

thrown off and "have not been found to this day". For 20 minutes he lay

still, and when he was able to rise, he was completely healed, including

his defective eyesight. That cure may have achieved paramount fame at

the time because medical validation enabled God's Army to publicise the

healing widely.

For my informant, Ralph, that event was critical in dispelling

his remaining doubts. He had initially arrived at God's Army as a

'seeker' who had dabbled with mainstream churches, but in God's Army he

said he found a personal concern, and he was "overcome" by the preaching

of James, which he felt to be "plain and clear". He was also struck by

Jarnes' personal attributes, particularly the way he "qave his life for

people". He would, for instance, visit a person four or five times in

one day, should they require it. The demand for personal attention had

already become so great that another full-Èime ministry was created in

1955.
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In the 20 years or so since he contacted God's Army, Ralph had

been healed by God el-even limes hímself, from three coronaries, tubercu-

Iosis, drowning and electrocution, amonçJ other things. It is not surpris-

ing that such an 'adept' as this should, find himself to possess a healing

rdnistry.

Ralphrs ministry r¡/as originally legitimated outside the assembly.

Soon after joining he started seeking out the sick by door-knocking, and

says he was often "Ied" to homes in which there were sick people. Then

on Sunday evening he would line up for prayers in the assembly wiÈh others

who were seeking their own healing. Many'miracles' of healing occurred,

but the work involved was too great and James eventually suggested Èhat

Ralph pray for them himself. To tegitimate his activities' Ralph became

a collector for the tr:berculosis association, and walked the streets in

search of people needing prayer. Many of those he cured subsequently

became members of C'odrs Army, he said.

The foundation of Ra1ph's healíng ministry is interesting because

it occurred just after James' ov/n control had been threatened by a

ministry broughÈ in in 1956 while James \^¡as on an evangelistíc tour. The

person responsíb1e was James' brother, who along with his father had

always maintained that James was too conservative in his approach to

pastorship. This was the stage when James had just received his latest

"revelation" on deliverance ministry, and it appears that his brother \¡Ias

Iess conservatíve in his approach to deliverance than James himself, and

again physical manifestations of demons were e>çected in meetings (my

information indicates that the problem was similar to that between James

and. Cooper). The assembly was split in its opinion of such practices'

many people became very fond of Jamest brother, who used humour and a

friendly style to promote his standing in the assembly.
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Since healing powers are an important legiÈimator of charisma

within C.odts Army, Jamest encouragement of a man already in his 60's,

and therefore with little prospect of leadership, becomes r-lnderstandable'

especially since James remained, a\^rare of the possibility of schism

throughout his life.

In Ralph's account, during his first year of membership, Èwo

relatives of his were found to have cancer, and in both cases arrangement

had. been made for surgery. Ralph asked James if he could pray for God to

guide the surgeon's hands, which was not a practice that C'odrs Army had

prevíously considered. Both operations were successful, and it there-

after became conmon practice to work 'in conjunction' with the medical

profession. Ralph claims to work with doctors frequently, and to be

allowed into all the Adelaide hospitals. He is, he said, sometimes

cálled in by docÈors, but did noÈ name them.

T\^renty years l-ater Ralph,s heating ninistry is recognised as

second only to James t , and he has refused several offers of pastorship

from outside the Adelaide assembly. He \¡¡orks with an elderly woman \¡/ho

also has a recognised healing rninistry. Here again a healing gift is

foqnd in a person who, because of her sex, is precluded' from aII God's

Army offices of a spiritual nature, a safe repository for a specific

charismatic gift. ff charismatic gifts are encouraged among members,

which by and. large they are not (and neiÈher are they sought), then it

will- be best if they occur among particular social categories that are

unlikely to generalize such gifts into spiritual careers. Also, while

such gifts are pursued under James' oversight, his is the career which

benefits.
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Ralph's ministry was legiÈimated outside God's Army, and later

reimported, and so was that of Des Clark, who first attended in 1950-I at

about the age of L7. Clark had been a committed Methodist' and for a

time attended his Methodist church and C,od's Army, until he was virtually

expelled from Methodist fellowship. He had intended to enter the

Methodist ministry, and hel-d a local preacher's cerÈificate from them.

Clark attended God's Armyrs School of Evangelism hefd at Sunrise

House, in evening classes for two nights per week. In the early days

too, James used to take the young men out into the park and talk to them.

But Clark was already keen "to serve the Lord", and in about 1954 he

obtained Jamesr consent to holding weeknight meetings in his own home.

By that time his family had become less suspicious of God's

Army and some r¡rere attending. His first home meetings were made up

largely of his own relatives and some Iocal Methodist friends. Those

people must have provided good support, because about 18 months later

the meetings had grown to 30-odd, and the group started to advertise

locally by teafleting. They had afso moved into a local scout hal-1 for

meetings.

In 1956 C1ark formed a local assembly with official approval from

James, but no financial supporÈ.I1 He had no doctrinal disagreements

with James, and had in fact receíved very close training under him. It

was James' and, the el-ders' decision to grant him pastorship. He suggested

that James' ministry was sufficiently strong to drown developing ministries

in that assembly.

tlPre=o*.bly James maintained that if Clark's ministry \^Iere viable then
financial support would be forthcoming from members.
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So within a-bout fiVe years, Clark, a man who entered God's Army

with already strong career drives, was able to carve a career for him-

self, by aligning himsetf with James' vision, and becoming one of the

"harvesters'r of that Vision. His career has continued in Godts Army

assemblies in South Australia and New Zea]and, and he is now a popular

figure amongst Adelaide asseÍtbly members.

IÈ was while Clark was proving his ministry in suburban Adelaide

that the Adelaide assembly became unnanageabtlr large and another full-

time pastorship r¡/as created. The man chosen had first been involved in

God's Army in L947 and, had married the d,aughter of a foundation member.

He n/as made a part-time pastor in Adelaide in L952 in response to increas-

ing demands of membership, but appears to have gone interstate in 1954 to

look after two other \^¡orks for some months.t2 He returned to fult-time

ministry in Adelaide in 1955. According to Clark, the decision to appoint

Bothwick was made by James in conjunction with his elders.

The ambition, and career aspirations of otTrer men within the

assembly must have become increasingly apparent to James, and the distur-

bance caused by his brother in 1956 made evident the fact that a signifi-

cant number of members coul-d be unwittingly cajoled into supporting

extravagant doctrine and practice. In L957, by developing a concept of

"team ,ó/orkrr he undertool< the control of influential men within the

assembly, since when, he claimed in an interview, there had been no

problem with "splits".

Here again, as in 1949, we observe innovation following a threat

to leadership, as James reaffirms with his followers the divine legitimacy

of his leadership.

I2H" h-d therefore demonstrated his 'deployability' (Lof1and f966).
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Under Èhe team work concept, there is no individualistic leader-

ship in any area, and from my observations this applies as much to the

cornmittees of ordinary members who run the various groups as to the

pastors and elders. Pastors also spend. much time together discussing

ideas¡ in addition to formal meetings they have a weekly hxrchtime

informal meeting, and approximately every two months they spend a whole

day together for "freewheeling discussion". Ttre elders and pastorst

together named the "Oversight", meet Èogether every month for a díscussion

of "g;eneral spiritual well-being", membership applications, future

policy, guests and building plans.

James said thaÈ he channeled leadership through that team, but

he would himself act unilaterally \¡¡ere a matter sufficiently urgent.

His earlier response to leadership potential had been Èo "chop it off",

as he had with Clark's assembly.

Thus suitably expressed career aspirations were tolerated by

James as the membership of God's Army grew. I¡then fuII deference was

allowed to his priority and vision, then his verbal assent' but not

materiaf support was granted. As routinization of operations has

proceeded, coupled with increasing membership, James of necessity has

allowed organizational authority to rest with other men, but has success-

fu11y retained spiritual authority. Their authority remains rderivative'

(wattis 1974).

V'IaIIis (ibid.. ) writes ttrat there are a number of strategies for

coping with what he calls 'institutional fragility', but the most

successful 'focuses' leadership in the founder figure, that is, the

synthesiser of the original doctrine. Ih¡e essence of leadership he sees

as 'revelationt, the maintenance of the sole right to propound new
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doctrine as it is unfolded by the divine source. James developed this

strategry well, and his task in many senses became progressively easier.

As each passing year more firmly validated his original vision, the

authenticity of his subsequent 'revefationsr \^/ere better grounded. The

newly aspiring, if they were wise, sought his patronage in approximate

ways. Leadership crises occurred no more.

Ho\^rever, as I have already indicated, such crises' and more minor

disturbances were not without their benefits within the assembly.

Calley (1965) has also observed that religious enthusiasm slumps when

sect life is r¡ndistrubed. I have some evidence from interviews with

members, that in the l96ots some more minor issues came to the fore.

These r¡¡ere not differences which threatened to disrupt the assembly, they

were over triviatities such as dress, and attendance at pr:blic entertain-

ment, intersexual behavior within the assembly, and pernr-issible

aÈtitudes to other churches. V'Iilson (L967) suggests that schizmatic

groups aïe, in a sense, mutually supportive because they tend to become

"keepers of each otherts consciences" (36). Here the role appears to

have been adopted by separate groups within a growing assembly.

one prod.uct of the transítions through which God's Army has

passed. has been the evolution of different interest groups within tlte

assembly (I descril¡e this more fully in a following section), and hcrc I

particularly include groups arising from the more mundane issues of the

1960rs, because such issues tend to assume at least equal import with

doctrinal issues. This I attribute partly to the fact that those are the

disputes in which presentational (in the C.offmanian sense) aspects are

involved. Confrontation can be accomplished without exchanging a l¡/ord'

and as such these differences can be drawn in as arununítion in more

personal matters.
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The new mastery which James developed r^¡as to perpetuate and

then to preside over these disputes. This he did by adopting a publicly

conservative, but privately (,to the liberal) more liberal approach, each

with its own rationale. At the same time, meîibers holding more liberal

opinions were (and still are) urged to take care in the e>çression and

acting out of their views with such maxims as "never do anything that

your weak brother fall". In effect James has run a system of privatized

revelation, by which each of the groups came to believe itself to be in

possession of the 'ultimate' truth, and each believed itself vindicated

by the support of James. ft may be said therefore' that James r^tas

'de-alienated' in the sense used by Barnes (1978) in his historical

study of charisma, and that is that his leadershíp strategy suggests

thaÈ he perceives sacred symbols as sr:bject both to change and to verifi-

caÈion by personal e:çerience.
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The path to health

I now wish to return to a consideration of the emergence of

thernes deal-ing with healing and the body in God's Army. The discussion

is still concerned with James' maintenance of charisma and spiritual

authority by his ability to shed fresh spiritual enlightment amongst his

followers in a way which they srùjectively e>çerience as flowing logically

from an extensíon of their past e>çerience.

Early members, drawn to God's Army by the British-Israel theme,

saw the world as the battleground of God and Satan, as each day events

were related to the propheÈic books of the Bible. Then as James gradually

revealed. his Pentecostal message, C,odrs presence in ttreir own lives and

bodies became a microcosmic real-ity, of at least equal significance' and

they were turned toward as inner e:çerience of the deity. These two

themes were noÈ antitheÈical, however. A doctrine of national salvation

lent force to a doctrine of individual salvation for, as !{eber says' the

"conception of the final struggle naturally produces a very powerful

eschatological emotional dynamic" (1965 :I45) .

V'thereas mainline religions produce contact with the deity through

riÈualistic communal acts, Pentecostals are not so dependent for their

ecstatic experiences. rùhat they require is a means of presenting to

others their spiritual ecstasy, thereby achieving objectivation and

hence validation of their sr:bjective experience (Berger and Luckmann

1966). As their religion is one which targely rejects the role of formal

knowled.ge in favour of ecstatíc experience' the presence of that

religious ecstasy is demonstrated not by stable and predictable ritual

acts, but by 'automatic' behavior, especially a loss of control of the

tongue, which is simultaneously a disavowal of Iearning and formalism"
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In this sense glossolalia is a doctrinal statement, a discursive symbol'

at tfue same time it is an index of possession, a presentational symbol

(Langer 1960) . The availability of members' bodies to the deity for use

is demonstrated by his control over their tongue, the most expressive

organ of their bodies. By the emission of mysterious sounds, they

signify also that God may use their tongues to convey important meaningful

messages which are in no \^ray dependent on their own rationality . (rhus

they debase the rationality of their critics. )

To Mary Douglas Èhe al¡andonment of control such as that found in

Pentecostal V'test Indian Londoners, represents not a religious compensation,

but a 'fair representation of the social reality thêy experience'

(Douglas L973:lI0). that is, with respect to their fel-Iow Londoners. Here

Douglas is illustrating her hypothesis that 'bodily control is an expres-

sion of social control' (ibid.z99). The Vfest fndians, she says' because

of their relative lack of articulateness with respect to London society,

experience a relaxaÈion of socíal control in Èhe area of speech. For

them the societat e>çectations are different. She appears to have

neglected what the West Indians themselves believe about their religious

e>çerience. Presentation of the self as qnder control of the deity

requires the production of behaviors not in the everyday repertoire,

and esoteric speech is a readily availa.bfe means.

The existence of an inner religior.rs experience for members

cannot in itself be an important basis of recruitment, since most

religions claim to give their adherents "religious ercperience'r. The

source of appeal of this newly individualistic group became the personal

efficacy and power which its particular experience conferred on members.

By the process of salvation they were enabled to regaín control over
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their lives: they in fact became [new" people. But additionally, their

faith came to be seen as conferring power over physical condiÈions and

illnesses and also mental states. The life style advocated by Godrs

Army reinforced the effects of the new-found faith. This is similar to

Burridge's (L969) argument about milfenarian movemenÈs' thaÈ they

essentially confer a new moral- order wíth what is perceived as increased

relevance to the existing social order, and in doing so reorder power to

the benefit of adherents. The 'power' for Burridge is experienced in

the political and econofiLic spheres, but for God's Army the primary effects

are in personal conceptualization, which has secondary consequences for

economic and politicall 3 activities.

The rpower' with which faith and "right believing" endowed

members produced a number of healings, and renewed lives, but complete

success was elusive, and at this stage it was trevealed' to James that

the invasion of Christian l-ives by demonic forces was quite common, and

that a suita-ble ministry had the power to eliminate them. Each Christian

body had become a potential battleground for the forces of good and evil,

but the means of control had been revealed. Problems that had not

responded to individual faith were treated by deliverance ministry. A

higher level of bodliy control was reesta-bl-ished in the ministries of a

,few 
pastors.

Predictably, this initially resutted in a tendency on the part

of members to see d.emonic possession behind all their afflictions, and

this Èendency must have been augrmented by the ela.borate theory of

demonology which was developed. As it had been necessary to show by

rcpoliti.a1 and economic themes certainly exist in God's Army as demon-

strated by British-Israelism, but are seldom useil in membership appeals.
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bodily manifestation the presence of the HoIy Spirit' it was also

necessary to produce, ín aitdítion to the affliction, a physical manifes-

Èation of infesting Satanic forces. Demonic presentation in the sense of

physical manifestation usually occurred only during deliverance, and

appeared in the form of strange voices, violent action, and occasionally

attempted seduction of the ministering pastor, according to informants.

Though it often took many hours, these demonic forces responded

to the "authority of Christ", and came out of the bodies which they

infested, often several at a time. Their exit was marked by vocal

emissions, coughing, vorniting (the mouth is a well-recognised exít as

are bodily extremities), and sometimes by their flinging the body to the

ground as they departed.

God's Army had developed the ideotogy of an omnípotent God' and

then found that such a deity was not subject to magical manipulation

(Vleber 1965) . The elaboration of an existing theory of demonolog-y

produced a religion in which magical manipulation again became possible'

al-beit dualist. Spiritual battles were made observa,ble to individual

members in their own lives, and by some this has presently been taken to

the extent that Èhey see the activities of God or the Devil ín the trivia

of their everyd.ay lives. The fact that they are Christian, they believe,

makes them of more interest both to God and Satan. This ídeology is

reflected in the notion of the "victory walk" which for most is a

precarious path, subject to the continuous sabotage of demonic forces.

In recent years the healing and deliverance theme has again had

a shift of emphasis, probably triggered by two factors: (t) the failure

of some cases to respond despite repeated deliverance ministry (recoloni-

zation can occur); (2) the readiness of some members to attribute afl
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afflictions to demonic forces, and thus absolrre themselves of responsi-

bility. It suJosequently became apparent to James that members, by their

attitudes and actions, could lay themselves open to demonic attack and

ill health. The responsibítity was being returned to individuals. Thus

members could, by their poor eaÈing and. exercise habits, make themselves

vulnerable to iIl health, from which it would be irresponsible to e><pect

God to heal them.

This new ideology drew strengÈh from a group of members who had

long been concerned with naturopathy, partly because they saw the actions

of Satan in the ways in which drug companies and doctors poured poorly

tested drugs onto the market. C,od had already provided herbal medicines.

Many of the members of this persuasion were of long standing, and strong

adherents to British-Israelism. They were therefore very conscious of

the "outworkings" of Satan on the global scale.

Vnlhen it began to be strongty advocated by James, however, this

theme reflected a disaffection with medical practice and priorities

current in Èhe wider society also, and this was not coincidental, because

one of the main Godrs Army lines of appeal had always been to those

disillusioned with therapeutic institutions of the wider socíety.

VÍithin God's Army the new healthylivingphilosophy I¡Ias largely

taken up by some more prominent younger members (in the 20-35 age range)

and it \^/as used innovatively, but usually symbolically on some occasions

when small group meetings called for supper.

Through the agenry of his family' James \^Ias kno\^/n within the

assembly to have a healthy and abstemious diet, consisting of a high

proportion of fresh fruit and vegeta,bles. He also publicly enacted

disdain of the God's Army-provided beverages (tea and coffee) at large
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God.'s Army functions, but the same drinks continued to be offered

(perhaps as a foil for his disdain).

Because James' message was partíalIy directed at the wider

socieÈy, it could be seen by those members whom it suited, to be rninimally

applicable to them. Thus diversity of internal opinion was perpetuated

in this area also, and was facilitated by the fact that just how a

healthy diet was constituted was never spelled out jn toto. The elder

members, habituated to the Australian tmeat and two vêgr r could continue

to believe that they were performing their dietary duty.

There I^/as an addiÈional factor, and that was that the most

specific proclamations of tgood diett came from Mrs. James and occurred

at prayer meetings largely attended by women. Mrs. James' dornination of

these meetings (the onty outlet her frustrated "minisÈry" was allowed by

her husband), was already derided by a number of members. Women attending

these meetings felt quite able to deny, though privately, the truth of

dietary pronouncements .

James, leadership rtecturiquesr atlowed the ttrutht to be seen in

many ways.
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Conclusion

As a conclusion to this section, I wish to draw together a

nr¡rÍber of major strands of firy argument into an overvíew of the successful

estabtishment of a prophet-teadership within an emerging revivalist

group.

Prior to James' arrival ttrere were in the Adelaide circles of

the British-Israel lrlortd Federation, a small group of people whose

interest in him extended beyond his espousal of British-Israelism, to

his revivatist talents and his Pentecostalism. I suqgest that theír

recognition of his 'clandestíne' message was responsible for its gradual

attainmenÈ of legitimacy amongst other members of the British-Israel

World Federation. Generally it seems that prophets and 'charisma' do not

arise in any automatic fashion from rapid social change and rrncertainty,

but as Weberrs review of Palestinian history shows, a group of serni-

apostates, or radical critics within a previous orthodo>q¡, engage in an

active search for an exemplary leader.

The existence of the British-Israel Vüorld Federation, a body

dedicated to providing a platform for Britísh-Israe1ism, gave James a

rcaptive audiencer to whom he could subtly address his spiritual message.

Since the British-Israelism üIorld Federation membership was already a

self-sel,ected group of questioning Christian activists, James' initial

evangelising met with considerable success. only after his dependence on

this group as a whole declined did the emphasis of James' spiritual

message begin Èo change. That is, the cessation of rel-ations between

James and the British-Israel World Federation was one of the factors

which impelled him to widen the scope of his public appeal, since his

major recruitnent base was removed.
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The shifÈ from one supportive constituenqr to another l^ras a

dangerous leap as far as Jamesr career was concerned. ltlithout a strong

organization or financial resources, James relied almost solely on his

closest followers' claims about his exemplary vision.

Whil,e Spirit baptism had become and remained the major concern

within the assembly, James pr:Jclicly-directed argument began to prorncte

spiritual healíng, both physicat and psychic. This was a message with a

potentially much wider basis of appeal, and iÈ is clear from my fielô¡uork

that it resulted in considerable interest from individuals in mainline

churches. It is importanÈ to note the individuated response. The move

towards James did not take t}re form of collective action by groups

within the churches. Thus James' second wave of Tecruits differed from

the British-Israel lrlorld Federation group and had fewer interpersonal

ties and Iess e:çerience of activism. They werer as a result, more

responsive to the changing nature of his prophery.

fn terms of the emergence of charisma the 'recogrnition' originally

afforded James was not on the basis of tÏ¡e Pentecostal nessage which

eventually energed as his main theme. The British-Israelism theme did,

however, justify the urgency of spiritual salvation for all. It seems

likely that James' initial favourable reception \^/as based on the new

spiritual emphasis with which he invested the British-Israelism message.

Ilourever, before he could transcend his sponsored status among the

British-Israelism lrlorld Federation activists he had Èo develop a propheq¡

which moved beyond their religious tenets.

Throughout. his career James produced for his flock Inew

obligationsr, the source of which was perceived to be divine. At least

twice, crises of leaderstr-ip can be seen to have occurred inunediately
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prior to the new revelations which suggests that their production was not

arbitrary ín terms of time but can be seen as responsive. I suggest that

such revelations must always be responsive to some extent, given that

changes in the congregation, in the social conposition of recruits and

in the wider society are unpredictable. The counselling services

gradually e1a-borated by James could better monitor these currents of

change. Just as imporÈant was the expressivity inherent in Pentecostalism.

Careful observation of personal styles of worship and spirituality

allowed James to gauge his competitors, for as soon as spirituality was

established within the assembly, it became important for any would-be

usur?er to establish preeminence in that field. The sr:bject of prayer

was also an important indicator.

The dívine origin of James' revelations, established by the

coincidence of his vision, and the New Zealand pastor's prophecy' was

reaffirmed in the spiritual struggte and physical privations which he

under¡¡¡ent before receiving them. These are the aspects of his revelatory

e:<perience which he d.ocumented and repeatedly stressed. Further affirma-

tion of his apostleship was forthcorning in his life-style. In contrast

with other prorninent members, he wiÈhdrew from sociable relationships.

Although he was always solicitous towards nembers individually' his

concern precluded closeness. His repuÈation for abs'Eemious eating and

other setf-d.enials provided every-day confirmation of his apartness from

the rest of the congregation for whom moderation rather than rigorous

denial was prescribed.

James' social distance conferred another advantage and that was

it enabled him to manage the divergent groups of opinion which becane

apparent within the congregation. WiÈh respect to matters of "wor1d1y"
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behavior he allowed each group to believe that it had his support on

the matter, so that each member could believe himself (herself) in

possession of Èhe real truth in contradistinction to sone other assembly

members.

What James did was to produce a theodicy of suffering for

members. Firstly, he revealed a perfect, all-powerful God with whom

members could have a personal relationship. Then, as they continued,

despite their knowledge, to suffer, he found reasons for their ills

which he located firmly in their own insufficiencies. Tkre bor¡ntiful C'od'

however, could provide the remedies for the price of sufficient faith.

Their failures and successes became part of the great cosrnic struggle

beÈween ttreir God and the ult-irnately vanguished decej.ver, Satarl . In the

words of Vüeber (1965 zL44) z

The world process although full of inevital¡le suffering,
is a continuous purification of the light from the
contarnination of darkness. This conception of the
final struggle naturally produces a veqf powerful
eschatological emotional dynamic.



SECTION 2

A CHRTSTIAN LÏFE

INTRODUCTION

It is part of Luckmannrs thesis (L974) that the ways in which a

religious life can be led are diversifyíng enormously in Western society,

and, indeed, that religious existence is increasingly being led indepen-

dent of institutional religion. In this process he sees the institution-

alizaÈion processes of establíshed religions as integral, in Èhat these

tend to abstract the generally pervasive nature of r:ninstitutionalized

religion and concentrate it in certain temporal and spatial life areas.

The institutionalization of religion parallels that in oÈher life spheres'

and pushes the individualrs expression of his real self into the

institutionally r.rndominated. interstices. It is here that Luckmann sees

real religious identity, in his sense of transcendence of the biological

self as being situated, and this he believes is finding new e)çression

in society.

In prefacing my remarks about life within C'od's Army, I draw

attention to Luckmann's hypothesis, partly because the way in which a

Chrístian life may be led within that group appears to be diversifying

in parallel with what he claims of the wider society, and also because

I wish to return to his argument later. I have already drawn attention

to some sources of this differentiation in the previous section.

For C'odr s Army members, and probaJcly for most adherents of

enthusiastic religion, religious significance permeates all aspects of

a7
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their life, and is not confined to what occurs in church, or other

religious meetings. Their religion is a prcscription for life, and

creates them anew. C,od and Satan wage their trrar within the life of each

"born again" Christian, and they do so unceasingly. Their st-ruggles are

apparent both in the trívia of everyday life, and in tocal and qlobal

politics. Life is reinvested with religious significance and interest.

I mean by 'significance' an intellectual ordering scheme capable of

transforrn-ing categories of space and time at both a.bstract and mundane

levels. By rínterestr, I mean a moral and emotional attitude or mode of

attention to events. Together these constitute in !ùeberrs terms the

processes of trational-ization' and renchantmentt (the opposite of

routinization) and I wish to examine these with my data.

Firstty, I inÈend to analyse the way in which a life becomes

newly invested with this all-pervasive religious experience (i.e.

conversion), and then I wish to show iÈs operation in everyday life' in

what must be viewed as the continuous process of constructíon and

legitimation of a "world-view" (Berger and Luckmann 1975).

In my exarnination of the history of God's Army, and the ideo-

J-ogical themes which achieved preeminence at various stages, I have

already discussed Èhe emergence and contínued existence of diversity of

doctrine and practice among members. For example, many members of nrcre

recent conversion have very little idea of the content of British-

Israelism, while it permeates the reality of some members from the pre-

1950's.

The ideological flexibility is reinforced by the lack of a

strict God's Army creed, salvation by faith being the most adamantly

espoused view, with others being lefÈ to individual conscience. one of
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my informants, who, however, Iater lefÈ, hlas even very sceptical about

Spirit baptism.

Although these two factors have not contributed to an enormoìrs

diversity of opinion on doctrinal matters within C'od's ArrV' groupings

of members are apparent. The differences lie not so much in what these

members believe, but in the degree of importance with which they invest

ideologies wiÈh respect to their o\dn lives.

The successive prorninence and decline of ideologies which has

been the experience of a nurnber of members, in effect leaves them free

to assign their o\¡¡n status to these beliefs. The "leading of the

Spirit" which they experience as Pentecostals creates further diversity

in the translation of the C,od's Army world-view into indívidual legitima-

tions of belief and action.

variation, f.or instance, is distinguishable ín the readiness

with which members see the source of their troubles in demonic forces,

their attitude to alcoholic drir¡l<s, the extent to which they see them-

selves as responsible for their own health, their beliefs about divorce'

and numerous other areas. It is largely in the practical implications

of belief that disparity becomes apparent.

There are several levels of leadership within C'od's Armlr -

pastors, elders, committee members, leaders of group meetings - and it is

quite noticeable that such people adhere more strongly to the notion of

individual responsibility than many ordinary nembers. This appears in

such areas as their eating habits, their unwillingness Èo use demonic

possession as an explanation of unwanted behavior. and the lack of

frequenry with which they require pastors to intervene in some personal

problem. These are people of intelligence and competence' whose lives
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proceed smoothly (and would probably do so independent of their Christian

beliefs). The pre-conversion histories of a nrunlcer from this group Iack

the marked traumatic element which ís common, and given prorn-inence in

conversion accounts (a sr:bject I discuss later). The occupations of

these people are more likely to place them in the middle cfass than

ordinary members.

Another division, less predictable in the groupings it forms,

appears between members who are intolerant ("world-rejecting asceticism")

and those who are more flexible in their attitudes to participation in

"worldly" activities. Here I have in mind attitudes to drinking alcohol'

wearing make-up, participating in publíc entertainment. V{hile there is

considerable overlap with the first group, it is not complete.

Committed and evangelistic believers in British-Israelism form

a most distinctive group, and are nearly all both elderly and long-term

members (pre-I950).

There is too an increasing diversity ín the recruitment_base of

members, and also in their economic aspirations. God's Army mernloers

Iike lrteber's (1958) Protestants, have life-styles which make more likely

the accumulation of capital. Over a nr:niber of years the economic success

of some members, whether sought or unsought, may well serve to alter the

perspectives and aspirations of others within the group, and it is likely

Èhat the intake will eventually be altered in favour of nþre prosperous

persons.

My primary concern in this section of my study is to examine the

conversion phenomenon as it is found in God's Arrry. The primacy of this

interest on my part has been gradually awakened by the accretion of data

poínting to the central role that conversion and related activities

perform within the group.
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Firstly, God's Army as an organization and its members individu-

ally direct a high proportion of their efforts towards proselytization

and recruitment, which provide an outlet for the zeaL of both old and new

meilbers.

Second1y, conversion experiences are a major topic of conversation

between both members, and members and prospects. A conversion or salva-

tion experience is the essential of membership in C'odrs Army, providing

as it does the birth of faith in Èhe Saviour which is the foundation of

the 'new' Iife. The way ín which this is experienced, and the complete

separation from the old l-ife whích conversion accomplishes, is a subject

which is fully el-aborated in both teaching and conversation.

Third1y, evidence suggests that within God's Army conversion-

related activities, particularly of the revival rallies' nay perform a

tlatentt function in reevoking in that emotional atmosphere, memberst

resolves and. comrn-itment to the God's Army life-style and the "victory

walktt.

f wish to exaraine these, the internal aspects of conversion and

related activities, as weII as the accomplishment of the externally-

directed, overt, aim of proselytization, the salvation of individuals,

which must be viewed as the product of aÈ least two sectors, Godrs Army

effort, and individual inclination.
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INDIVIDUAI SAIVATION

Many of the more comprehensive analyses of individual conversions

have been primarily concerned with a search for conunon predisposing

factors and. dispositions amongst converts. Among these are Èhe studies

of Gerlach and Hine (1970), Lofland (1966) and SÈark and Lofland (1965).

The preconvert appears in these discussions, rather like metal-bearing

ore, passing through a system of filters, according to its dimensions.

Furthermore, the retrospective nature of conversion accorrnts emphasises

the impression that the preconvert is passive and malleable. This is

a bias of conversion studies which has been criticised by Taylor (L976),

who considers the necessity of viewing the convert as actively involved

in his own salvation. He calls for "appraisal of the e:<periential

multiplicities involved in conversion" (ibid.:11). How is it that the

prospect "converts", he asks, rather than how is he "converted"?

Taylor, howeverr Rây be more interested in inner e:çeriences than social

ones.

Conversely, Beckford (1975a) is concerned with the sheer effort

wLrich .fehovah's Vlitnesses put into conversion of prospects in which the

initial contact occurs usually through the activities of a 'Publisher',

rather than seeking on the parÈ of the prospect. The high percentage of

members with relatives in the movement he also considered as indicating

the importance of the "personal nature of the message's sysÈematic

presentation" (1975a:161). That the Jehovahrs Vüitnesses direct their

appeal towards concerns of the prospect, Beckford sees as most significant

in their gaining sympathy where other groups fait. Long's (tg6e) study

92
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of African Jehovah's lrtitnesses points to other variables in the convert-

seeking process, namely the effects of both pre-existing social and

developing econornic interests in bringing in recruits.

V[ithin C,od's Army evangelism is an activity in which the internal

consequences (that is, in the maintenance of meaning systems and the

furtherance of careers) are probably more imporÈant than the external

ones (that is, on prospects). It is carried out by a high percentage of

members, on an ínformal and rrnsystematic basis (in contrast to bottr

Mormons and. Jehovah's Vtitnesses whose methods are formal and systematic)

and it is tkre focus of action of many sub-groups of the assembly. A

weekly evangelistic rally is held, which most members attend. The point

that I wish to emphasise is that althougrh both collectively, and often

individually, considerable effort is expended by God's Army members on

recruitment-related activities, an argument such as Taylor's (op. cit.)

wt¡-ich emphasises the active engagement of the prospect, is not invalidated.

No\^/ present in Godrs Arny are people who before their first contact were

religious seekers. There are al-so many members who did not, by their

expressed religious interest, provoke evangelism. Most in both these

categories had originally been approached by someone known to them. (The

major effort of C,odr s Army proselytism is directed towards people already

known to them. ) fnitiatly it is most usual that the name of the church

is not mentioned, but on what are seen as appropriate occasions, relígious

matters are raised in general conversation.

Lofl-and's (op. cit.) analysis of conversion among the Divine

Precepts suggests a state of 'tension', which is apprehended by the

person himself as enduring tror:bles, is one of three factors which

predispose prospects fo conversion. My data too could be used in support
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of a tension or trauma hypothesis. Most informants either specifically

mentioned, or gave sufficient facts to allow an inference, that they were

somewhat embattled at the time of conversion. Indeed, C-odrs Army folk

theory (as distinct from authorized dogrma) says that people do not become

interested in "the things of God" until- they "have problems". Furthermoret

the time at which C-odrs Army members are most like1y to approach prospects

is when they are visibly troubled.

h1e car¡not however confidenÈIy assume that a retrospective account

is an objective description of the circumsÈances surrounding a particular

conversion. Much of my discussion of conversion demonstrates the way in

which the meaning of that event ís built up for members, and my data

lends itself to the concl-usion that one result of God's Army reality

construction practice is that members come to view their preconversion

lives in a most unfavourable light. In a dialectical process the visible

order of the new religious life and the perceived disorder of the old

tife are driven away from one another towards extremes in which both are

seen in absolute terms. fhis, as I Later explain more fully, I see as a

major instrument in maintaining the cosmology of members.

In fact, it is more interesting that members wish to present

themselves as having e:çerienced preconversion tension or trauma, than

whether they actually expericnccd it. That they could not nanage their

lives successfully without God is the message that they wish to convey'

and often do so explicitly. ("I tried to do it in my own strength" is a

statement often heard in C,od's Army which recognises the futitity of such

attempts. ) In connection with this it is interesting that members often

retrospectively see God as allowing ever greater problems to cloud their

Iives, forcing them to a recognítion of their ultimate dependence on Him.

Both their pre- and postconversion lives are sr:bject to such interpreta-

tions, especially if they feel themselves to have strayed. It is quite
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common for members to say with a wry smile that they "fought hard", which

is an acknowledgement of their past foolishness.

My material has other paralle1s with Lofland's when he speaks of

a "religious problem-solving perspective"l (tgøO242). The data from my

survey and interviews shows that most members were brought up in, or had

some period of contact with a mainline church, A number were still

involved with some other religious group when they first contacted C'odrs

Army. A relatively high percentage ( 43% ) in attending a nrunl¡er of

churches, had demonstrated 'seekership'. Such histories may be supposed'

if not to encourage a tendency to adopt holistic solutions to problems'

at least to furnish the ability to do so.

Most informants had, as had Lofland's, a close and prolonged

contact with a member prior to their conversion. The others appear to

have had a close association with a member after their decision. The

"cul-t affective bonds", Lofland (ibid. zSL) said, were what 1ed the pros-

pects to consid.er the Divine Precepts'message seriously, if the other

predisposing conditions were present. Vüithin Godrs Army the rdecisíon'

may already have been made before a significant friendship was fo-rmed

with a member. Rather than being an emotive influence, f wish to view

such associations as an efficient and effective way of conveying

essential information from member to convert. This cogrnitive aspect of

a conversion process tends to be absent or minor in the theories to which

I have referred, and I believe this is one of their major failings.

Receiving and using relevant information, includíng information about

expected states of emotion, is an important part of the \^ray a person

participates in his own conversion (Taylor, op. cit.).
rThi" concept is close to Turner's (Ig74) root paradigrm and refers to
basic modes of interpretation whích individuals use.
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Most importantly, it allows the conrnwrication from member to

prospect of very personal religious legitimations of action, that is,

the nr-icroaspects of the religious world-view in its intimate relation

with the everyday life of the member. According Èo rny argument, this

is the area in which me(ibers'purely personalized styles of religious

justification wiII emerge, Iegitimated, by their personal relationship

with their Savior. lrfhat the prospect learns from Èhe member is not so

much the intricacies of ideology, but the deplo1'ment of that ideology

in the service of everyday events.

It is the satisfactory development of Èhis ability which, I

contend, ultimately detennines the type and duration of commitment a

prospect makes to God's Army. This is irrespective of the actual conver-

sion experience, by which the convert is conceptually immediately

separated from his past and placed in a new career path. That is a step

which depends on Èhe interaction processes within the group, and between

members and the convert. The 'proof' of the ideology with which a recent

convert is presented, is in the facilíty with which it may be utilized in

the convert's life, both inside and outside the church group, and it is

here that C,od's arm1, ideology, because of its partial granting of autonomy

to the member provides much flexibility. But, in addition, it must be

able to encompass satisfactorily both past and present erçerience' as

weII as future expectations, and the fuII extent of its ability to do so

only emerges over time.

The e>çlanatory ability of God's Army ideology will be enhanced

for attend.ers who lirrLit. their life-styles by making the church the focus

of their social life. This is a comflton pattern among those who become

long-term members, and reduces the likelihood of encountering e>q)eriences
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which seriously tax the legitimating abitity of the world-view. lrlhen

this is coupled with a past life in which the range of e>çerience has

been limited, it enables the member to operate an ideological 'hard line'.

Those whose past social experience has been wider are sometimes

visibly less able to utilize belief without personalized adjustment;

two of my informants, Carolyn and Mavis, are exarçIes. Some others'

especially those with a history of alcoholism, are able to take the

'black' view of Èheir former lives which is eschatologically encouraged.

I suggest that oçeriences in which individuals loose control of their

own actions, such as alcoholism and, some social group experiencesr nìay

predispose those who recover towards the adoption of a holistic world-

view in which the past ís most adversely regarded. Those who construcÈ

their own position in past adverse social experience' as victims' by

contrast, are not so willing as the ex-alcoholic to accept rapidly the

entire hotistic world-view. This is because they may retain ability to

perceive their experience as related. to ùhe power exercised by other

individuals over their lives. We m¿ìy expect the reformed alcoholic to

experience particularty poignantly, the new control and power that he

has in his own life. This relates to the díalectical process of separation

of past from new life, to which I earlier referred, and will enable him

to accomplish a greater separation.

I do not intend to imply that a God's Army member should be a-ble

to legitimate any action he or she might covet in ordinary life. I

believe that an essential aspect of the viabitity of God's Army ideology

ís that it unequivocally prohibits some activities and simultaneously

affects membersr perceptions of their wants. The ability to resist some

temptations is an ínportant index of the power conferred on the member

by his 'new' tife. But before one can resiêt one must e>çerience
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temptations, which, to be real tests of power, musÈ be found within what

is frequently the very respectable life of a member. It is therefore

necessary that a member should begin to define himself or herself as

drawn to activities not acÈually e:çerienced, or e>çerienced only in some

moderate degree.

One of my informants renowrced the drinking of alcohol not because

she believed that iÈ was intrinsically wrong, but because she felt

"challenged". This was a person who quíte regularly drank wine socially'

but in no way had a rproblem' with alcohol. Her rejection of drink was

quite dífferent from that of the reformed alcoholic, in that it was

something that was not necessary. The volunÈary nature of this sacrifice

may have increased the member's sense of control in even the trivial

aspects of her everyday tife. Interestín91y, she was considerably over-

weighÈ and. constantly 'dieting' without any weight loss. Objectively,

over-eating may be viewed as 'compulsive' which might trigger the decision

to diet as a Èest of power. However, dietary ideologry remains varied

throughout the assembly, and obesity is not yet generally considered a

comment on spiritual state.

A differenÈ rejection of alcohol is that of young people, whose

previous use has been nrinimal or lacking. Consciousty it represents an

attempt at asceticism, buÈ it is also part of a refuctance to face

e>çeriences that have the possibility of disconfirrning a strongly

espoused world-view and threatening identity, that is, it is a defensive

posture as Sennett (1970:9) suggests. Here we may perceive some symbolic

aspects in the renunciation of alcohol, since many other "worldly"

activities are actually not widespread in society generally, and thus

become somewhat hollow in rejection. rt is also significant that the

consumption of alcohol is something in which some members are known to
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indulge, even some pastors, so that absÈinence may assr¡me a competitive

aspecÈ of which Simmel (1968:70) writes. In this connection it is

interesting to noÈe that Gusfield's (L972) major concern in discussing

the American temperance movemenÈ was to examine abstinence as a means by

which a group s1'nibolically laid claim to status. The decline of 'morality'

within God's Army (ttrat is, the increasing tolerance of worldly values),

may present some members with the opportunity to reestablish personal

status on moral grounds.

Before continuing to further analysis, I will present sone

members;r accounts in which aspects of pre-conversion, conversion and

post-conversion tife-styles and attiLudes are included. These histories

are chosen to demonstrate a range of e:<periênce, rather than forLheir

typicality of ordiriary menibers. T have included the accou¡rt of a would-be

(and succeeðing) pastor, an eventuat ¡actstiAer, a person who "lvalkecl in

off the street", arrd a person who left "fellowship" but returned later.

The accounts of conversir¡n e:<perience as described by the members

varies frorn highly rationalized to emoÈional.
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Mark

Mark's historg demonsttates the catving of a careet within God's

ATmg, which, his accou¡tt suggests, begins almost at first contact.

His conversion, in that it was highTg rationafized, is atgpical

of ordinarg members', however it incl-uded quite usuaJ- features such as

the "reaf rel-ease". I spoke with Mark a numbet of times, but it was not

untif our fast intervíew tlat he suggested to me that his conversion was

"dramatic".

There were a number of unusual features about his preconversion

situation; in fact, he was hígh7g successful in a number of ateas. His

subsequent construction of that time is therefore intetesting.

lrlhen I first spoke with him, Mark had been invol-ved with God's

Army for five years. He was already a youth leader, and involved in

counselling, the communion roster, and visiting people with "deep needs".

A little later he was considering, and being considered for the full-time

ministry, and had already been offered pastorship by a country assembly.

At our first meeting he was still onl-y 22, and r:ndertaking full-time

tertiary education. He had also been through the God's Army Bible School.

Markts parents \nrere European market-gardeners who had migrated

before his birth. Insofar as they were religious at all theil outlook was

orthodox, and their political sympathies vrere left-wing democratic.

At school Mark became heavily involved in social and. political

activity. He was very active in the Vietnam Moratorium campaign, but

snooker was his consurning passion, and he played in the State Junior

Championship. Card games also took much of his time.
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Mark describes himself as having been dominant in most groups,

knowing many people, but having few close friend.s. He was first intro-

duced to Godrs Armlz by a male school friend whom he had known since

primary school, though the friendship had not been continuous. This

friend \^/as converted, and received the Spirit Baptism simultaneously at

an Easter camp he attended. Though Mark had been aware that he was

attending a camp, he had not been told that it was a Christian affair.

Following his profound, oçeriences at the camp, however, the friend lost

his reticence and Èalked to lulark enthusiastically. He also invited hím

to a mid-week youth meeting.

By this time Mark says he had a bad reputation at school-. fu

addition to his Moratorium involvement, he v/as not working and had

failed a year. He was also in the forefront of conflict with teachers.

Neither was his family situation easy. He \^ras not very close to

either parent, particularly his father who was much older than his mother,

One of his three sisters had. walked out because of conflict. He said

that he felt that his parents just did not understand kids. Mark now

sees that he used to treat them very badly.

Mark attended the mid-week meetings for about one month, and says

he found it "strange" but he was not antagonistic. "They were on fire,

speaking in tongues and prophesying", but he "knew that there was some-

thing real in the e>çerience".

Vthen Mark attended a Sunday service he was "really impressed with

the joy and happiness, and surprised at the freedom and the number of

young people". He said "There was an atmosphere that I knew was C'od".

"It wag electrifying. I knew that I was in a wrong relationship with

that presence." He says that his experience with orthodox religion had

obscured the real message of Christianity from him.
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He attended a couple of Sr:nday services then, partly because of

the misgivings of his parents, particularly his mother, Mark cut off

contact with C.od's Army in order to study and think about Christianity

uninfluenced. He read the Bib1e, particularly the New Testament, and

"thought through issues". He also had some discussions with a nr¡nlcer of

the Youth Conunittee whom he found most helpful. Mark says he likes to

consider himself a thinker and philosopher, and it was very important to

him that he make his decision "rationally", without emotion, that he

weigh the evidence and decide.

After two months he had made his decision, and attended a Sunday

service to make his pr:b1ic comrnitment. Because he used to "witness for

Christ" before he was "saved", he realises that he had been "convinced in

the mind" for some time, but salvation requires an "act of will".

That Sunday I came all prepared; I was at the front
first, rejoicing, aII fears, douJcts and guilt were
alleviated, I was truly converted there. There was
a tremendous feeling of relief of guilt' and lightness.
I distinctly felt something. I am not highly emoÈíonal'
but it was an emotional e:çerience.

D.H. tried to counsel me, but I said I didnrt need
it. When I left I felt as though I were floating on
air. I knew that I was saved, and that my guilt was
dealt \^rith, I knew it as an experience. [It was really
a dramatic conversion - this opinion was ventured at a
much later date.l

From that time Mark fou¡d that he was able to pray, and knew that

he was in communication with C,od.

After that, he said, his behavior became quite different. There

\,'rere "some things which broke off in the first few months; after six

months God was speaking directly to me, telling me what to give up".

Smoking proved difficult, because Mark had been smoking since the age of

11. After six months Mark was at an Easter camp' and there a pastor

"rebul<ed the power behind Èhe nicotine". He has not smoked since.
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Mark did not break with his old friends until after he had made

his comrnitment. He stilt went to pubs and dances, and even boasts that

he "won a best friend to Christ in a pub".

After becoming Christian Mark returned to school to repeat his

previously failed matricufation. He also initiated a Jesus movement

within the school, and says 60 students became Christian in one year.

They were finally holding five meetings per week; he was as amazed as

everybody else. Mark brought God's ArÍty pastors to the school, and he

hinself baptised 30 students at the beach. "The miraculous happened at

that school. "

Some of those involved were his old friends from the Moratorium.

The turning point came, Mark says, when the Èhree best brains from the

matriculation class joined, then the other "matrics" begran aÈtend.ing.

Markrs younger sister was converted after six monthsr but his

parents were at that stage very antagonistic; perhaps, Mark thinks, because

he did some "foolish ttrings in trying to convince them". His mother

subsequently became more rrnderstanding, and his father less antagonistic.

Mark says he took time to develop a relationship with them, and he

remained living with them untíI he was married (about two years after I

first spoke with hím).

About one week after his decision for Christ Mark experienced a

period. of profound doubt, during which he could not pray or effectively

read his gible. He felt "cut off from contact with God", and said that

it was not just tr-is questioning nature, because he had already done his

thinking. It persisted for two to three weeks until he "told Satan to 9o

a\day", and "communication with C.od opened up again" . He sr:bsequently

came to see this as a "d,emonic attack" and said he "felt iÈ as a very

real forcett -
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Five to six months after he was saved, Mark was baBtised in water,

and another t\^ro weeks .Iater he received the Baptism of the HoIy Spirit.

Several times he "had prayer" for Spirit baptísm, unsuccessfully, and it

was late one night, after such prayer, thaÈ he did receive it.

His certainty that he would obtain the Baptism of the Holy Spirit

on this night led him to stay awake praying, unÈil at 4 a.m. he felt

"right now f am going to launch out in trust. What I had to do was

receive, not ask."

I sensed faith, and knew that C'od was filling me.
I launched out and Èhe words flowed like a riveri
ttrere was tremendous power. It \À/as a very deep
e>,<perience, Iike heat and warmth covering me all
over. Speaking was a release of joy.

After his Spirit baptism Mark said Christ became "much more real",

but he was also far more aware of satanic forces and the battle within

him.

Markrs passion for snooker graduatly declined after his salvation,

and he realised that oÈher things have more vafue. No\¡l he plays only

infrequently as "relaxation" and says he enjoys it better.

About 18 months after becoming involved in God's Army Mark under-

Èook the Bible College course, while he was also involved. in full-time

tertiary studies. He says that accorrnted for every night for two years.

He was then and stitl is involved in counselling, which frequently

involves visiting people.

Mark and several other prorninent young members became very

involved in the needs of teenagers, and out of their discussions arose a

program, catering for the spiritual and physíca1 needs of teenagers.

"Experts" in such fields as spirituality, communication, relationships,

etc. were imported as lecturers and discussion leaders to cater for
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people from 13 to about 16 years of age. He was aLso on the committee of

the young adults group.

On one of the occasions on which I spoke with him, Mark said

that he was fasting, and would do so for the whole week, provided that

it. did not cause too much disharmony at home. The fasting \^Ias occasioned

by his involvement in t'deep counselling" and also because of "some needs

in the assembly", one of which need.s \^Ias a member, dying of leukemia-

This was a purely private campaign of faith-building on his part, though

he said that a number of members fasted, especiatly those involved in

detiverance ministry. "Combined with prayer", he said, fasting was "a

tremendous spiritual weapon". Its effectiveness came from the fact that

it "reveals the genuineness of compassion and also builds up faith".

People often came to him for help, or brought cases to his notice, he

said.

ütrhen his tertiary training was completed, Mark took on part-time

teaching, and gave the rest of his energies to Godrs Army. About 15

monÈhs after I firsÈ spoke to him he had become involved in preaching in

rural assemblies on Some weekends. He had also, he said, turned down an

offer to move into futl-time ministry. "There is plenty of scope here it

is still so large and Pastor James does not bind people, he allows

freedom of er<pression. "

The previous year he said he had been approached by a small Greek

group who wanted a pastor. He could not take it on full-time because he

was stilf studying, but he gave them Saturday afÈernoon each \^Ieek.

"About 30 fanilies \^/ere reached." But Mark became involved in visiting'

and forrnd that many people had "desperate needsrt. "People are not usually

interested unless they are in need", he said in an aside. Some bad
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relations developed between the farnilies, and l"lark refused to continue

unless this were changed.

On this occasion Mark also said that his rrother had begun to do

hospital visiting with him, and was reading the Bible.

Mark afso said that at 19 he had "definitely felt the call of

C'od" and had, from that time on, acted as though he were going into full-

time ministry.

on another occasion, Mark talked about his relationships.

Largely, he said, his contact with people had been on a "spiritual level".

His first main friendship within God's Army had been with D.H., a youth

leader, with whom he used to discuss matters before his conversion.

After his salvation he also spent a lot of time with Pastor S., "because

I had a lot of needs". He also spenÈ tíme with two other young men'

prominent in the youth groups. Mark has not "depended on friendships'

or gone out of my way to make close friendships", partly because he

became "so heavily involved in the spiritual side and work".

He has been out, over several periods, with K., the daughter of

a pastor, whom he first came to know at Bible College. A bit later they

started going out, but he says he did not deliberately get involved,

"there wasntt the needt'. T\¡sice they made the decision to cool the rela-

tionship when it seemed to become too serious. He said that they (he)

"didn't believe in btind love", and felt that they could not continue

until there had been "certain changes in us". lrlhen they came together the

Iast time it seemed to be the "right time". "She is the closest friend

I have ever made." Now Mark tries to keep one night a week free to spend

with her, othenrise, he says, "communication barriers can develop".
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Ben

Ben was one of a numbet of single maTes in the age range 20-30

who tegularlg attended God's Armg services and goung peopTes' ptager

meetings. He was devout, and a verg softLg spoken petsont though strong

in buil-d. One of his invoLvements with Godt s Atmq was as a stotgteTTer

for Joqtime, the chiLdtens' afternoon meeting.

His convetsion was interesting in several tespects. FitstTg, he

had had no ptevious contact with God's Armg, and secondlg, his conversion

was of the tgpe I caff invol^untaristic, that is, his account has efements

of abdication of responsibiTitg for the dccision.

After his conversion, his social- Life became centred on God's

Armg, and as his account shows, he deliberatelg refrained ftom such

activities as gaining worTdTg knowTedge. He did not, hovlevet' appear to

be pursuing a cateer palh within God's Armg, for aTthough devout and

expressive in prager, he was never forcefuf, and appeared invofved in the

business of being an otdinatg member

At the age of eight, Ben came from central Europe with his

parents in the mid-I950's. The family, which includes three male children,

was Roman Catholic, but very infrequent aÈtenders. The father, since

retired, worked as an rrnskil-led fabourer after arriving in South Australia.

Ben used to attend mass weekly r:ntil he reached his teens, when

his interest tapered off. He left school in the middle of matriculation

year, and found a clerical job almost immediately. Thereafter his employ-

ment history became varied. He had several clerical jobs' a process

workerts job, and was a gardener for a while. Before converting, he had

been unemployed for nine months.
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Ben's view of himself prior to his 'rsalvation" is extremely dismal.

He says that he was becoming unemployable, a "bludgêt", he used to gamblet

and had begun experimenting with drugs. This laÈÈer turned out to mean

that he had smoked marijuana alcout half a dozen times. He says that he

\^ras conscious of a nuniber of pressures from earlier days, and many things

were wrong with his life.

One Saturday he went with friends to a festival in a winegrowing

district near Adelaide. They had a "joint" from which he remained "high"

for an r.rnusualty long time. The following day, still in the winegrowing

d.istrict, he felt depressed. and thought that he night have become

"hooked". He spent the day with his friends, fooling around. ("I guess

f wanted to be recognised", he said in retrospect.)

Ben says he became very depressed while hitching home, and unwilling

to return to his life situation. He remembers wanÈing to be high again'

to escape, and says he had a psychological dependence on marijuana.

He thought to find some friend.s in a cafe that they frequented'

and started to walk through town towards it, but half way there' he

turned around. and started back to the bus stop. As Ben passed a theatre

in the main street, a man placed a hand on his shoulder, and invited him

inside. He was introduced to a young woman and led upstairs, before he

real-ised that it was a religious meeting. By the time he had collected

his senses and decided that he wanted to leave, he "had a young lady on

each side", and he was also feeling very tired, so he stayed.

The atmosphere of the meeting was unique, "there was something

there", he said, and when people started praying "you could feel the

compassion and sincerity". A New Zealand pastor preached, and Ben lost

his desire to leave. The pastor was speaking of his pre- and post-

conversion e>çeriences, and "how Jesus had changed his life".
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Ben became aware of "an inner fight, Iike something was fighting

over merr. He remembers folding and r:nfolding a chorus sheet, "perhaps

it was conviction of the Holy Spirit".

The preacher wasn't saying repent, but rather give
yourself over, like a head of wheat. Give the whole
lot and God will sift it and give back the good, and
the rest will be scattered. He spoke of his own life.
Give aII of your life, good and bad, the things that
you are trying to escape. Surrender your whole self.

I broke out into a s\¡¡eat from the effects of what
was happening inside, and my body started to tremble.
This was at the time of the appeal. I hadnrt bowed
my head., and was still- Iooking aror:nd. My hands went
to my face, he was asking people to give themselves,
and. then both my hands wenÈ up as if it wasn't me.
It needed an inner tyest, but it was as though some-
one had gently taken my hands and raised them. My
eyes were closed, but as my hands were lowered I knew
that something had happened. T couldnrt rrnderstand,
but there was a peace in my mind that can't be put
into words. The feelings of badness, and the weight
of the problems had gone, and I looked around as
though I had new eyes.

The peace was similar to being high, but this was
the real thing. The way to escape is not to escape.

The girls urged him to "go fo::urard", but Ben knew that he had

no need.

Since then there have been so many changes to Ben's life that he

often finds difficulty in remembering the pre-Christian days (only four

years ago). "God started working in my life." He sought forgiveness

from friends and refatives for past sins. His reading habits changed; he

gave up snoking (two weeks after conversion).

This happened when Ben was "witnessing" to some friends. One of

them asked why he was still smoking. and he too wondered why. In an

extravagant gesture he held up the cigarette that he was smoking and

butted it out. "This is the last cigarette I will ever have - before

C'od", he said. And then he threw away the packet. In a shiver he felt

as though something had "left" him.
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Within three weeks he had a job and has had work ever since.

About a month after first attending he received the Spirit baptism in a

meeting with a visiting evangelist. The preacher cafled for tÏ¡ose

seeking Baptism of the HoIy Spirit and "my faith reached out and I was

baptised without any prayer from him". Once before he had "gone forward"

to receive the Baptism of the Holy Spirit unsuccessfully' but "maybe my

believing \n/asn t È right" .

Ben was baptised in water about two weeks after his Spirit

baptism, which was "a-bout as soon as he could be". This he said because

the description "act of obedience" often applied to water baptism' he

found very cold.

His acclimatization inÈo God's Army \¡¡as very much facilitated by

a young man, R., whom he met at Crucel-I (young peoples' group) . R. encour-

aged him, and would discuss problems with him. Ben felt thaÈ there were

some areas which he woul-d noÈ have adequately faced without R. Most

importantly, R. helped him to e>çlain what had happened. "You need some-

one to teach you, something to ground your faith on. "

Ben e>çlained that Chrístian growth involved many fundamental

changes in attitude. As a "young" Christian one might pray for changes

to occur in a person who "bugged" you, but maturity will mean that you

change your attitude to him. He also mentioned the example of a back

injury he had received. "I am healed in Christ, but still have my back

complaint. I am believing for healing and it is no longer an issue, just

a nuisance." On becoming a Christian he decided to drop his legal claims

for compensation.

Benrs faith made him much more aware of Satan, and of wrong and

right. Natural man, he says, gives into temptation, but fighting it as
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a Christian is aided by remembering who is behind it. There are "trials"

when you become Christian such as "getting rid of the o1d things that are

not pleasing to God". However, some habits of thought or deed "drop off"

quickly. Ben would like to play sport but he doesn't, partly because most

of his energies go inÈo God's Army and also because he feels it necessary

to "bring the flesh under subjection to the Spirit".

Vlhile he was gardening Ben \¡Ias tenpted to study botany, but he

felt that to spend so much time on matters not related to God would be a

waste. He also contemplated studying chiropracy, but found that it was a

four-year course. Eventually he decided that should he study, it would

be at C,od's Army sible School .

I asked Ben if he had ever had "deliverance" ministry. He

remembered having several struggles when his "old life wanted to hang on".

One night he was tying out on the back lawn, talking Èo God, and he was

conscious of "having a release", after which the problem "departed from

his life". He feels that at that time he was "delivered" of an evil

spirit.

Ben first approached me soon after I had distributed, some ques-

tionnaires amongst the assembly. He \^/as disappointed because he felt

(as did r) that there was insufficient scope allowed by the questions

adequately to describe the Christian e>çerience. He wanted the opportunity

to describe it in a more real way.
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Carolyn

CaroTgn's histotg is included here because she was il-l-ustrative

of a convert in the process of deepening het commitment to, and subse-

quentlq detaching herseTf ftom, God's Armg. I met her soon after she

began regular attendance, and was able to fol-l-ow het progtess through

God's Atmg untiL she eventuaffg Tapsed from menibership. She had a

tertiarg education, and was anaLgticaL of her own feeLings and actions

to some extent.

From our first meeting she conveqed some detachntent from aspects

of God's Armg praxis, and to me, at 7east, gave indications that she was

'experimenting' . For a nun[ber of npnths her conversation suggested that

her corrnitment was deepening, but her detachment started to teturn. When

I l-ast saw her she had begun attending a mainline church.

At the age of 32 Carolyn found herself in the midst of a most

difficult marriage, and just out of hospital wiùh her second child.

There were no friends whom she could describe as her own, her husband

"gtot rid" of those. Her workmates were distant because of what they knew

about her husbandrs public crusading in the moral freedom field, and her

only regular contacts were friends and. relatives of her husband. And

these, according to her report, were two friends from school daysr and

their wives.

Jack, Carolynts husband, though a professional personr was left-

wing in a moralistic style, so that her kids had been brought up to "kick

cops with their breakfast". As she described hím, he hras very anti-

emotional, and would la-be1 as trwomanly crap" any atÈempt of hers to
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describe her feelings. "ft is your business to be bright and chirpy all

the time", he would tell her, though usually in a bad mood himself.

Jack was utterly unsupportive in domestic matters, and fr:rthermore

reacted. adversely to the arrival of a second child, showing no understanding

of the quantity of attention required by a new-born baby. Under his

domination, household matters had taken lowest priority, and no regular

sleeping and eating patterns had been developed either for the oldest

child or themselves.

Socially, Carolyn and Jack "did everything together", and she

had regarded their relationship as close, but laÈer came to see it as his

domination of her.

In the time after the birth of her second child, while she was

still depressed (probably to some extent due to Jackts reaction -a

psychiatrist had advised her not to have a second child because of Jack's

instability) she went to stay with friends while the house was being

renovated.. These \^rere Jackts friends, but she also had d.eveloped consider-

able affection for them. Although she had never been able Èo talk to

anyone of her problems, Carolyn one evening found herself pouring out her

tror.rbles to David, who confided in her that since he had had some business

problems, he had been attending at several churches, and unknown to

Carolyn and Jack, had "committed himself to the Lord".

David asked. her if she would like a prayer, and as he prayed

Carolyn real-ised that it was trwhat f had been waiting for". She felt a

sense of "overwhelming relief", and realised that she had believed in God

all through her marriage, but had not been able to admit it. The relief

she experienced on admission of that was tremendous. She also said that

when David first prayed for her, she knew that she "was goíng to turn

religious", and accepted that there would be profound, consequences.
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Subsequently Carolyn attended Godrs Army because David described

it in such glowing terms, but she also tried the Roman Catholic church

because Jack's family (Ìris mother) were Roman Catholic. It was, however,

on her second attendance at Godts Army that she "went forward for salva-

tion", in accepÈance of their teaching that a public act of commitment

is necessary. After that she continued to attend God's Army' though she

did not necessarily feel at all times that it was her "spiritual home".

Carolyn had. been brought up Church of England, and attended an

Anglican private school. She started going to Holy Trinity Church at the

age of 14, when she says they were just starting to speak of "knowing

Jesus in a personal way". The younger set at that church were "very

cliquey" and hard to break into, and at about 18 years she drifted out

again.

At. 19 she started going out with Jack who \¡ras among other things

a nominal Roman Catholic, and very scathing of Church of England. Before

she married him, Carolyn was required to attend a course of instruction

in his faith. ft interested her largely because of its historical-

content, buÈ she was disturbed by the requirement of praying to the

Vrigin Mary and. the saints. After her marriage she didn't attend. any

church.

The birth of her second child, then, was the event which awakenecl

Carotyn's and Jack's a\^¡areness of their respective discontents with their

situation. She, in the midst of post-natal depression, became aware of

her dependence on Jack, both inteltectually and physically. The new child

precluded her from the old pattern of complying with his every whim, and

she was lefÈ alone to cope with the household requirements. Jack found

that he no longer had a wife who was able to support him socially when he
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required it., and she had. additionalty begun placing new demands on hím,

as well as failing in the domestic situation. The week after Carolyn

had made her public commitment, Jack announced that he had a girl friend

and was leaving. "It's just as weII I had something efse to think about

by then", she said.. She had already faced the fact that because of

anti-religious friends she must sever herself from her old life. Her

ove:lshel-ming emotion was a I'sense of relief ", of the successful completion

of a search, and the ability to rest.

Because of their children, Carolyn was unable to avoid meetings

with Jack, who took every opportunity to ridicule her new religious

enthusiasm, as, she said, did their mutual friends. She felt unable to

take the children to Godrs Army, because of the threats he made against

her. He also took advantage of her financial dependence on him by

arbitrarily refusing to pay for such services as the electricity, and he

was unreliable in the arrangements he made with her about his access to

the children.

This early period of the separation v¡as one in whích Carolyn came

increasingly to depend on Godrs Army service and activity. Very soon

after her "salvation" she availed herself of the counselling services of

a pasÈor, and for some months this remained a regular event. She also

attended a weekly class, and mid-week morning prayer meetings. These

she said gave her a "weekly interest" and put her in contact with church

people. She was "pretty desperate" in those days, she said.

Of the services, she said she felt "uplifted and strengthened by

attending", she also Iiked the "joyfulness, enthusiasm and honesÈy' the

real believing, the words of the hymns seemed meaningful, and the people

really looked dedicated.".
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Caro1yn, however, never became an unreserved Godts Army devotee.

She initially found what she described as the "Devil emphasis" difficult

to accept, and she continued to do so. She reported to me that she used

to argue both in classes and with her cor.rnsetlinq pastor about the reality

and value of Spirit Baptism. Among the pastors her main adrniration wenÈ

to Pastor S. who counselled her, and whom she saw as more traditional

and "Anglica¡-ish'r than the others. (Of her initial attendance Carolyn

reporÈed that she had thought aII the pastors looked like "used car

salesmen". )

Of Spirit baptism Carolyn's view in those days was "why not speak

so that \^re can all understand?" She said she would not be convinced

until she received it herself. In response to their argument that Spirit

baptism provided a very personal and special way of communicating with

God, she felt that she could adequately express her feelings any\^zay (she

who was trained and had pracÈiced as a teacher).

During the initial few months of her contact, during which she

was an active attender, the counselling she received was directing Carolyn

towards an independent, but C.od-reliant life-sty1e. I observed and

Iistened to her' self-reports during thís time. Housekeeping and proper

childcare became her predominant concerns, as she actively strove to

conform to those Godts Army ideals which she saw as useful. However, she

was always aware of alternatives. Her new status as a desei:ted wife,

financially dependent on a tyrannical husband, and tied to the house by

her children formed a very stark contrast with her previous ways, but

more importantly she did not perceive it as a necessary state. As a

teacher she had previously had some financial independence, and she

always realized that her bound condition was related to childcare.
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Pastor S. was pointing to the benefits of a singte life, and the

achievement of independence, but always with a view to eventual recon-

struction of the marriage. Carolyn described herself as "spending the

whole day with Christ, like marriage". She had come to regard sex as

binding mentally and emotionally, partly because of the way in which she

had come to regard her relationship with Jack, and also in response to

the teachings of Pastor S. She wanted to remain "self-contained" a-nd

said she was 'rsublimating everything to Christ". In practice this meant

that when she was "tempted to ring a chap", she would "put it to Christ

as Confessor and Comforter". She also told me that a book by one of the

Godrs Army pastors recommended, masturbation for people that had problems

with sexuality.2

AnoÈher dissatisfaction which Carolyn experienced dr:ring her

early contact with God's Àrmy was Èo do with their failure to offer any

material help. She did have some financial problems because of the

arbitrary manner in which ,fack would decide to pay or noÈ to pay household

bills, but her most bitter complaint was the way in which she was utterly

tied by the two children, with which she was never offered any help by the

church, or individual members. At first she could not understand the

unruffled way in which Pastor S. would receive the news of her husband's

l-atest foul play. Later she came to see it as his way of helping her to

calmness and independence herself. Another member to whom she complained

about Iack of abiliÈy to get out said that it did not matter if she

couldnrt get to church, that her daughter didn't go for a long time when

her children \^/ere young. llLre lack of recognition afforded her own needs

shocked Carolyn.

2this view would certainly not be espoused by other pastors, or members.
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Then she began to report that she had t'had some prayers ans\¡Ieredt'.

There was an unpaid electricity account about which she prayed. After

that Jack offered to pay it.

She also took a "step of faith" and put her last three dollars in

the collection plate at church. !'lhen she got home she found $41 that she

had forgotten a-bout hidden in a drawer.

About this time her younger child developed an ear infection

which was said to require su.rgery. This too she prayed about, after

which the operation was unnecessary.

Part of the new role which Carolyn was developing involved more

authoritarian behavior toward.s the children, and involved some reassessment

of the way she saw the role of women in the church. She had initially

been very a\¡rare of their disenfranchisement, but partly as a result of

going to their homes, had come to appreciate the supportive but spiritually

independent role that many of them played. Where she had seen "putdown",

she came to see strength of character and quietness. Family matters

became more important than career, and her views, she said, became more

consistenÈ with Godrs Army on the matter of "R" films and sex shops. She

came to believe that such things adversely affected values and life-style.

She started praying about her housekeeping alriliÈy.

!{hen I next talked to Carolyn a couple of months l-ater she had

finished the course in practical Christíanity in which she had immersed

herself. Christmas had intervened, a period during which Jack had. been

so unpleasant that she had. had to "disappear for several days".

Because of Jack's intimidation of her she had allowed her friend

Bill to move in with her, for protection, she said. (BilI was one of

two men with whom she had been going out when I previously talked to her.
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She then described him as nice, sta.ble, unexciting and solicitous of her

welfare.) Earlier, during her sessions with Pastor S. Carolyn had raised

the possibility of having another wonan member share her house, but had

been tol-d that a young Christian woman could not be subject to that

situation. After Bill moved in Pastor S. suggested that she could live

at "Church House" for a while, but she regarded the offer as too late.

In her forthright manner, which she claims is partly the result

of taking a COPE course, Carolyn informed Pastor S., and her other

immediate contacts in the church, of her new situation. The pastor was

not nearly as antagonistic as she had thought he might be, she said. His

main concern seemed to be with "appearances", but other than that it was

a "maÈter between her and, God". She understood that the pastor|s

message was that some of the older \^/omen in the church would "not be

abl-e to handle it", and that she should be very careful whom she told,

so as not to "bring on a crisis". He also gave her to understand. that

many members would have absolutely no rrnderstanding of what it would be

like to be involved in her situation. (It seems that understanding of

such situations \^/as not encouraged either. )

The upshot of this attitude of God's Army was that, although BiII

was a Christian man, Carolyn felt una-ble to take him to church with her,

because of her inability to describe the relationship between them. His

presence had to be concealed. Carolyn again began attending other

churches, this time in Bill's company in order to find some mutually

satisfactory fellowship. She did not at Èhis stage cut contact with Godrs

Army, which had many positive aspects for her.

However, her old resentments about the lack of proffered help

d.uring her early fellowship began to be expressed again. She al-so came
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to see the cornmrrnion service as being at a very inconvenient time, and

her doubts a-bout their satanic "preoccupation" came to the fore aqain.

She saw another drawback to God's Army in its refusal to marry her, a

divorced person by this time, in church (though they would a1low her to

hold a reception at "Church House").

Carolyn and Bí11 eventually for:nd an Anglican Church where the

minister was quite sympathetic to "charismatics". After they had both

obtained divorces, they married in a registry office and Carolyn reported

that she found it "nice and easy to be a Christian lady staying at home,

sr:bject to a man, and not having to worry about her own development".

Mavis

There ate a number of interesting features in Mavis' historg,

wtLích l-ed me to give a version of it hete. In addition to being an

unashamed evangeJist, she was a teadg and franl< tal-ker-

Her conversion account i7l-usttates most gtaphicaTTg her desperate

pteconversion situation, and subsequent involuntaristic conversion t which

so radicalLg aTtered her outTook on l-ife. Howeveï, I feel- that tlze npst

val-uabl-e aspect of her historg is that it il-Lustrates some of the abbera-

tions wILich ate possible in Pentecostal fife, because of the autonomq

wlLich "spitit Teading" gives to members.

V'Ihen I first talked to Mavis she was aqed 'rabout 60", and had

first attended God's Army 20 years earlier. She had been brought up in
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the Methodist faith, and says she had always been conscious that "C.od

wouldntt let you do much wrong", and that loving C'od was the most impor-

tant aspect of Christian life.

During Wortd War II Mavis' husband received head injuries, and

when he returned was both "psychotic and alcoholic", despite which she

stayed with him for L7 years, but finally left "because of the children".

To support herself and the children, she ran a pastry shop and

catering business, which made great physical demands on her because she

had Èo start work very early. She had no time to herself, and she knew

that people were stealing from the shop, but could do nothing about it.

She became "sicker and sicker".

During this time she received visits from a rtloman member of the

Church of Christ, who would "do litÈIe things for her", while evangelising.

This continued. for 18 months, during which Mavis felt she had no time to t

comply with the suggestion that she attend C,od's Army. Finally the woman

came around one day and asked for a lift to town. They went to Èhe

ballroom where God's Army was then holding meetings.

Pastor James was preaching to about 250 people and Mavis said his

words were "anointed". She cannot remember what he saidr but when the

"altar callr came, her hand t'was raised" and she was "propelled forward by

the Spirit of God". Her actions \^¡ere involr:ntary, she claims, and she

often suggested to me that one day the right message would be preached,

and I would find myself "going forward" without an act of wil1. In fact,

Mavis suggests that on that occasion iÈ would take an act of will to

resist going fon^¡ard.

Another theme that Mavis espouses is that reasoning has little

to do with salvation, thinking can often "get in the way" of coming to

terms with Christ. "The heart" must be allowed to take over.
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Before going to c,od's Army Mavis said that she was finding the

pressures in her life increasingly intolerable, and her thoughts had

begun to turn to suicide. llowever, the "Spirit of God came inÈo herrl

that night, and she was thealed from top to bottom". She became "an

enthusiastic Christian Èhat you could hit on the head", and has been

joyful ever since, though she has e)$)erienced "ups and. downs". At every

meeting, she was present, she said.

Her enthusiasm in those days was of the kind that approached

strangers in the street. Mavis' Iife e>$)erience had given her great

sympathy with alcoholics, and to these she would offer a different kind

of Spirit. Later on she came to regard such behavior on her part as the

acÈions of an immaÈure Christian, fuII of fire, but as yet ill-directed.

She wanted to save the world single-handed, but now knows that time must

be allowed for the work of the "Holy Spirit in people's hearts".

Unsolicited evangelising of strangers, she now understands, can repel as

often as it draws. People must be gently led to an understanding C'od.

After her salvation, Mavis' behavior was such that her brother-

in-Iaw (another atcoholic) thought that she had gone crazy, but he went

to C,od's Army to find out. He came home saved and wíth his ulcers healed'

but stil-l an al-coholic; it took 12 months to conquer the drink, during

which time he lived with Mavis (about which she was most uneasy). LaÈer

they married. "Finding Christ was his salvation, he found the reality

there", she said.

V'fhen Clark started his sr:burban meetings in the nid-I950's, Mavis

and BiIl- attended those, because they were closer to home. After their

marriage they started holding mid-week meetings in their own irwnediate

area (Taperoo) at which Pastor Clark offíciated. This work he took on'
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in addition to that of his own asseÍibly, at Port Adelaide, but the

l-atter \^ras gro\^/ing so rapidly that he soon found that he could not carry

on at Taperoo.

But "God gave BiIl and I a vision of the Taperoo areart, said

Mavis, so despite Èhe advice of the God's Army Oversight, they continued

their work, and sought oversight from Assemblies of God.

She now sees that decision as rashly made, and largely because

8i11, her husband, was still a very young Christian. Maturity, she says'

brings a willingness to go along with the Oversight "even if they are

wrong because God works it out in His waytr. Tkreir inexperience allowed

them to be "falsely led"3out because of their disagreement. The

Assemblies of God Oversight was unsatisfactory but they persisted with

it for some time because of their "vision". Taperoo is a dockside

strburb in whích heavy industry is interspersed amongst the housing. It

also has large areas of s\n/amp, and is one of Adefaide's most disprivileged

areas. It is not suryrising that Mavis still believes that there wilf be

a "rnighty move of God in Taperoo".

Of the pastors provided by Assemblies of God, none were really

"called men", said Mavis. One \^/as disowned by Assemblies of God because

of sexual aberrations with young girls. Generally their attitudes were

"too hard" especially on d.rinkers and smokers, and they were very antagon-

istic to the deliverance ministry of God's Army.

V'Ihen she pulled out, Mavis said, she had a "spirit of rebell-ion",

which kept her out of God's Army for many years, despite her salvation

e>çerience and the miracle healings she had seen during her time with

3 this refers to satanic "leachingr". satan is viewed as constantly
attempting to mislead Christians.
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bhem. (An arrnt of hers with cancer of the spleen had been given three

weeks to live when she wenÈ to Godrs Army for prayer. She was cured,

and lived for L2 more years until she died of old age. BiIl had his

uLcers healed when he was saved.)

Mavis' dissatisfaction with Assemblies of God and the "bondage"

into which iÈ brought many people ran parallel with frustrations in her

own life. She says, "There is a Devil which brings me to nought all of

the time because of my own foolishness". She and Bill ran a boarding-

house for alcoholics, but they stole from her. Later they took in girl

students, but these never had enough money. In the end. they lost their

house.

Initialty the Taperoo çfroup fl-ourished., but "things went wrong"

as soon as the first Assemblies of God pastor resigned to go overseas.

Some of the pastors tried to frighten people to the Lord, smokers and

drinkers were condemned. "Get that box (television) out of your house,

thus saith the Lord - that's what they are like." Her husband was

"brought ínto bondâ9ê", he would allow no television or make-up, and

they had to live like paupers. "Assemblies of C,od makes people so much

bound to the church that the children suffer because of straining

towards parentst standards", said Mavis.

This was brought home to Mavis vrhen her daughter became pregnant

out of wedlock. Mavis realised that "she did it for an outlet for emotion"

because there \^¡as not enough love and tolerance in their conununity. Then

"Christ showed" her that there "should be no bondage, if there is the love

of God in a home then kids can go to what they want". She only found

this "libertyrt, she said, because she asked the Lord, it was a personal

revelation to her. Vfhen she returned to Godrs Army she found it there
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too - "the pastors were liberated". As a further example she suggested

thaÈ many people in C,od's Army are "business people and would be shocked

not to have a drink with dinner".

Finalty events in both their personal and spiritual lives drove

Mavis and Bilt a\^/ay from Adelaide, to live in Canberra for several years

(she has a son there). Before returning to Adelaide, which they did

about one year before I first talked Èo them, Mavis went to New Zealand

and stayed with Pastor Clark whom she had not seen for 13 years. During

her Èhree-month stay he prayed for her and she was "delivered of" her

"spirit of rebellion".

"satan can make you think that you are walking with the Lord

when you ainrt; you must tet the Lord open the doors", she said. Now she

is much more cautious and "one hurtdred percent with the Oversight".

Mavis and Bill are still very concerned for the Taperoo area and

during my fieldwork period, though their financial position was not

sound they hired a hall that they had used before, paying for it them-

seLves. In this they were planning Èo hold after-school childrens'

meetings ("Joytime"), adult mid-week meetings, and Sunday school- The

Oversight felt unable to give any financial- assistance with this project'

because of its conmitments to a building program for the Adelaide

assembly, I \^¡as to1d. In the end, meetings were never held in that hall

and the lease was aflowed Èo lapse leaving Mavis and BiII with a debt of

several hundred doltars. They did start holding weekly prayer meetings

in their home, however, at which a pastor from Adelaide officiated, and

this group survived and grew. The debt was apparently untroubl-esome to

Bil-t and Mavis, who paid it off slow1y, and said that "God woul-d work it

all- out". SmaII sums from the collectíon at the weekly meeting went

towards paying the debt, but the responsibitity remained with them.
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The, use of a school hall for meetings with primary school children

was obtained. These |tJoytime meetings" ran for several months, until

the disruption caused by some attend.ers goÈ out of hand, and it was

thought better to discontinue. Bill and Mavis also initiated Sunday

school meetings during this stage.

Mavis rlas very interested in counselling, and felt that the

years in which she rebelled had given her much greater ability to r¡nder-

stand the probtems of "worldly" people. "A1I ttrings work together for

good" was her "personal scripture". Some of the members she felt are

quite unsuitable as counsellors because they were far too directive and

authoritarian, "even some that have been in for yearsr'. Mavis befieves

that it is most important to show people the love of the Lord, and that

once they believe, and place their lives in Godrs hands, he wí1l work out

their problems in His own way. "Lives cannot be changed instantly", she

says. Because of this betief, she says, she advised a woman living in a

de facto relationship not to reveal it at church, just to tell God about

it. But she is unsure what James thinks of this, and wishes to discuss

it with him. Mavisr views on this subject are not typical.

Jane

The foLTowing histotq, that of Jane, I chose fot severaT reasons,

the ptimarv one being, that al-though she attended services tegularfgt she

was not an officiaL mentber. In this respect I beLieve her to be tgpical

of a smalT group in God's Atmg. She was afso one of a high ptoportion of
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peopTe in God's Armg who were migrants to Adefaide. Since Teaving art

schooL, she had undertaken some training in nutsing, a tgpicaT form of

emplogment lor singTe female membets.

Jane was invoTved in the goung peoples' meetings which I obsetved,

but did not hold an7 executive positions in ang of these gloups, perhaps

because of her unptedictable hours of empTogment.

During mg stud.g of God's Atmg Jane's addtess changed constantJg,

but her Tiving atrangements usuai.Tg involved sharing with another femafe

membet, often in the houses of people tempotatiTg out of town. She was

however an independent, seTf-rel-iant petson' who bg the time I met het,

needed Tittl-e pastoraT attention for her health problens, which she had

come to bel-ieve in facing hersel-f .

tthen f first talked with Jane, she was 24 and had lived in

Adelaide for a little more than t\^ro years. She and her fellow siblings

(two sisters, two brothers) had all been born in England and had migrated

with their parents to Hobart in the early 1960rs.

That Jane had health problems \^ras obvious, but she also told me

that most of her first six years of life were spent in hospital. She had

as a baby had a collapsed lung, and she since corning to Adelaide had had

a series of operations to correct ear, Írouth and respiratory problems.

She was still sr:bject to respiratory infections, in fact. She appeared

to suffer from chronic bronchitis, and her speech was a little indistinct-

She was however an intetligent and articulate person, certainly no longer

held back by her physical problems.

During her childhood, Janers parents were both Salvation Army

officers, but their migration to Australia iniÈiated the breakdown of
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their relaÈionship with the'Army'. Janers mother dropped out first,

because of what she perceived as the hypocrisy of others. Jane left

soon after, at the age of L4 (she had always resisted wearing the uniform).

When she spoke to me she said she "felt that if something as vital as the

word of God is planted in you as a child., then you must be very strong

to ignore it".

Jane completed high school in Hobart and went on to art school,

where she found the environment encouraged discussion of religious and

moral- ideology. The discussions were "deep" and encouraged Jane to

serious thought. None of her fellow students were Christian as far as

she was a\¡rare.

In her second, year Jane was befriend.ed by a female fourth year

student (which was unusual) who had never been part of their discussion

groups. She was Christian, and Jane used Èo "ask her questions'r, but

said that she never mentioned God or Jesus. However she said, "I vtas

a\Àrare of something abouÈ her".

Their relationship became close, and each used to confide family

problems to the oÈher. Jarie even moved into her flat for a while. Soon

after thaÈ the friend started going out wiÈh a "guy". Perhaps Jane

mentioned tlris because she felt excluded. It lrras, in any case' soon

after that that Jane made her "decision", sitting in front of the fire at

her friend.rs place. She had not at that stage been to a Christian meetíng

or service, but she decided, after a struggle, to go to an interdenomina-

tional Christian camp. It was not an easy decision because she had "made

so much of her non-Christianity before", but Jane had arrived at the

view that Christianity provided the only feasible erçlanation of the world.
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The camp brought all her concerns to the fore, and Jane can

remember sitting "hassling it over". In the end she went fonn¡ard to make

her cormnitment because "Jesus did everything publicly for our sake".

She was "very tight" emotionally and started crying, but she "knew a

terrific release, making the decision and knowing it was right". It was

"like being colour blind and suddenly receiving colour sight' then you

know colour wiÈhout the intetlectual knowledgte of the construcÈion of

light".

A few weeks later Jane went by herself Èo a prayer meeting that

her friend had menÈioned. She was slightly "shocked" at the style of the

meeting, "people prayed with such assurance, almost audacity". She

"kne\n¡ C,od was there, and wanted to return". She was also struck by the

fact that their prayer \^Ias relevant to everyday life.

Jane did not attend Sr:nday meetings irunediately, buÈ she went

weekly to the prayer group. She says she began to make more friends of

her own, though she attended for spiritual, not social reasons. A number

of younger people began aÈtending meetings and services, and many of

these became good friends, though Jane's friendship with the art student

began to "drift", probably because of her bloorning romance.

About a year after first attending Jane !'las baptised in water,

and then in the Holy Spirit. The church she had been attending was the

Hobart branch of God's Army.a About that time it experienced some

troubles, because people from other churches attended meetings there.

Àccusations of "sheep stealing" resulted, and the pastor requested that

aThis branch had been established about four years before, and was origin-
ally associated with the Apostolic church. Following a disagreement on
the question of prophecy the independent pastor sought association with
Godrs Army.
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they make a decision. Ttre nr¡nbers dropped back, but built up' as gradually

people returned.

Baptism was an "act of obedience" at the tíme, the full relevance

did not become apparent until later. But Jane actively sought Spirit

baptism because she could see that "others who had it were on the hot

Iine". She said she realised that it was the "key to the kind of faith

Èhey had". She found it difficult because she did not know what she was

asking for. FinaIIy, she soughÈ out a conunrrnity who had a ministry of

praying for the Spirit baptism and decided to stay r¡ntil she had received

it. Tt happened that night. With it. she said she had "more control of

her life". "c'od controls mind and acÈions more.t'

Jane also felt that Spírit baptism had enabled her to grow more

rapidly than she othe:¡,vise would have, and she had been able to develop

new areas of herself. It also resulted in ttre exposure of things she

had not honestly faced before.

vthile still in Tasmania, Jane started training as a nurse, but

found that a nr¡mber of her health problems recurred. She persevered

and "placed her faíth against" some of them, but after a while obtained

employmenÈ from a church member who ran a coffee shop. She worked there

until she received an electric shock from a coffee urn which caused her

to cough up blood. After that she was "orglanized" to Adelaide by her

friend the cafe o\^Iner.

,Jane feels that she was sent to Adelaide because of the excellent

deliverance ministry available (deliverance was not practiced in Tasmania).

She intended to stay three months, but stayed because she felt "peace",

wh-ich she said "often lets you know when you are on the right track".

During her first three months in Ade1aide, Jâne r:ndervirent

deliverance ministry, largely to improve her health. The main problem'
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she said, stermned from Èhe time she \^las a teenager when the "pressure of

her differences" resulted in an inferiority complex. She had also

previously "had a lot of prayer for her lungs", but found that because

she had had the condition for so long it was rrharder to put faiÈh against

it". Ttre deliverance rninistry because it removed her negative attitude

to her health, enabled her to "move outside with a healthy frame of rnind,

even though my body was not completely healthy" -

Soon after she felt sick again, but she knew that the sickness

was not real, and "rebuked." it. In ten minutes she felt better. TLrough

deliverance had appeared most frighÈening to her when it was first

suggested, it came to seem simple and natural. She only required one

session.

On a nr.¡mber of, occasions Jane has received healing as a result

of prayer. Soon after she started nursing she was badly stricken with

chillbtains. Sitting on her bed one evening she prayed "Lord, I have

to use these feet", and she has never again had chiltblains. Usually she

prays for herself, or has a friend pray for her. Soon after receiving

the Spirit baptism she succturibed Èo a bad ear infection, and that time a

girl friend prayed for her. The condition gradually cleared, and has

never returned badty since. Jane said Èhat she was not prepared to be

,'too open" with guysr and had. recently realized that her defensiveness

was the result of having a relationship with a non-Christian. In doing

so she believed that she had put unnecessarY pressure on herself, and

the relationship \^/as necessarily tense because they were "both looking

for things in each other which were not there".

Her failure to take out futl membership she attributed to

"reservations" she had about the Adelaide assembly, which she forrnd "far
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more middle class. and complaeent than in Hobartt'. In Adelaide she often

felt ttsuffocatedt'.

The God's AI:rrD, teachings on victorious Christian living, Jane

felt, excluded personal, e:ç>e:rience, which she considered important. "You

don't learn when everything is going right." She considered that a

number of members showed. "lack of understanding".
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It is my belief that the accomplishment of an individual's

conversion to God's Army incorporates a significant element of serendipity'

and that there are two areas in wh-ich this has importance. The first

consists in the particular life circumstances in which a prospect is

involved at the time of encountering God's Army ideology. Secondly, the

personal variability in the God's Annlr outlook to which r have previously

referred is such that initial meaningful enounters with members can be

extremely influential in engaging the interest of the prospect or other-

wise. The organization partially recognises this fact and, on the basis

of visr:al assessment, attempts to assign an appropriate counsellor to

each of Èhose who goes forward for salvation.

The significance of these two areas of chance can be demonstrated

by an interactionist perspective because of the emphasis it places on the

construction of tworld-viewst as a mutual activity. It is necessary

that a prospecÈ be approached at a time at which he can be persuaded to

contemplate the possible viability of world-views other than his own.

In recognition of this, C,odrs Army members often first approach prospects

when they are visibly stressed. It is also necessary that the presenta-

tional characteristics of both actors, preconvert and adviser, be such

that they are able to undertake a mutually meaningful exchanqe.

Retrospectively factors leading a convert to show willingness to

contemplate new world-views may be interpreted by him(her) as stressful,

whether or not Èhey were e:çerienced as such at ttre time. A number of

Godts Army members instead of recalling preconversion stress, used terms

denoting dissatisfaction or aimlessness in their accounts of their then

current Iife-styles or religious involvements. They framed their past

lives in terms of general ontological insecurity and inauthenticity.
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However, bearing in rr-ind the situated character of such framing of

conversion accounts, it may be useful Èo invoke Jack Douglas (L97722L-2).

These self-analyÈic elements allow the person to regain consciousness

after actions such as acts of conversion, in which the emotional content

was high. The act is :required to impute the preexistence of the state of

aimlessness or dissatisfaction.

The predisposing and situational factors as objective facts, in

Lofland.'s sense, are demonstrated in my data, but refer mainly to recruits

who entered c,odts Army u¡rder extreme circumstancesr' e.g. alcoholism,

family breakdown, or disease. These are a small n-inority of God's Army

recruits which casts an immediate doubt on the validity of Loflandrs

funnel model for C,odrs Army. In the case of the Divine Precepts

preconverÈs were people who were'faced with the opportrrnity or necessity

for doing something different' (Lofland 1966:50). They had' for the most

part, no significanÈ ties with other people outside the cult.

My data do not suggest that many God's Army members found them-

selves in their preconvert phase in a situation in which change was

imperative. Nor have they lost alt significant associations with non-

members, though several of the examples I describe do appear to have

suffered from diminished sociability. Generally, C'odrs Army members may

not be so rigidly categorised in terms of their preconversion state as

the Divine Precepts.

Conversion into the two groups is accomplished in a vastly

different manner, the one gradual, the other rapid, and mem.bers' retro-

spective constructions of the event, depending as it does on a mutual

construction of meaning within the group, will vary. The Divine Precepts

however do not emphasise a discrete temporal act of public commitment,

the necessity of which dominates C,od's Armyrs perception of the event.
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A common property of all my informants, and one which I bel-ieve

to be most important, is their previous e:çerience of Christian religion,

usually initiated in their youth, and very often establishing a pattern

of active involvement. However, the prime importance of this involvement

I see as the ready access itgivesthe informants, as preconverts, to the

basic options of Christian ideology and practice. There are two ways in

which I see this as being inftuential. Firstly, Èhe prospects have some

familiarity with the content of Christian ideology, but this Èhey share

with mosÈ members of Australian society. More importantly' these pros-

pects who have actually participated in Christian life-styles previously'

have experienced in operation a tworld-viewr, or, in Berger and Luckmannts

(1966:;-10-22) terms, a symbolic universe, i.e. overarching system which

binds together the ideol-ogical legitimations of lesser world events and

institutions. Most members' previous e>çerience of Christianity stems

from childhood, a time of life during which the individual's still limiÈed

social perceptiveness allows matters which are later affairs of faith to

achieve facticity, in Bergerrs sense of a reality exÈernal to the self.

That is, children are capable of sustaining a life totatly encompassed

by God. In part this can arise simply because their parents, or signifi-

cant others, tell them it is so. But parents are able to employ this

'world-constructingr poweï over their children because of what I shall

call the rr:nsecularizeð.' nature of the child's consciousness. It is only

gradually, in a dialectical process of differentiation, that the childish

consciousness and the external world simultaneously assume increasing

complexityr as theorists such as Piaget (1951) have argued. As part of

this, the child eventually comes to see the separate domination of life

areas by separate institutions, and simultaneously, his everyday conscious
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e)rperience falts into separated mutually insulated compartments. The

individual is then forced into the reality of the constant comprornise

of everyday life.

For some people, I suggest' a correlate of this process is to

experience a failure to understand life happenings' accompanied by a

sense of loss of power, because of the perceived failure of a nrcral

system to control the actions of both the self, and others. The collapse

of an all-pervasive world-view requires that particular circumstances be

invoked in exegesis of any particular action. Dealing with that action

then becomes infinitely more problématic.

Luckmann (L974) has argued that 'church-based religion' (which

I call mainline religion) has ch:ng to the semblance of possession of an

all-embracing world-view. However the increasing dornination of some

life areas by other instiÈutions has forced the abdication of church-

based retigion from its former role of norm specifying in many areas of

social Iife. The goals towards which many enthusiastic religions and

cultic groups explicitly strive is a reinvestment of the whole of life

with rel-igious significance, which requires them to re-specify the content

of norms of conduct in the everyday world, often in conflicÈ with non-

religious norms.

while such a program wíIl usually appear irrational to people

whose view of religion is of an institution compartmentalized into special

areas of life, it is a mistake to assume that this view is the only one

held. In Austratian society it remains possible for the childhood

e>çeriences of some peopte with a symbolic r:niverse to render them

susceptible to the appeal of enthusiastic religion. This argument musÈ

necessarily be tentative, since, as Berger and Kellner (1970) point out'
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human identities are, througth the process of tconversationt in a continuous

process of construction. Depending on the maintenance of some significant

others, a symbolic universe may remain real to a person, but latent. An

encounter wiÈh an evangelist may then be responsible for ralternation'

to that previously latent world-víew. Carolyn gives an accounÈ of her-

self wÏ¡-ich leads me to suggest that she e>çerienced such an 'alternation'.

However, her postconversion claim that she had always believed in C'od is

a retrospective assessmenÈ which as such may uff^rarrantedly attribute

purpose and pattern in her actions.

vÍe may also examine the questíon in terms of what tadvantagest

totatistic world-views offer to their adherents. It is here that I see

control as a key factor. New controlling forces are enabled to operate

within the member as he is taken over by the deity, and in addition the

reduction of options for action increases self-control and decisiveness.

This, r propose, is responsible for the new "power" of which many

enthusiastic converts are conscious. The all-encompassing world-view

also offers an unambiguous interyretation of events and behavior, and a

sense of the moral command of situations even where the same world-view

is not operated by aII individuals. Totalistic world-views, reinforced

by behavioral codes, invest adherents with a sense of 'ought' which they

may freely apply to others, and themselves in relation to others.

Courses of action are clarified.

lVhat I suggest is that preconverts to God's Army at some stage

before their conversion obtain some sense of the operation of that world-

view. This may be from the long-term'memories evoked by the recent

encounter with the God's Army view, or it may depend on the more immediate

impressions formed by contact with members, and/or meetings. The potential
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efficacy of the God's Army world-view in the meÍiberrs own life becomes

at least liminally apparent, and they perform their act of public

comrnitment. Again, following Jack Douglas, I wish to emphasise that the

individual's leve1 of a\¡¡areness of the implications of his actions may

be ninimal prior to the action. Thereafter, member-fostered awareness

(with wh-ich I deal later) of the potential use of God's Army ideology

begins to grow, and it is this which deterrnines the Ievel of comrnitment

at any point of time.

My discussion of the religious experience of preconverts cannot

be seen as a rough equivalent of Lofland's (1966:46) claim for the

Divine Precepts, that they (a) believed in an active supernatural realm

which coul-d intervene in the material \^ror1d, and (b) had a 'teleological

conception of the universer. Loflandrs material- is here derived from

retrospective biographical reports, sr:bject, as I have already described,

to rreconstructionr. Additionally, Jack Douglas' perspective raises the

question of the extent to which adherence to a certain belief may be

claimed, if an individual was not at a particular time operating in terms

of that belief. My argument, which cannot, because of limitations I have

already acknowledged, be made as strongly as Loflandrs, is in terms of

familiarity with the potentíal of all-encompassing world-vielvs, and wíth

willingness to adopt such a view which possibly has roots in childhood

experience. In addition, the situation of the prospect must be such

that he/she perceives, at some level, potential advantages in the

application of the God's Army world-view. It is impossible to be more

specific than this because the options of the preconvert always, remain

open, and the situations in which each of them find relevance for C'od's

Army ideology are infinitely variable.
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V'Ihat is important about my argument in contradistinction to

Berger's (L963=76) contention, is ÈhaÈ conversion (alternation) not only

transforms the past, but that its potential to transform the future is

also perceived at some level.

A hígh percentage of survey respondents ( 73¿ ) were born into

fanities which had Christian affiliations of some kind. All interviewees

had Christian backgrounds, many of which. at least at some stage' had

involved a high degree of participation. This raises the question of

whether some religions create in some participants e>çectations of a

spiritual or ideological nature, which they cannot sustain, at least over

time (which is part of a question that I have addressed in the first

section of my thesis).

If we examine the members' biographies which I have presented,

some Christian ideology is presenÈ in childhood. It is inÈeresting that

Mark, who claimed that his family vlere nqÍLinally Greek Orthodox' says

that he was most influenced by his father's fervently democratic,

'communisticr outlook. I here make e:çlicit my inclusion of such

strongty-held political beliefs in my usage of the concept of overarching

world-views.

The membersr histories which f have presented al-I demonstrate

irmnediate preconversion experience which, from what facts can be surmised

to be objecÈive, sho\¡I situations which were potentially stressful. I

cannot say, however, that each informant experienced stress or distresst

only that their situation was such that they hlere prepared to change

their life-styles.

Mark, for instance, was born in Australia to Greek rn-igrant

parents, a situation generally recognised as potentially problematic for
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both parties. Towards the end of what had been a successful high school

career, Mark became heavily involved in political activity and snooker'

and began failing in h-is acadernic work. Although he was well regarded by

his peers, his relations with school staff deteriorated.

His home situaÈion was riven with conflict as he and his three

sisters resisted the authority of his parents, whose religious ideas were

still Greek Orthodox. One sister left home.

By converting to God's Army, Mark adopted a separate nucral

authority, which could be objectivated as more powerful, and all-pervading

than his father. In d.oing so he was a-ble to accorçlish several separate

manoeuvres in his life. (f) He preempted his father's ultímate moral

jurisdiction over him. (2) His espousal of the God's Army world-view

ensured that his work-oriented priorities would be reestal¡lished over his

political and sporting ones. (3) Because of the Christian nature of the

world.-view that he adopted, he left open the possibiliÈy that he could

eventual-ly establish warm relationships with his parents. He effected

the reestablishment of order in a life which showed signs of becoming

chaotic, without a capitulation to parental authority. He has sr:bse-

quently completed a teaching degree, established a career within God's

Army, and regained. close relations with his parents.

Carolyn's conversion can be seen to have provided several useful

tools in her marital- situation. (1) Tt removed her from her husband's

moral domination, (2) and did so in a manner which, because of his l-eft-

wing political views, was bor:nd to t stingt him. (Here \^re see an element

of deviance in McHugh's (1970) sense of deliberate rule violation, a

point on which I shalt elaborate later). (3) Her adoption of a world-view

wiÈh strong proscriptions for marital relations and childrearing practices
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that additionally have wide general recognition and support within

society, provided her with leverage in those situations. U) She

obtained a sense of moral certainty.

Jane's preconversion sitr.ration was marked by her continuing ilI

health, facial and vocal disfigurement. Her relaÈionship with her parents

was difficult, particularly with her mother, who, because of Jane's

delicacy, had always been over-protectíve towards her. Her recent life

had brought about the resurfacing of spíritual quesÈions, possibly for

her particularly difficult because of past associations with the Salvation

Army. In ad.dition, her closest friend and confídant, who was also her

religious adviser, \^ras becoming involved in a relationship with a male

that eventually led to marriage.

Jane's conversion then may be seen to have (I) disenfranchised

her mother's claims over heri Q) attempted to reestablish a hold on her

straying friend; (3) estabfished a subjective identity with her friend;

(4) provided a potential conum:nity at a time at which she was somewhat

isolated; (5) reestablished her spiritual priorities.

Mavis and Ben, who both, in effect "walked in off the street",

because neither had made the decision to aÈtend God's Army, are also the

members who minimise their own involvement in their "sa1vation".

The sermon and altar call impressed both into a comrnitment that

they had not contemplated. In effect, outside forces in the shape of the

sermon and altar catl did intervene by structuring their emotions, and

offering interpretations of their present circumstances. Mavis felt as

though James was speaking personally to her (and often told me that one

day f would feel- the same), and this is in fact a conmon way of experiencing

the "call" to salvation. She had no reason to resist, since she already
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"believed'r, but in the unenthusiastic way of those who are not "born

againtt.

Ben, who had for a time held atheistic views, \^/as conscious of

an internal struggle in which he however \^/as hardly involved. "Something

was fighting over me." This is another quite typical way of reporting

conversion experience .

Both these members, by their retrospective exegeses of their

respective conversion e:çeriences, suggest that their major interest was

in obtaining and giving proof that cosmic (God/Satan) forces could inter-

vene in their lives.

In her account Mavis' God had. previously been somewhat impersonal.

Suddenly she knew that He had a real and immediate interest in her life,

and so did His adversary, Satan. The source of her problems became clear,

as did the means of their rectification. The past was explained, and a

new future opened up, a future in which problems were to be framed as

attacks of Satan and thus contained. The newly acquired holistic world-

view removed the necessity to ponder on each new circumstance, such as

the reasons for which people th-ieved from her, or the causes of her

tiredness. The answers she was seekíng were no longer to be found in

ilI-will and rnisfortune, and other disparate causes, but were given

coherence in the person of Satan. Once Mavis realised that other people

were not the source of her problems, the quality of her social relations

improved., and she could behave joyfully and lovingly. This perspective

is indeed reflected in Mavis' presentational style.

Mavis' salvation also gave her a project, that of "winning

souls", upon which, according to her account, she embarked with enthusiasm.
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Before their conversions both Ben and Mavis appear to have

lacked a project in the sense that they had no practical aspiraÈions

which might evenÈually lead to the alleviation of their respective siÈua-

tions. Mavis had no prospect other than the daily fact of her shop and

kitchen, and. Ben had only the prospect of continued unemployment, allevi-

ated solely by the prospect of smoking marijuana with his friends.

Conversion gave Ben a very immediate promise of change, and that

was in the chance of pleasing the "young ladies" on either side of him.

More importantly, it allowed a conceptual reorganization of his life'

both past and future. It provided him with both the reason and the

means for doing so.

Gerlach and Hine (I970:159) suggest, following Hoffer (1958),

that it is not meaning but attitude which provides a doctrine with

efficacy, and that the certitude stems from the act of commítment which

involves what they call 'cognitive closure', a climax of the 'cognitive

restructr¡ring process' (ibid..:t6I). I suggest that it is the nature of

the belief system which necessitates the 'leap of faith' or commitment.

My data is illustrative of a contention which says that the

efficacy of a doctrine stems from its meaning, and the way that that

tmeaningt can be seen to explain and give purpose to peoplets lives, past

and future.

'certitude' is not a property of doctrine, it is conferred in

the social process by which we all maintain or restructure the world

about us. The necessity of a commitment process acknowledges the lack

of 'certitude' of any set of beliefs. Once such a set of beliefs is

adopted they require the continual servicing of certain types of social

interaction in order to maintain them. (r address this question more

fully Iater.)
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Ju1es-Rosette (1975:61) writes of her own conversion to the

Apostolic church of John Maranke:

For each new member, the conversion e>çerience
restructures basic oçectations about and repre-
sentations of a previously known reality.

However, she sees no pernanence in the interpretation of events which it

provides, but each emerging situation reguires the production of new and

reinforcing evaluations. This is more congruent with the view of conver-

sion to which my study has led me.

I believe that mernbers adopted God's Army ideology'

not because of its 'certituder, but because of the nature of iÈs content.

Primary among these was the facÈ that it addressed itself to ultimate

cosmological issues, and was also capable of interpreting membersr life

events in terms of ultimate forces, i.e. it was transcendent of the

everyday, and could be used to tift members' lives out of the mundane.

Both Ben and Mavis came to perceive that Èhe cosmological forces were

acting in their lives at the moment of conversion, and had been, prior

to that.

The other most important aspect of conversion was that it enabled

members to make conceptual, and hence real changes in their lives. Such

changes could only be effectively made because of the respected nature

of Christian ideologry in Australian society. The authority figure

converts adopted (God) was inherentty more powerful than the actors with

whom they were involved in their worldly struggles. Ne\¡I paths of action

could be legitimated, and ensured of a recognised supportive system.



CHAPTER IV

RECRUITMENT PRACTICES

The basis of God's Army's externally directed appeal has under-

gone several changes since the grouprs foundation, and its main thrusÈ is

now towards those dislocated by individual circumstances' physical or

social, from society. A related phenomenon, described by Beckford

(1975a), also occurs in God's Army, and thaÈ is a change in recruitment

pattern over time, related to changes in the presentational style of

members, collectively and individually.

Modern society is such as to make the poÈential recruitment base

extremely wide, since the sources of dislocation may be e>çected to

diversify with sociaL differentiation. Economic change in Australia

created in all large urban areas social mobility which allowed the

proliferation of individual ambitions, and material and social expecta-

tions, hopes which in many individual cases were frustrated (Witd 1978:

52-65). Neither have the more arbitrary tragedies of sickness and

premature death disappeared, and the incidence of recognised nervous

indisposition, and more serious mental problems is increasing.

Indirectl-y, ho\^rever, the C.od's Army appeal is to dissatisfied

Christians, those whose religious life has ceased to have reality. To

these people C.od's Army promises a "real experience of Christ in a

personal way". Several of the mainline denominations stem from the

enthusiastic, evangelical tradition which is now the Godrs Army sty1e.

The full routinization of such bodies must inevitably lead to a frustra-

tion of the spiritual expressivity of soÍe members for whom the

enthusiastic tradition was paramount. Such groups fail- to feed the

erç>ectations they create in their adherents, who may then become tseekerst.
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This proposition may be contrasted with the more frequent analyses

which relied almosÈ exclusively on the view that economic and social

disad.vantage, experienced as relatively depriving, Ied to availability

for recruitment. But these arguments have difficulÈy in showing the way

that such definitions of the situation were socially establ-ished for

pre-converts, even when they were living within small-scale communities

(Aberle 1966). !{hen applied to God's Army, where pre-converts have no

prior relations with each other, they fail to account for the fact that

life trauma may be experienced by individuals as r:nique and isolatinq.

The sigrnificance of life traumas must be considered alongside that of

social tratxnas, such as blocked social mobility, status skidding and

powerlessness.

The recruitment activities of God's Armlz are predominantly of

what Lofland calts the 'embodiedr kind., in which individual members

confront individual 'prospects' (Lofland 1966), or less commonly, groups

of members confront groups of prospects.

My survey material confirms that relatives, friends and close

associates are those most successfully recruited, and. probably those

most heavily proselytised. t Also recruitment policy suggests that the

most suitable targets are those to whom members have long-term access.

Recruitment can then proceed to some extent indirectly, by example' and

by allowing the target to observe for himself the advantages of Christian

behavior. Direct proselytization is often considered unwise, but any

interest shown by the prospect is taken advantage of, and "sharing" or

"witnessing" wiII occur if the member feels rrledrr (by the HoIy Spirit).

ra God's Arm1, survey nm in the late 1960's found that the most common

mode of introd.uction was through friends and relatives.
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Members also hold themselves ready to discuss religious matters

in both pr:btic and private situations, as circumstances allow. One of

their major concerns in proselytizing is to demonstrate that Èheirs is

not just another dead religion, but provides a "real personal experience

of Christ". They are, however, well aware of the dangers of aggressive

recruitment methods.

A favourite phrase of members speaking of their preconversion

encounters with other members is "ÍLrey had something that I wanted", and

this is what they, in turn, attempt to convey to prospects. The

properties which members as opposed to prospects are conceived. to 'haver

are tta real faithtt, a t'real love of Jesustt, ttjoy", and tta real concern

for others", and Èhis they attempt to convey in their demeanor, their

readiness to hetp, their firm resistance to smoking and swearing, and

their ready energy.

The other forms of 'embodied' approach used are both rore formal

and more formalistic, in that they are occasions organized by C'odrs Army

or sr:bgroups within Godrs Army. One is called "street witness" and

involves individuals approaching strangers with a verbal religious

message, or flþre often in my observation, a pamphlet. Such occasions,

which always involve a number of people, are planned many weeks ahead.

The focus is often some sort of musical group, singing Christian songs,

around whom members concentrate their activities. They veq¿ seldom

approach strangers 'cold', without the legitimation of giving them some

piece of paper, and usually onty discuss their religious views if some

member of the pubtic initiates the talk.

Music and related non-discursive activities, such as standing

with banners, done in the street seem to have the effect of creating a
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small zone where the ordinary rules of impersonal inteqgersonal conduct

relax their force. This allows religious evangelists to approach

strangers in more intimate terms. This may be seen as an attempt to

create a 'religious place' in which Lofland (1966:90) says the rules of

engagement between strangers are open, in contrast to the usual situation

in public places.2

Ho\¡rever, most members express great trepidation at the prospect

of "street witness" and regard it raÈtrer as a personaf challenge than as

an effective means of recruitment. The organization of such occasions,

however, promotes much mutual interaction of members, and provides outlets

for activity, ambition and prayerful behavior. I will give more consider-

ation to this topic at a later stage.

"outreaches" provide the same opportunities for members. They

usually consist of a series of "revival rallies" held over a period of

several days, and specifically designed to be such thaÈ members may bring

along friend.s and acquaintances, with the pronise of meeting "many nice

people". After the service a supper is provided, which is the occasion

for interningling of members and prospects.

For several weeks ahead members urge their friends to attend,

with such encouragements as "txr has a great message", or "I'11 introduce

you to 'Y' there, you'11 like her". Such activities are heavíly attended

by members, and so are weII peopted. They usually include several "items",

often singing, from members, and are climaxed by a sermon delivered in an

emotive style. Most often "Outreaches" are held in towns or suburbs in

which there is no C-od's ArrrD¡ assetrIy, a local haII being hired for the

2ïet" Lofland acknowledges Goffman as his source (1963:Chapter 8,
especially pp. L24-39) .
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purpose. Several members to whom I have spoken "came in" through out-

reaches wh-ich, because they rely on tk¡e informal personal aspects of

proselytization, are probably more effective than "street witness" in

accomplishing their overt purpose.

The primary form of "disembodied" access to prospects during the

time in which I was involved with Godrs Army consisted of a weekly

advertísement in a proninent position in the loca1 Saturday paper' the

cost of which was $I85.00. Ihis price made its cost-effectiveness rather

high,3 hor"ver, despite the fact that its viability was continuously under

discussion by the Oversight (so I was tol-d), it continued to appear.

The main feature of this advertisement was usually the title of

the Sunday evening (revival rally) sennon. over a period of two years'

about two-thirds of these were directed towards people suffering from

feelings of insecurity, or physical or social inadequary. Among these I

place titles such as 'rAre You Really Living?", t'A New Dltnamic for Your

Life", 'rManage Your Moods", "Hea1th and Prosperity", "Living Like a Kingl",

"PIug into Godrs Power Source", "Hea1ing, Peace of t4ind, Power for

Living", Others were directed towards a cosrnic (hiblícal) e:çlanation of

cu.rrent events and conditions, political, social and seisrnic. Among

these could be included "A Red P1aneÈ?", "Strikes, Unions and C'overnment

in Your Bible", "Is the Great Tribulation at Hand?". others rnight be

called curiosity-arousing - "Haunted Houses, Horoscopes and Heaven", "You

Onty Live T\¡ricet', "One Thing God Cannot Dor', "Millions Now Dead V,lill Soon

Live Again".

Thus the major instrument of formal approach from Godrs Army to

3Th" God's Army survey of the late l96O's showed 5 percent of the member-
ship first had contact through the ad.vertisenent.
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the pr:blic defines the type of recruit that they expect to encounter'

those who are lacking in energy and healÈh, unable to control their moods,

and conscious of their lack of involvement in Èhe better aspects of life.

(After conversion, mefiibersr views of their former lives are congruent

with this proscription.) More importantly the advertisement also

specifies C'odts Armyts Success. These are problems which members no

Ionger experience.

Members with whom I raised the Èopic would have been most

disturbed to see the advertisement withdrawn. They made such remarks as

"While itts there C'od can use it; He knows who needs to see it", "The

cost is irrelevant because God will supply Èhe money for His Work" (a

sentimenÈ of which the Oversight is apparently losing sight).

I suggest that, tike many of the other recruitmenÈ activities,

the advertisement has important consequences for group coherence and

individual meaning construction. The cosmic symbolic order of Berger and

Luckmann (1966) must establish its relevance for all including outsiders

who may be viewed as subjects for 'therapy' (inclusion) or elimination

(exclusion). 'Disembodied' and nass appeals through the media form one

of few ways in which members can e)<perience this relevance.

c,od's Army, Iike other Pentecostal groups, has developed in an

atmosphere consisting of hostility from mainstream chruches, and apathy,

or at best curiosiÈy from the general pr:blic. In addition, their own

view of the outsi<le world is coloured by their belief in its colonization

by Satanic forces. Taking account of these influences \^7e Inay see the

advertisement as a synoptic self-presentation which points to the areas

of their success, and demonstrates their continuing viability.
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Additionally, the tension with the world which they as a soterio-

logical religion experience particutarty acutely (ÍrÏeber f965), is symboli-

cally bridged by their joint enterprise, Èhe advertisement. Its potentíal

is unlimited. Faith has divided them from the "world", but it is the

same faith which allows them to cast their line back into the world in

hope of further "sa1vations".

Now that I have provided an overview of the recruitment tectuaiques

which are found in God's Army, I wish to return to a consideration of Èhe

most successful mode, the informal embodied approach.

Remarks that informants have directed to me suqgest that they

find problematic the selection of an appropriate demeanor for such

occasions. Some have suggested that to appear too "unworld1y" frightens

prospects, and gives the false impression that members are not ordinary

people. Others ad,here to the belief that an uncompromising espousal of

principled and moral behavior will- have the effect of both "convicting"

(producing a\^/areness of sin) and. inspiring their audience.

Members then, are weII a\^/are of the performanceh characteristics

of their proselytizing activities, and I suggest that this awareness is

heightened by their perceptions of the gutf between themselves and

t'worldly" people. They, the possessors of a "ne\t¡", God-given life, have

spent their Christian years involved in a conceptual process of maintaining

separation from the "worldly", and ironically these creatures whose ways

they believe are so vile are the very ones to whom they must direct their

appeal. This is related to the problem of covert approaches described by

4I use this to bring out the dramaturgical aspects that Goffman (1959)
has pointed to in the everyday accomplishment of goals where other
people are involved.
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Lofland (1966:91-5). Both concealment and openness created difficulties

for the Divine Precepts when they used the meetings of other religious

groups as recruitment gror:nds.

By pursuing recruits from amongst persons that both know and are

known to them, they reduce to some extent, the anxiety of being 'found

out', that is, suddenly revealed as Pentecostals. Their perceptions of

those they proselytise can then be tempered by the farniliariÈy which, in

discerning some favoura-ble properties, sees that the "hand of the Lord"

is already on that person.

The dilemma is wel-l illustrated by a story which one of my

informants told of her place of work. Her policy is not to volunteer

her affiliation unless asked, but at the same time, do nothing to conceal

it. (This has the disadvantage that when in conversation, her loyalties

become apparent, which is usually after some time, the fellow interactant

may feel deceived. ) One workmate eventually asked her "Are you a Bible-

basher or something?", to which she replied "Have I Bible-bashed you?"

This remark of the workmate clearly reveals his aggravation aÈ

what he proba-bty considered deception on her part. But the basis of this

annoyance is the interactantrs knowledge or suspicion that he has previ-

ously allowed himself some remark or behavior which, qiven fulI knowledge,

he woul-d not have.

Her frustration i.s also apparent in her response, indeed' he was

criticizing her for something she had purposively refrained from doing,

To be perceived either as a "Bible-basher" or a deceiver, or even

both is counterprod.uctive for the purposes of recruitment, and some of

the accounts I have heard suggest that, at their work place, members may

act so as to precipitate workmates into an early knowledge of their
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affiliations. One informant appears to have done this by her e:çressed

aversion to swearing, which in women is paid some deference. Her bosst

acknowledgement of her Christianity in his cessation of swearing in her

presence was deference of a kind which he would probably have been prepared

to show any woman who insisted upon it. Thus the member managed to set

herself apart, but not to the exÈent where it became possible for work-

mates to regard her as unreasonable in her demands. The more positive

aspects of the evangelistic ChrisÈian role could then be acted out without

the fear of sudden unmasking.

MaIe members would be unable to operaÈe an aversion-to-swearing-

a\^rareness precipitation in Australian society without acquiring a label

of another kind. I have no direct evidence, but some indirect, to

suggest that one means they employ is punctilious courtesy' especially to

females. In so doing they may obtain an opportunity to convey their

position to at least one person wíthin their work p1ace. They may then

confidently expect that that person will inform other \^torkmates. A

female person is more likely to (a) react favourably to their courtesy'

and (b) conment on it, enabling the member to reveal his affiliations.

In sociable situaÈions, too, a number of members believe that

the presentation of an ideological 'hard line' is unwise. These, the

more moderate members, frequently e)g)ress dismay at the advice that they

know to be proffered by some other members in counselling prospects.

"It will d.rive them away. " These members also see that their normal

social drinking of alcohol is advantageous in a recru-itment strategy.

The one member whom I meÈ \¡Iho smokes, \Átas also prepared to justify her

habiÈ in terms of what she saw as maintaining a wider access to "worldly"

people. Loflandrs (I966) Divine Precepts used, the practice of introducing

prospects slowly to the more esoteric aspects of doctrine.
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Other members with a more restricted and restrictive view were

critical of what they saw as the overly pernr-issive counselling pracÈices

of some of the pastors, particularly those who were adopting popular

secular teckrriques such as transactional analysis. These, howeverr are

the members whose views came to me secondhand, through pastors and other

meÍibers, and I suspect that their involvement in outwardty-oriented

activities were Iow. I have the impression that they were the late-

middle-aged and o]der, Iong-term meñbers, whose involvement in the

secular world was minimal. ftre other conservative group was found amongst

some of the very young members (teens, largely) in whom, \^te Ina.y hypothesise'

following Sennet (f971), to exist a reluctance and inabitity to cope with

the full- range of emotional erçeriences offered by the wider society.

Having demonstrated some of the presentaÈional problems which

members experience in recruiting, f wish to examine some of the verbaf

forms which are conrmon in proselytization. These are dra\^/n from my own

field observation and from inforrnanÈs of nþre moderaÈe inclination.

Although they work actively to recnrit new individuals, members

believe firmly that the major burden is carried by the Holy Spirit, which

opinion ttrey convey quite early to their prospect. Members believe they

are largely the instruments of God, who "In¡orks within the hearts and

minds" of those on whom He "has His hand".

For the member, this belief had the advantage that it could

insulate him from the actual results of his efforts, both by his knowledge

that iÈ \^ras not he who had failed, and. also by a belief that if indeed

the "hand of C,od vras onrr his prospect, then eventually that person would

succumb.
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fkre prospect was intended to realise that he was already operating

in response to God's wiII. The fact of a prospect's appearance at church

indicated to members that "His hand is already on you", as they said to

me. Members also lost no time in indicating to prospects that they were

"praying for" them. "I bet there are a lot of people praying for you",

one member said to me. They also speak of "upholding in prayer" persons

whom they hope to recruit.

This is alt part of a process in which members present themselves

as disengaged from the real 'hurley burley' of recruitment. They are the

puppets of Èhe Holy Spirit, speaking only when He "leads", the words that

He "gives" them. At these times they speak of the "joy" that they now

feel, the "real rel-ease" that they have obtaíned, by "handing over to

the Lord" aII of their problems. "He is the Lord of tJ:e situation in

your life at this moment", said one pastor at a revival ra1ly.

These members appear to encourage in the prospect an involuntaristic

view of himself. rt is necessary to "open your mind to the Lord", and

"let him complete His work, that He has already begun". The prospect

must be encouraged to consider himself already colonised. Mernbers wilf

d,escribe how they themselves struggled fruiÈIessly against the inevitable'

before their o\^/n conversion, how they attempted to do things "in my own

strength", rather than "leaning on the Lord". Ttreir model of conversion

is of the cataclysmic self-surrender type in which the emotions hold sway.

A pastor interested in my spiritual welfare, when I told him that I had

some tintellecÈual reservationst abouÈ the C,odts Army faith, advised me:

"If you accept Him in your heart, He wilt take care of your mind".

Other members also advised me that conversion \n/as "a ttríng of the

heart", and that I should feave my head ouÈ of it. Thisr howeverr \¡/as
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not the opinion of all members to whom I spoke. Several were horrified

when I told them of this advice. They believe that their faith is

completely amenable to rational processes. One of them once remarked to

me that anyone who was "completely truthful with themselves would come to

C,od". These 'raÈionalistsr speak favourably of persons who sysÈematically

study the Bible, and refl-ect on it, and. finally in an unemoÈional manner

"accept the Lord, in their heart". The reputation of enthusiastic

religion for emotional volatility is not one of which they are proud.

Represented in this folk Èheory \^re see the germ of Vlilliam Jamesl

(L974) categories of conversion, but in C,od's Army the 'type by self-

surrender' is the predorninant model. I will examine the reasons for

which this is so later in this section.

Another suggestion which was several times made to me was that

"there are all sorts in Èhis church, doctors, dentists' politicians",

whereas in fact these professionals are represenÈed in very low numbers.

This suggests that members are conscious of their generally unintellectual

image. It also implies a liminal recognition that the highly educated

may "surrender their wills to the Lord" Iess easily than others. It is

very important from Èhe members' point of view that it can be done.

On several occasions, both at classes and prayer meetingsr I h/as

able to hear discussion of the problem that several women had in persuading

their spouses to convert. On each occasion they were charged with the

responsibility for the salvation. According to God's Army theory,

spouses, and family generally become interested when they observe real,

Iong-term changes in the behavior of their partners. Words are not

sufficient, and may even be counterproductive, it is the new loving

thoughtfulness, the self-discipline and the joyful demeanor their partner
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demonstrates, that will awaken interest. To some extent the reputation

of spouses within Godrs Army is dependent on their ability to move their

partner to a high level of conrnitment. This is more usually a female

problem; one of my male informants had his projected 'career' within

God's Army destroyed by his failure to elicit a suítable degree of

commitment from his wife.

Conversion accounts reinforce betief in the importance of presen-

tational style in evangelising significant others. Many members told me

that they had just had their curiosity aroused on observing the changes

in behavior of a friend or relative. Several of these people also claimed

that their iniÈial reactions had been very negative.

Rather than considering recruíÈment rates and processes as out-

workings of particular forms of organization, as does Beckford (f973266),

I wish, while retainíng synpathy with Beckford's perspective, to place

analytical emphasis on the way in which recruitmenÈ techniques and

processes contribute to the functioning of the God's Army organization.

I intend to exanine the ways in which recruitment processes

contribute to the establishment of both the organization, and its meaning

systems as 'facticities' (Berger and Luckmann 1966) for the individual

members who make it up.

WhaÈ I have related of God's Army missionary efforts demonstrates

that their methods are quite different from those employed by Mormons'

Jehovahrs Witnesses, and Lofland's Divine Precepts, each of which is also

very heavily committed to evangelism. (Coincidentally, the four groups

are characterised by growth rates in excess of those for mainline

churches.) Those three groups expended considerable effort in the evan-

gelism of complete strangers, and several accounts including Beckford's
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report of Jehovah's lrlitnesses, suggest that this is as much to provide

an outlet for the energies of converts (including recent converts), as

it is from ideological compulsion.

For God's Army the target audience consists of those already

known, or those with whom there is everyday interaction; and their

approach is less direct. One of the probtems which engages Lofland

(1966) is the internal consequences, on members' faith, of unsuccessful

missionary endeavour. For the Divine Precepts, their perception of

success or failure was very dependent on the constructions placed on

events by Miss Lee, the Ieader (ibid.J93-244). I suggtest thaÈ both the

audience chosen, and the methods employed by C.odr s Army have significant

consequences in insulating members from rnissionary failure.

Firstty, by using 'indirect' methods, that is, obtaining the

confidence of people before speaking, and "sharing" experiences, rather

than directly forcíng God's Army philosophy on prospects, members avoid

direct rebuff. ïn addition, the fact that they have had an opportunity

to "share" or "witness" gives them considera-ble joy. They largely see

such opportunities as created by the Holy Spirit, and often wait several

months before an appropriate occasion is presented, especially in the

work situation.

Second.ly, in that they are already known, and connected socially,

or through the work sitqation, to their targets, c'odrs Army members

avoid the abruptness with which many people respond to evangelism from

strangers. The social setting in which the proselytism takes place is

usually such as to preclude an immediate withdrawal by the prospect.

The maintenance of pleasant relations with those who resist

evangelism over a long period. of time has been described to me by several
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informants, and the insÈances mostly relate to ttreir work place. Thus

one young male informant developed a sparring relationship with a girl

at work who was uninterested in his faith. He was nevertheless extremely

pleased when the opportunity arose for him to "witness" to her.

These factors aII a1low members to nourish some hope of "salvation"

for some of their more refractory targets. üfhat I wish to suggest is,

that in addition to those 'mechanics of hope' which Lofland demonstrates

among the Divine Precepts, the methods employed by Godrs Army confer

further benefits. The result of the God's Army method is that their

'hard-Iine' attitude towards the "worl-d" is usually broken down in the

case of each of theirprospects, by the member's knowledge of the particular

circumstances of that person. This can occur at the same time that the

member maintains his intractable view about the "rdorld" in general. The

'flushing out' of prospects allows a less than black-and-white view of

them, and the'shades of grey' allow the member to service his hope. In

accordance with God's Army belief, the meÍiber perceives indications from

the prospectrs behavior of the operation of divine influence. fn effect'

the prospect is therefore seen as already dissociated from the "worId",

with the consequence that it eases the member's association with him or

her.

Members' conversations led me to suppose that conversion (their

ohrn and others') , and the related phenomenon of spiritual growth \^Iere a

major concern. There was much discussion, especially in classes and

prayer meetings (i.e. semi-official occasions), but also in many of the

private conversations to which I was party, of the techniques of recruit-

ment, whether prospects were "reaIly coming through in the Lord" or were

being "held back" by some aspect of their lives, often an emotional
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involvement with a non-member. The organization of recruitment-related

activities, such as those described, and also the more socially-oriented

'coffee-shopr and rpicture' nights of the youth group required consider-

able effort from some members, and were always Èhe subject of much

discussion beforehand and. after.

There is indeed, valuable insight to be gained into Godrs Army

from regarding, as Beckford urges (1975b), recruitment rates and processes

as the product of particular organizational forms.

As Lofland (op. cit.) has described, evangelism produces signifi-

cant strains on individual faith and therefore organizational coherence.

He showed with his interactionist perspective how Divine Preceptsr

ideology, and the skill of the group leader were summoned to stabilize

the faith of individual members. Beckford (L973), by contrast, points to

the organizational benefits of particular approaches to recruitment. For

instance, he poínts to the phenomenon of the stability-confering effects

of the systematic missionary approach of the Mormon church. A related

phenomenon he says is the involving aspects which recruitment drives have

on what he calls 'marginal participantsr (L973267) in new religious

movements.

Beckford.r s (ibid. ) observaÈions lead him to differentiate between

what he calls tconversionist groupst and rrecruitment organizationst.

The pressure of numbers which the activities of the 'recruitment organi-

zations' create he saw as leading to bureaucratic complexity. However,

tendencies toward stagnaÈion were thwarted by 'the rmceasing production

of new recruits' (ibid.:68). I feel that in C'od's Army also the steady

production of new recruits and prospects has irçortant consequences for

the viability of the organizaLion, and I intend to e:snaine this from an

interactionist rather than organizational level.
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The fl-ow of new recruits and prospects, brought for C'od's Army

as for Beckford.rs Jehovah's Witnesses, favourable statistics of growth,

whích could encourage the efforts of rnissionaries. However, in Godrs

Army less attention is paid to the recorded figures; it is the turnover

of bodies, real people, who are seen at meetings, and observed to "go

fonvard for salvationt', which spurs on the efforts of members.

The Sunday revival rally is attended by most members, and every

week they have the evidence of Èheir joint success as new aÈtenders 9o

fo:r^¡ard. In Beckfordts terms, God's Army is a tconversionist groupt as

well as possessing elements of a trecruitment organizationr, and as such

experiences the additionat benefit of the enactment of conversions at

formal meetings, where they become the mutual property of members.

This attitude towards conversion is assisted by Èhe Biblical assertion

that there is as great rejoicing in heaven over the repentance of one

sinner as of nt;rny.

Because conversion within C,odrs Army involves only the acceptance

of God "by faith", it can and often does, occur in an instant. rhis

practice forms a marked contrast with religious groups who require

prospects to und.ertake lengthy schooling before they become eligible for

membership, for example, Jehovahr s Vüitnesses and Christadelphians.

Although some rconvertst never again attend, their salvation remains,

recorded by Godrs Army. Here again we may employ the notion of 'symbolic

capital' (carbetE L979) in the following Inanner.

The traw materialt of conversions is transformed in the revival

rally into the 'property' of the collective assembly. As such it is at

the disposal of leading members particularly, and can be employed as a

means of enhancing their o\^rn reputations, both within and outside the
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assembfy. It has become 'symbolic capital' with which Godrs Armyrs

efforts may be furthered.

Many converts, transient or not, bring something else on which

C,od's Army feeds, and that is their conversion histories, the tale of

their preconversion circumstances and the changes that slavation has

wrought in their lives (there are a number of instant benefits). These,

especially the dramatic ones, become general God's Army property, and

are passed around.between members, and quite frequently repeated publicly

at prayer meetings. They show the Lord working, and give evidence of

the spiritual depths from which he is capable of rescuing rHis chosenr.

Conversion accounts form a very sígnificant proportion of the

verbal efforts direcÈed towards prospects, but f have noÈ yet considered

them because of their additional much wider relevance in God's Arfi]r.

Directed towards both prospecÈs and other members, they constitute

probably the most important socializing influence within the group.

MernJ¡ers ease prospects towards conversion with their assertions that God

is atready in control; conversion accounts then hold the formula by which

prospects nay accomplish the transcendence for themselves.



CHAPTER V

ACHIEVING SALVATION

Many discussions of conversion, both of the political and the

religious kind, give little recognition of the sr:bjective individuality

of the experience. The perspectives which have been most culpable in

this respect are the psychophysiological arguments such as Sargentrs

(1957), and those of some sociologists, the main interest of whom has

been to explain the conversion phenomenon in terms of the r:niformities

of past experience on the part of the savedr âsr for example, in some

millenarían studies (e.g. lrfilson L975). Both approaches focus on a narrow

range of the available conversion experience. T wish to examine the

salvation experiences of some Godrs Army members as a recogrnisably small

but defined part of the spectrum of such experiences.

The perspective that I witl adopt was foreshadowed as early as

LgO2, in the writings of Vüilliam James. James recognised one aspect of

conversions which has often been ignored, and Èhat is that the "particular

form which they affect is the result of suggestion and imitation" (19742

f68). In this statemenÈ James may be seen to have acknowledged implicitly,

both that conversion accounts are retrospectively structured, and that

the group into which the conversion is accomplished usually provides the

accounts of the experience from which the convert structures botkt his own

account, and his experience.l

These are themes which have only recently reemerged in sociology.

For example, Beckford (1978), in his recent article "Accorrnting for

lTh"t James was beginning to think in this direction is indicated in his
N0. 5 footnote on page 168.

163
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Conversion", is concerned to show that within the Watchtower movement

accounts of conversion are constructed according¡ to an internal rationale

of organization. Jehovahrs Vtitnesses, he says, do not locate their

salvation at a crucial turning point but talk in terms of "a steady

progression of mental states marked by sulctle and sequential qualitative

changes in outlook and action" (ibid.z253).

Beckford. however completely misses the point of analysts such as

Berger and Luckmann (1966), Berger and Kellner (1970), and others, that

the individual's experience of reality is structured by the commonplace

accounts of his group peers, i.e. it is not only the way of accounting

for conversion that is structured by prevaiting npdes of e>çression, it

is the actual experience itself. Ttris latter point is one with which my

discussion will be particularly concerned.

It is quiÈe true, as Beckford says, that actors' self-reports

cannot be assumed to be the objective accounÈs of experience that some

eÈhnographers (e.g. Lofland) have assumed. However, Beckford's argument

suggests that Jehovahrs Witnesses deliberately desigrn their accounts by

acting in a selectíve manner towards their pool of experience' so as to

impress their audience.

Although I would, not deny that religious converts tailor their

statements with respect to a Èarget audience, I do suggest that wiÈhin

Godrs Army at least, prevailing modes of expression become, without

conscious design, the templates of experience, i.e. the perceptions of

prospects begin to undergo a restructuring process as soon as they

encounter Godts Army. It is also useless to talk about actorst reports

and objective reality, as though one could by some acid test show the

disparity between one and the other. lrlithout the recogniÈion of the
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reality construction argument, Beckfordts account offers us no more than

the suggestion thaÈ people learn both consciously and sr:bliminally from

their regular associates. Rather, it is, as Berger says' that

Most of us acquire our meanings from other men and
require their constant support so ÈhaÈ these
meanings may continue to be believable (L966:78).

To take the argument a step further, the course of action r:r¡der-

taken by an individual is not the highly rationalistic series of steps

it is often supposed by sociotogical theory to be. This theme has been

welt elaborated by Jack Douglas (L977). In his words:

most of our experiences in everyday life are only
semiconscious; the consciousness of them emerges
as we do them; it does not precede and determine
them (I977 z2L-2) .

Douglas' main concern is to reinsÈate emotion as a source of

action in social theory, to show that relativety few activities are

"carefully, consciously planned". tConsciousnesst certainly emerges

during action, buÈ this need in no sense be the final 'consciousness' of

that piece of behaviour. Subsequent events and interactions may radically

transform the significance that an individual attaches to particular

items of past behavior. Ttre world that an individual inhabits at a

particular point in time produces its own perspectives on past events.

This argument has been well laid out by Goffman (1974:123-35) in

describing the 'prepatient phase' of the inmates of mental institutions.

After admission, the patient's view of preadrnission events and motives

of significant others incorporates a notion of conspiracy which binds

discrete happenings into a purposeful whole. In a like nanner the full

significance to an individuat of religious conversion will only emerge
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over time, and this will always be informed (though not necessarily

directly) by interaction wiÈh other members.

with conversion in rnind, I wish to reiterate two points:

(1) very few individual actions are highly rationalized beforehand;

(2) any past event from an individual's biography is subject to inter-

pretaÈion in a multitude of perspectives for the purpose of his present

life-style. Berger (L963276) made this point very strongly when he said

'conversion is an act in which the past is dramatically transformed'.

The first point suggests that we may have at least two types of

conversion, a highly rationalistic kind, and a purely emotional response.

Again, lrfiltiam James (op. cit.) has travelled this path before us. He

writes of two types of conversion initially identified by Dr. Starbuck'

which he called Lhe voLitionaT tgpe and the type bg self-sulrender

(ibid. zL72) . The first of these James describes as a piecemeal building

up of arnew set of moral and spirituat habits' (ibid.)' the second as

a handing over of personal will which forms a 'vita1 turning point of Èhe

religious life' (ibid.:175). It is essential, he reports Starbuck as

saying, that the volitional type incorporate some elements of self-

surrender. Group interaction and practice has a profound influence on

an individual's perception and construction of his own conversion,

as I will demonstrate from my own data.

I no\¡/ wish to round out the second of the two points concerning

conversion by considering Bergerrs claim that conversion is primarily

concerned with transformations of the past. The view is an overstatement,

in that it may easity be argued that any act of 'alternation' has definite

implications for the future ('career paths') as weII as interpretations

of the past. Í'that conversion must be seen to achieve is a radical
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separation from the past life, and theoretically this can be done merely

by transforrning views of that past, but it is very seldom Èhat this will

be suffj-cient. One of the chief values of the reordering of a biography

is the way in which it legitimates a ne\¡/ course of action for an individual.

This is achieved both by viewing the otd life and val-ues as something

which no longer have any hold on one's actions, and by viewinq events as

having inevitably directed the self toward the climactic point of conver-

sion. The latter view is particularly relevant Èo religious conversion

in which the guiding hand of the deity is frequently seen as making

eventual- conversion inevitable. Thís legitimates the conversion of a

member who views himself as having struggled futilely against an unequal

adversary. Such accorrnts may be expected of conversions of the 'se1f-

surrender' type, in which the member wishes to absolve himself of respon-

sibility for the decision.

Several members' histories may be employed in illustration here.

Carolyn's conversion allowed her to adopt a more conventional nurturant

role towards her children, and generally to resist a number of her

husbandts views. Ben and Mavis came to see their preconversion existence

as ttdirectedtt.

Many Christian religions demand no discrete public act of commit-

ment, regular attendance at services being considered sufficienÈ indica-

tion of a state of salvation. The attitudes of the members of these

churches are not questioned, and no denrcnstrations of faith are required.

The American survey material of Glock and Stark (fgOg) suggests that a

proportion of such attenders do not even believe in a deity, so we must

assume that their concern in aÈtendance is social rather than eschato-

logicaI.
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It is amongst 'enthusiasticr religions such as Methodism in the

days of Wesley, and Pentecostalism today, that a definitive public act

has become necessary. Here again r^re must acknowled.ge a debt to James

(op. cit.) who noted of Methodism that unless there had been a 'crisis',

'salvation is only offered, not effectively received' (ibid.:187). This

act of tself-surrenderr James also saw as being integral in progress

Èowards what he called the 'Christianity in inwardness' (ibid.zL76),

which was a state in which the individuat could e>çerience 'immediate

spiritual help' (ibid.), very similar to the anti-ritualism which Mary

Douglas described 70 years later in part as an 'exaltation of inner

experience and denigration of its stand.ardized expression' (L973:40).

Part of the anti-ritual syndrome she saw was 'preference for

intuitive and instant forms of knowledge' (ibid.), and the rejection of

institutions as mediators between man and God; these were part of the

mode of e>rpression of 'alienation from the current social values' (ibid.).

This is the alienation and. hostility of which entt¡usiastic religion is

e>çressive. Very ofÈen such religions have grown out of a critical

attitude to mainline ChristianiÈy, and. actually e:q>erience relations of

hostility with then. This antagonism to mainline religions is part of a

hostility to the "wor1dly", of which those religions are seen to have

become part. In that hostility ís a self-presentational mode, its

selective e>çression towards particular targets, such as other religious

groups, better enahles enthusiastic religions to highlight what they

consider their own distinctive featr¡res, as compared with attacks on

well-diffused iniquities of 'the worldr . They emphasise the reality of

the spiritual e>çerience which they offer by attacks on ritualism and

formalism in other churches. As Weber (1965:151) says, ronce emphasis
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has been placed on this inward aspect of salvation the bare and formal

magical ritualism becomes superfluous' .

Another characteristic of religions which emphasise the conver-

sion experience is that the salvation of adherents is achieved through

faith, and the act of conversíon marks the point of awakening of that

faith, often in an unseen savior who has 'paid the price' of the 'renewal'

of the convert. Salvation rests on what Freur¡d (1968 zL79) , af1i.er Weber,

calls an r authentic pistis , a confidence in the relevation of the savior

and in his promises', and sacred learníng (gnosis) is no longer important.

They are also often the Christian religions whose beliefs and

practices show elements of asceticism and mysticism in the l¡Ieberian

sense of insÈrumentality and vesselship. Worthiness to act for or

receive the deity is partly dependent on freeing oneself from'world1y'

dependencies, hence the notion of trenewalt, or being'born againt as an

essential precursor to the Service of C'od is common.

The hostile relations that such groups e:ç>erience with the 'wor1d'

are a function of this marginal or independent position which they ado¡it,

the radical view which they hold with respect to the source of contemporary

social problerns. fn this way Methodism, in the eiqhteenth century' \^las

aligned wiÈh unionism in what E.P. Thompson (1968) called the 'DissenÈing

Tradition', each lending the other some force. Modern Pentecostalism is

part of what is becorning an increasingly expressive reactionary section

of society, and there is some evidence in Adelaide of cooperation

between the potitical and religious segments of this section of opinion.

Historically such movements were generated out of crises of urbanization,

wh-ich l¡lilson (1970:7I) sees as productive of conditions of anorn-ie. More

recently the means by which people become disaffected from society are
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Iess predictable, and I suspect that what h¡e see is the deliberate

selection by religious groups of target areas in socieÈy, which may have

Iitt1e to do with the way in which individual members of a religious

group have become dislocated, i.e. the issues espoused are not normally

recruitment issues. The publicly espoused views are conservative' so as

to generate a wide basis of support (e.g. abolition of child pornography'

preservation of the family), but to the comrnitted, the rrnderlying' Illore

reactionary, issues (restriction of sexual freedom) are also a primary

concern.

What I see as important is that because a religious group holds

to marginal views and practices, a definitive act of commitment is

required of a person seeking entrance, as much for the sale of the

aTreadg committed as for the convert. The appropriate acconplishment of

a conversion is a guarantee, and a demonstration. It is an event on

which the constructions of the religious conununity may be built. This

may be of more importance in a modern society in which the individual

biographies of members may have little in common when corçared with their

counterparts during the early days of Methodism.

I must, in view of the foregoing discussion, take issue with

Mary Douglas' (1973:102) characterization of what she refers to'

foltowing Durkheim (1915), as 'effervescentr religions, by which she

means religions in which

Emotions nrn high, formalism of all kinds is denounced'
the favoured patterns of religious worship include
trance or glossalalia, trembling, shaking or other
er<pressions of incoherence and dissociation.

These, she says, are a feature of the early life of revivalist movenents,

but may be perpetuated as the usual form of worship if 'the level of
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social organization be sufficiently low, and Èhe pattern of roles suffi-

ciently unstructuredr (ibid.:103). The conditions in which 'effervescencel

occurs she states are characterised by the simultaneous presence of

several sets of factors. The first is weak control from grid (by which

she means the rscope and coherent arÈiculation of a system of classifica-

tion' libid.:821) and group. Douglas also suggesÈs that such groups have

Iittte interest in symbolic differentiation of inside from outside' and.

that this is replicated on the social level.

My previous discussion has provided some evidence that for God's

Army, and I contend. for a number of enthusiastic religions, which could

equally be seen in Douglas' outline of 'effervescencer, symbolic bound.ary

maíntenance is imperative for the achievement of an act of faith, and

control is also a value toward which they are favourably oriented.

Such a criticism highlights what I consider a serious flaw in

Douglas' argument (to which I have already pointed in a previous section) '
and that is her failure to address the intentions of the groups she

characterises as symbolical-Iy oçressing their own social situation

vis-à-vis society by their 'inarticulateness'. Glossatalia is viewed by

Godrs Army members, as are some of their other modes of e:<pressivity, as

more highly controlled than their own speech because it is God-given.

They also have a concept of allowing their t'tongtue" to "mature" or

"develop". Control is a value which they are firmly committed to estab-

lishing within the group, especially with respect to presentational modes

of group members, i.e. dress, but also with respect to health and

behavior and. emotion. rReligion of ecstasyr and 'religion of control'

(ibid.:I04) certainly do not here appear to be mutually exclusive

categories. In fact, it can be said in the case of God's Army that
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rcontrolt is in some senses productive of 'ecstasyt. That members strive

after the Spirít baptisrn (which brings glossalalia), some times for many

monÈhs, suggests that it is not abandonment of control which is involved.

From my point of view, the more serious difference ttrat I have

wiÈh Douglas stems from her claim that lack of interest in symbolic

e><pressions of tinsider and 'outsidet are important condiÈions for

'effervescencer. She herself says that such groups reject 'formalism'

(ibid.) whích must include sacred knowledge and \^rorks. lfhat then is the

basis of their religious justification if not faith, which requires an

enormous symbotic leap from non-believer to believer? My data iilustraÈe

this point further.

The foregoing discussion has been concerned with two major

points, the first that the way in which a religious member experiences

and recounts his own conversion is dependent on its treatmenÈ as a topic

and activity within the group. The second point is related, and ttrat is

that there is a strong relationship between enthusiastic religions

(Such as C,odrs Army) and the frequency of discrete, usually emotive con-

version events amongst those seeking membership.

Vüith these points in rnind, I wish to exarnine data T have obtained

from wiÈhin God's Army, giving particular consideration at this stage to

conversion as a discussion topic and as described while "witnessing",

and also to treatment of conversion histories in the magaztne Power.

These are major ways in which proselytization is carried out. The

message is not only the overt one of the benefits of conversion, but also

on another level the way of "doing conversion" is communicated.

As I have previously oçlained, the views which members have on

ideological and practical questions are not uniform, so that when I
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obtained detailed informaÈion about the conversion of particular members,

different approaches \^rere apparent, and I do not want to suggest in my

argument that the social processes within C'od's Army lead Èo uniform

e:<perience and accounts of conversion. There are, however, a number of

well-known cases which, because of their dramatic nature, circulate

amongst members and are produced for 'prospectsr and anthropologists.

Knowledge of these spreads rapidly amongst members because the "testi-

monies" of recent converts are always a matter of interest, and form a

frequent basis of conversatíonal exchange. This process is aided by the

regular pr:blication of salvation histories in the assembly tlragazíne,

which is widely read by members, and also constitutes an important

instrument of 'disembodied' (Lofland) approach anpng the recruitment

methods which C,odrs Army uses. lhis it does as part of the 'embodied'

approach which is the most conunon method of recruitment in C'od's Army'

because members lend and, give copies of Power to those whom they hope to

influence.

This tendency both to dj-scuss and publish t.l-e most spectacular

salvation histories, I contend., has a latent function for Èhe way in

which conversion is 'constructed' within the assembly. The most widely

quoted cases are those in which the conversion represents the most

dramatic change in life circumstances. The subjects were often alcoholics,

"drug addicts", people teading lascivious lives, men who were tyrannical

Èowards Èheir families, cripples and terminal cancer cases. The contrast

between that old life, and the new one was complete.

The context in which these accounts occur is one in which

conversion is a frequently occurring phenomenonr and can happen to

individuals who are completely untutored in C,od's Army ways. Conversion
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quite frequently happens to an índividual at his first attendance, at a

stage in which his contact with members mag have been infrequent.

Conversion accounts can both set the stage for conversion, and. they can

initiate the process of interyreting an individual's e>çerience after

the action has been taken.

For the purpose of demonstrating their form, I would now like to

present several of the most frequent "testimonies" which were proffered

Èo me from the time f first started speaking with members. Quite often

members were d.eprecating about their own "testimonies" and would say "you

should speak to x, she(he) has a terrific testimony". They wouJ-d,

however, frequently offer their o\^rn account of one of a few "testimonies"

which were apparently known throughout the assembly. These were invari-

ably presenÈed. in a very dramatic light. One of these referred to the

T twins.

The T twins were two really wild-looking youths who
wandered into a God's Army meeting one evening.
They were obviously hippies because they had bare
feet and Afro hairdos. And Èhey were on drugs.

There r¡rere a lot of members praying for them that
night. They both made a "decision for Christ" the
next week. Since then they have changed beyond recog-
nition; their appearance is neat and clean,2 and they
both have regular jobs.

Another "testimony" to which f was often referred was that of Rosemary.

Rosemary was crippled and her growth stunted when at
the age of eight she was left by her mother, in the
middle of a thunderstorm. After that she spent much
of her tife in hospital. She tried several religions.

At the age of 17 she was in the Home for Incurables'
ànd that is where a C'od's Army pastor prayed for her.
She was cured but did not tell Èhe nurses immediately

2One informant told me that he had to suggest to one of the T twins that
he iliit not need to get his hair cut so often.
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because she had been warned to break the news slowly.
Hor^rever, one day they found her walking aror¡nd her
room.

She is now married, and rniraculously, because she
is stilI the size of an eíght-year o1d, has two
children.

Then Èhere is Èhe case of the alcoholic npther.

Jenny's father h¡as an alcoholic and gambler, and. he
was also violent. She started drinking when she was
still a teenager, and though for a while she used Èo
be the life of the party, she went steadily downhill.
Eventually she nearly killed herself, and jusÈ had the
strength left Èo "caIl on the Lord". Immediately she
felt her strength returning. She has not had
alcohol since that day and has no desire to drink.

One important aspect of Èhese sÈories is that they all relate to

people who are stilt in the assembly, that is, they are "proven testi-

moniesr'. But these are not Èhe only histories which are invoked.

Informants frequently referred to friends of theirs, saying "he,/she has

a terrific testimony for Èhe Lord" or "the Lord is really doing things

in his/her Iife". One of these was J. Mavisr friend, who had a vel¡f

difficult husband and a cancerous condition. She was cured of the

cancer, and was given extra strength to tolerate her husband..

Another testimony frequently referred to by older members is

that of Peter P., who came in one night in the mid-1950's with a case of

tuberculosis that was not responding to drug treatment. lrthen prayed for

he fell to the floor and remained there motionless for 20 minutes. He

was completely healed, and also "saved". After that, he used' to speak

about his healing all over the city.

Every week the latest converts bring new testimonies which circu-

late among members and the most dramatic cases are written up and printed

ín the magazine Powet. ILrese are given most spectacular titles such as
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"I was the Devilts Football", ttBorn Terrifiedtt, !'Nobody Loves Mert,

"The Gates of HelI" and "A Thousand Miles from C'od". Several of these

are reproduced in full in Appendix B.

The most salient feature of these written "testimonies" is the

detail and. care with which they describe the preconversion condition.

one of them, "The Gates of Hell", is the story of a former member of a

'bikie' gang. He describes riding through town at 100 m.p.h., how girls

were tricked into pack rape situations, gang wars, and homosexual bashing.

He also became interested in spiritualism, and first atÈended God's Army

because of an advertised sermon on exorcism. He was saved that night,

and. has subsequently had deliverance rninistry, since when he has felt a

"real calling of God", and feels that he will be able to help people

because of "understanding their needs".

Vthite the preconversion sections of the histories dwell on the

deÈails of degradation, the post-salvation portions refer more briefly to

the aÈtainment of conventionally soughÈ goals: marriage, home, children,

and, sometimes, to spiritual,successes such as Spirit baptism.

V{here such written accounts are of less dramatic conversions

they sometimes appear to take the form of changing an ordinarily sordíd

preconversion e>rperience into something of grosser proportions, as in

the account "Nobody Loves Me". The same tendenry is true of verbal

accounts too. "On drugs" for at least one informant turned out to be

half a dozen smokes of marijuana.

Though this style of presenting conversion accounts is most

noÈiceable in verbal and written "testimonies", it was apparent in the

extended. conversion histories which I elicited by questioning from

informants. Even Mark, the setf-styled "rationalist", claimed that his
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was truly a "dramatic" conyersíon. The guilt engendered by his "worldly"

life was lifted in a rush of emotion unusual for him. Ironically the

a$rareness of sin appears at the time in which it is forgiven.

Mavis and Ben provided me with histories very much of the 'type-

by-self-surrender' of James (op. cit.) which I shall call involuntaristic.

Here the operation of faith is complete. These informants did not even

wish to take the responsibility of making the "decision for Christ"

themselves. The contrast between their present and past lives is painted

most starkly, because it is not bridged by anything but faith. Their

"salvation" thappenedt to them in the space of an evening, and apparently

with Iittle mental engagement. It is because of, not despite their lack

of rational involvement in their own conversíons, that these two infor-

manÈs e>çerience the most radical separation of o1d life from new. They

did not construct meanings for their actions before taking them [Jack

Douglas op. cit.) but allowed the meaning to fl-ow from the action. Having

no 'meaningsr of their own for the actions, they were able more readily

to assirnilaÈe the meanings available in social interaction (Berger and.

Luckmann L966).

Thus both Ben and Mavis were nþre open to make the 'ideal' model

of conversion Èheir own, and that I contend is the modeL of testimonies

and the magazine. The events in their lives were and are dependent on

the "outworkings" of spiritual forces, both good and evil, and. has little

to do with their own volition.

Conversion accomplishes, in a minute, the cosmic transformation

of an individual from a destiny of certain death to certain life.

"Testimonies" by their black-and-white formula help the newly converted

to make the transcendence from o]d to new as rapidly as possible. They
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convey the rreatity' of the distance that the convert has travelled

merely by "accepting Christ as Savior". OId meaning systems are rendered

irrelevant and conceptually unsuitable for any kínd of service. Testi-

monies immunise both old and new meÍibers against Èhe continuous tendency

of life in the everyday world to underruine clarity of vision for right

and wrong. In fact, testímonies in company with ideoLory, to some

extent, detach e:çerience from mundane reality, and place iÈ in the

realm of spiritual battles, where it is safe from "humanistic"3conceptual-

ization. Members are continually compelled to interacÈ with the

"worldly", and may be particularly susceptible to the destruction of

their clarity of vision by significant others who are non-members.

The whole system requires constant servicing in the form of fresh

testimonies which represent conversion in the black-to-white formula and

ad.vance or maintain the meaning systems of members, in the manner in

wh-ich Berger (1966) suggests is required. I am tempted to conclude that

soteriological religion lives on renthusiasmr as a functionat necessity.

Several of the foregoing arguments are raised in my next chapter.

3Humanistic beliefs aïe seen by God's Army members to be very dangerous.



CHAPTER VI

THE REVTVAL RALLY

As I have previously mentioned, prospects are encouraged to

attend God's Army meetings, especially the Sunday evening revival rally,

although smaller meetings are often considered by members to be more

srritable for iniÈia1 contact. A Methodist couple, related to a long-term

member, were thus invited to attend rnid-week prayer meetings, and afÈer

several weeks changed their allegiance to God's Army. This prayer grol4)

was sma1l and very informal. The main action centered around Bible

reading and e>çosition by a pastor, who illusÈrated points with experience

from his life and ministry, in a touching and simple manner. Following

this came refreshnents and "fellowship". Usually only 8-12 people

attended. The times of prayer did not include exercise of the "spirit

Gifts", but consisted of private (just audible) prayer' interspersed with

individuals "Ieading in prayer" (that is, praying aloud in English) .

Generally the atmosphere \^¡as very friendly but not relaxed. The pastor

shakes hands warmly with everyone, and. his wife exchanges kisses with

the women. Sharing of testimonies and erçeriences is encouraged.

people that actually "commit their lives to the Lord" in small

meetings or anþngst fríends are encouraged nevertheless to "9o forr,'rard

for salvation" in response to the "altar call-" aÈ a revival raIly. It

is imporÈant that the "decision for Christ" be very pr:blic, because "He

ans\¡Iers publicly for us".

The major feature of a revival rally is the sernþn, which, from

my observation, is designed to crystallize thought and galvanize resolu-

tion in such a way Èhat prospects present will respond to the "salvation

calI" wh-ich immediately follows.
L79
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The sermons are lengthy (.about 40 rninutes) and faII towards the

end of the meeting, so that the "altar call" and subsequent prayer for

healing are usually the last formal features of the meeting.

The hour or so preceding the sermon is fill-ed with such activities

as the singing of choruses and hymns, taking the offertory, reading and

praying for the "prayer requests", general prayer and worship' giving out

notices, and featr:res such as groups or índividual-s singing or giving

their testimonies. Also water baptisms always take place at these rallies,

and some other incidentat activities may occur, among them the "giving of

Scriptures" to individuals by pastors, "led by the Spirit".

There is an easy informality a.bout this section of the service.

Friends sit together and exchange information before and often during

the chorus singing. People clap in time to the music and there is often

some joking from the pastor reading the notices. Some attenpt is made

to maintain an element of spontaneity, by varying the order of occurrence

of the various features, and also by occasionally introducing new

activities, such as learning a neÌ^t chorus, or kneeling for prayer

instead of the usual standing. The lights are bright, the atmosphere

is air-conditioned, there is carpet on the floor, and the bench seats

are padded. The place is comfortable and cheerful.

Ear1y in the service ne\¡rcomers are welcomed and asked to raise

a hand to receive a "gift". The "gifts" are delivered by young \^romen

members and consist of Godrs Army literature, a few pamphlets, a copy of

Power magazíne, and a paperback book on some aspect of Christian living.

Frequently Èhese ne$rcomers witl have been invited by members' and will

be sitting with them. !{hen this is not the case, members seated next

to them may offer a friendly word. Recently a group of young peopler

lTh" .ore people of this group were already very active and involved in
assembly affairs.
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\^/ere rchallenged' by the problem of newcomers. They realized that a

nurnber of strangers came into C'od.r S Army and left again without ever

having a fríendly word spoken to them. fhese people set about organizing

a more efficient ushering system, specifically on the outlook for unknown

people, to provide them with the opporÈunity of speaking to someone'

should they wish.

Newcomers are thus put at their ease Èo the best of Godrs Army's

ability. Members, reaLizíng the dangers, are not overattentive Èo

strangers, but, in my experience, readily offer help or fellowship when

it appears welcome. This they do wiÈh such actions as sharing tTreir

Bible, or whispering explanatory asides, once some contact has been

established.

The sermon which prospects hear is designed to challenge both

them and menibers. Christ provides so much for those that "confess Him"

that it is sheer foolishness not to put one's life in His hands. Those

who already love Him, perhaps suffer from fluctuations of faith. To

receive His blessings they must act in obedience to His word, in full

faiÈh.

To those already meÍibers the sermon and altar call may be a

reevocaÈion of theír o\^rn salvation experience. For members it is a

remagrnetization of faith, for newcomers their first magnetic alignment.

The process is the same, only the degree of faith engendered is different.

In order to illustrate the processes of rationality, and the

types of appeal made, I will present the arguments from one of the sermons

which I noted in the course of my research. The one which I have chosen

illustrates exceedingty well the breadth of the appeal which is general

in C,odts Army sermons. The sermon was delivered by a young pastor who
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had ministered in God's Army for a nr¡nl¡er of years, but at that time was

recognised as t'cotning into a new ministqr", that is, his preacing was

becoming more effective, more meaningful, and easier to listen to, than

it had been earlier. His "exercise of the Gifts" fgifts of the Holy

SpiriÈ, such as prophecy, knowledge, healing) was also reaching new

heíghts at the time.

The scriptural basís of the sermon was Acts L2z5-L7, a passage

which relates the escape of the Apostle Peter from prison, by the divine

intervention of "an ang;el of the Lord". The gist of the message was

as follows.

A problem which plagues people's lives is the "urtcertainty of

tomorrow". The unintended is continually occurring, and \^¡e can never be

sure that some u1\¡/elcome event will not happen again. We cannot even be

sure of our own actions. How can we break out of the "prison of thought

that it may happen again?"

Peterrs e>çerience teaches us three things: (1) that he could do

nothing in his own strength, because he was continuously guarded by two

soldiersi Q) nevertheless he was not anxious or fearful; (3) peace comes

to the C,od-conscious.

This passage provides the guidelines for escaping from other

prisons, of fear, anxiety, personality defect, marital strife, and

physical conditions. The precondition of Èhis inner peacefulness is

trust in God. Peter had no one to trust but God, but this gave him an

unlirnited source of peace. The confidence that one can have in C.od is

far greater than that which can be had in man.

ft is also necessary to pray, talk to C'od, telling Him what you

need, and how you love Him, and believe in Him. This is the second,

active ingredient in achieving peace.
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obedience is the other requirement God gave Peter specífic

instructions to follow and he obeyed \4rithout question. Proverbs 5 says

"trust in the Lord with all Èhy heart". fhere are no ifs, buts or

maybes. Luke Lz27 siua|ues "\^Iith God nothing shall be impossible".

Jesus released many people like Peter. A paralytic was set free from

the bondage in his life as he listened Èo the words of Jesus and acted

on them. You probably remember Èhe story of the loaves and the fishes.

God has an ans\^rer to your situation. He is waiting f.ot you to

obey His word. Only He can take you off the treadrnill of uncertainty;

you know that C,od witl be in your life forever. People can break free

from their prisons of fear and uncertainty. He loves us all equally.

Hunan beings have linits. "In the natural" we always run into

the timits of our knowledge at some stage t ê.9. with motor cars. There

is no certainty beyond. the facts thaÈ we know "We donrt know what

tomorrow holds, but you can know tonight who holds tomorrow".

"By Him all things exist, that is hold toqether." Nothing is

impossible, He is the maker of a1l things physical and spiritual. C'od's

wisdom is unlimited. His only lirnit is the choice He gave us. He died

that we should not be in a prison; that we should have "forever liferr.

That is the life thaÈ God wants to give us, but we must believe.

There is no room for uncertainty in God's plan. There is no worry ín

tomorrow or today. Our choice is simply whether \^re want to believe or

not, and act on His words.

V'Ie rniss out in our rwalk' (Christian walk) sometimes because we

don,t listen. Peter could have rolIed over and said to the angel, "come

back in two hours" (laughter). We must listen to C'od's \^Iords and act'

Referring again to Acts 12, those prayíng for Peter's release

did not believe it when the servant girl totd them that he was at the
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gate. They suffered from unconscious unbelief. "If we aim at nothing

we will hit it." If we have expectancy for savings and healing' it

will happen. You will break free.

But when it happens, it is often not in the way we e:çect, so r¡¡e

do not accept it. Forget your idea of how God wiII do it. Accept' or

it might hinder God. Relax in the knowledge of God, no fear, no doubts'

Iet C,od do it His way.

God can help gou. He ís no respecter of persons. If you think

that your problem is too hard for C-od, you must change your attitude

towards Him. Desire that He might be right within your life and God

wiII help you in your situation. Take an assessment of your attitude

and change it.

Believing in God removes the limitations from you. God wants to

prosper and release you. The key is to listen and act on the V'lord of

God. You will come into a forever-life of freedom; ttrat is the message

of the Bible. Obey!

Peter realised that he had no strength in the situation. You,

like Peter, should. cast all your care on C.od. You can break free right

nowi aII you must do is listen to C.od, and act according Èo His word.

And now let us prayr heads bowed and eyes closed.... (Here the

'altar caII' begins.)

Ts there anybody here who is sick of not knowing what is going

to happen, who has not understood before, but nor^/ you see the ans\nler to

your problem? You are sick of being pushed around, and you want

direction and certainty in your life. You want to hand your problems

over to God and trust in His directions and. start living freely. You

want to act on His word now! Raise your hand. Yes, I see you.
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you hrant the certainty, want your tomorrows to be in His hands.

Just slip your hand up, right up high and I will see you. Yes, T see

you, bless you.

Is there a Èhird? Has C'od spoken to you tonight? He wants Èo

give you His bounteous joy.

I wilt adjourn the description of proceedings here in order to

discuss considerations arising from the foregoing presentation.

Six to seven hr:ndred people attend revival rallies, of which on

ordinary occasions about 6-L2 are ne\¡rcomers (to ludge from the show of

hands which ís generally requested). Additionally, there is a two-hour

coÍìrnunion service in the afternoon, which is oriented towards the

interests of menibers. AII of this provides some indication that members

have an interest, such as could not be described as merely altruistic,

in Èhe revival rally. I will seek to provide an erçlanation of this.

According to Wilson (196I , L967 t L97O), the recruitment patterns

of conversionist retigious groups have in the past, and to a lesser

extent now, led to problems in Èhe accomplishment of the transition from

ne\^r convert to sÈable meÍiber.

Firstly' says Vüi1son, writing of the early days of Elim in

England, the nature of their appeal produced recruits who were in no way

'able to provide their own instruments of community, self-control and

self-direction such as rnight occur in more genuinely grass-roots

inspirationalist communities' (196I:63) .

Secondly, Wilson suggests that

Revival recruiÈs often enjoy revival meetings more
than stable church life and often respond to a
revivalist in that rofe' or as a personality, rncre
than to a regular rninister (L967 zL46) .
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In order that such individuals become stable church members' they must

undergo tfurther conversion', says Wilson, with the implication that

what is required is an educatíonal program.

As Beckford did later, V'filson notes the usefulness of evangelical

activity in occupying the newly converted. Beckford (1973 267) , as I

have already mentioned, also draws attention,to the stabiLizj-ng proper-

Èies of rnissionary enterprise.

I wish to suggest that in institutionalizing the revival rally as

a regular form of service, Pentecostals, and C'odts Army in particular,

have taken account of certain emotional needs of their particular recruits.

As a corollary to this, I also maintain that Pentecostalism, becar-rse it

espouses notions of charismatic Spirit Gifts, and thus fosters religious

individr¡alism and the notion of Spiritual palliatives, is particularly

apt as Èhe religion of revival- recrrrits who may be seen as responsive to

emotional appeals. !{ilson hints at a similar idea when he says that

ceorge Jeffreys (Elim's founder) did not preach Pentecostalism before

care of converts became a dorninant concern. Ihese people, converted in

emotional conditions, may subseguently find that they encounter diffi-

culties in maintaining Èheir chosen life-style. For such people the

opportunity of weekly 'renewal' at a revival rally, and the spíritual

supports of Pentecostalism may significantly aid their resolve.

The appeal of C-odrs Army as exemplified by the sermon which I

have described, is directed to those who suffer from the r¡ncertainties

of life (wh-ich over the weeks i-ncludes sickness, emotional hurt, appre-

hension about world and local events). conversion and' a new life-sty1e

serve to insulate such people from their "uncertainties" and indeed in

some cases to reduce their experience of it. Conversion also provides
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a ne\^r explanation of urcertainty, a new concepÈlrat tool (Satanic attack)

with which to defend oneself, but it does not remove the uncertainties

of life. However, the arbitrary march of events does have a new explana-

tion and pur?ose.

The important point is that "saved" individuals despite ideology

to the contrary (and this is a further problem), continue to experience

rrncertainty, especially with regard to their own behavior. Though

"saved by grace" they still experience problems because of their own

inability to understand thoroughly and obey C'odts will. They are a\^Iare

of deficits ín their own "believing" (faith), and of shortcomings in

their actions towards others. Each week the revival sermon, while it

brings "sirìners" into "condemnation", highlights various insufficiencies

of the members themselves. Complete faith is held out for inspection,

but is always just out of reach. The inability to handle a relationship'

the failure to obtain healing, are reflections of a failure of faith,

and the neglect of ascertaining Godts wiII and obeying. So members are

weekly brought to a realization of their own ínadequacies, but they are

also weekly provided with the opportunity of renewing their faith and

making it whole. fndeed it may be, that as each week they strengthen

their resolve, theír faith is momentarily a conplete and perfect thing,

in the way it never can be when put to the test in the real worId..

Members may dedicate themselves anew, "hand over" their cares to God

again, reestablish the distinction between their "new life" and the old

ways.

As V'teber (Freund 1968) says of salvation relígions, they seek to

encompass the divine, but experience the ordinary things of life as

standing in Èhe way of the deity's approach.
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the systematization and rationalization of salvation
thus Iead Èo a rigorous separation between ordinary
life and extraord.inary religious life. The great
problem in this case is to resisÈ the pull of the
mrrndane, and find a way of remaining in a permanent
state of grace (ibíd.:I78).

Separation from the worldly practices and accompanying tension

provides salvationists with their real e:çerience of being a "new man'!.

In other words, I am suggesting thaÈ the oçerienced tension with the

world of salvationists is one essential verifier of their religious

beliefs, a way in which they experience the change in their lives. In

a retígious group like God's Army where such separation is less practical

than ideotogícal, Èhat is, where behavior and appearance now do liÈtle

to distinguish members from the rest of the world, but wheTe a marked

distinction bet\¡reen members and non-meÍibers remains ideologically

essential, we might expect to find mechanisms which augrment individual

e)<perience of the separation. I have already díscussed some of these.

Informants report that up until the rnid-I960's a high premium

was placed by God's Army on the sobriety of dress and demeanour of

members. AIt forms of pr:blic entertainment were avoided, and smoking

and drinking were denounced as a violation of God's temple (the body).

Women did not wear make-up, and, intersexual behavior of young people was

closely monitored.

Many of these most sal-ient marks of distinction have now all but

disappeared, eroded by a general process of questioning and conscious-

testing on the part of some (I have discussed some aspects of this in an

earlier section). Here we see highlighted anoÈher situation which must

be common in conversionist religious groups. That is, if they are

successful, and experience rapid growth, the ways in which they can exert
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control on ne¡nr recruits is weakened. This can be oçected to be coupled

with the importation of divergent ideology by some converts. Mormons,

Jehovah's Witnesses and Christad.elphians minimise their experience of

such problems by sr:bjecting prospects to a thorough educational program.

These groups correspond more to Beckford's (1973) 'recnritment organiza-

tions' than to truly conversionist retigion. And indeed., Beckford (1975)

reports that although Jehovah's Witnesses are e)çeriencing fairly rapid

growth, the Watchtower hierarchy retains a strong hold on doctrine and

practice.

At the present time there is tittle about the inunediately obvious

demeanour of a C,od's Army member that distinguishes him from'worldly'

people. Ho\¡rever, the fact of the disÈinction remains of primary impor-

tance to membersr self-perceptions. I propose that there are a number

of activities now in vogn:e in God's Army which supplement individualsr

experience of religious separation from worldly matters. Many of these

may also be considered to serve the purpose of properly constructing the

e><periences of new converts.

Prinary amongst these activities is the practice of "giving

testimonies" oï t'witnessing", that is, relating onets spiriÈual experi-

ences or occasionally those of someone else. The form of these, as I

have discussed, is such as to throw inÈo sharp relief individual pre-

and post-conversion practices and sr-rbjective e>çerience. I also suggest

that as individual e>çeriences of the past are further removed from their

situational context, it becomes easier to view them in absolute terms.

This process is aided both by the passage of time, and by the particular

form in which it is appropriate to deliver testimonies, which disregards

the reality that everyday living constantly compromises human values and
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actions. The d.enial of these aspects of reality as relaÈed to earlier

life, has the effect of severing members from it, so that some are able

to say "it seems like someone else". The past life to which they find

themselves connecÈed. becomes a s1'mbolic entity in terms of which they

rrt,ay gauge their progress. It represents their encapsulated etçerience

of Èhe world, from which they may distance themselves. Giving "testi-

moniesrr then increases separation of the religious and the worldly by

identifying worldly with preconversion experience, and. then placing that

e:çerience far from the individual. In the revival rally the process is

a littte different. By renewing the resolve and strengthening faith the

member is moved farther from the "world". Ttrese may be viewed as move-

ments along a continur¡rn of dark Èo light. fn the giving of testimonies

the individual's pasÈ which represenÈs the "world" is increasingly aligned

with the darker end of the continuum. Tt¡e increase in faith consequent

on listening to a powerful sermon removes the member further into the

wÏ¡-ite area where his resolwe is not compromised by worldly sitr:ations.

Here, until the world again írnpinges, the member has perfect faith.

Over the years in which the visible markers of God's Army member-

str-ip have declined, there appears to have been an increase in the space

devoted to giving of testimonies in the C,od's Army magazine Power. The

decline in one form of symbolic designation has been replaced by the rise

of another, but this presently favoured form is additionally powerful in

that it provides a formula for the structuring of e>çerience.

Since members' presentational styles (dress and grooning) have

become less d.istinctive, the ways in which they actively deny the "world"

have become increasingly symbolic. Here the íncreasing size of the group

and its associated assemblies has made the prospect of effective political

activity more viable.
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The last few years in Adelaide has seen the rise of a branch of

the Festival of Light in which God's Army has had a major inÈerest both

at the executive and ordinary membership level. The group is invisible

for much of Èhe time, but has a large dormant membership which may be

activated over specific íssues. A nu¡nber of those activaÈed on these

occasions are associated with C,od's ATmy. I base this opinion on several

facts: (I) a large nr:mber of God's Army members belong. to Festival of

LighÈ, and all express verbal support; Q) at a Festival of Light action

against a theatrical production a colleague reported that approximately

two-thirds of the demonstrators asked were from C'od's Army; (3) a number

of God's Army members (including pastors) have been or are on the

Festival of Light executive ¡ (4) Festival of LighÈ activities are publi-

cised at God's Army services. The most pr:blicised activities of Festival

of Light are their demonstrations against certain Èheatrical productions

and movies. They are also very active in their denunciation of the

recent legislative reforms in the areas of honpsexuality and abortion in

this state. The most recent pr:blic demonstraÈions, held to celebrate

the visit of their British figurehead, Mary V'Ihitehouse' was against

child pornography. However, an ongoing campaign concerning all of these

issues and more, is waged by the Festival of Light executive at a non-

public level

The issues which are chosen by Festivat of Light for public

campaigns focus members' attention on matters which are very distasteful

to them, but which they as people are unlikely to encounter in the

ordinary course of their lives. That is the major issues concern subjects

against which members (of Festival of Light and God.'s Army) can quite

unreservedly mobiltze a tot of hostility, without encountering situations
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in which people act out Èhe objectionable activity. One recent campaign

was against a theatrical production which included various blasphemous

references to Christ, another $tas about the rating system for films,

which allowed into the country films which previously would not have been

shown here uncut. c-odrs Arrntz members (r cannot speak for Festival of

Light here) are very ínfrequent attenders at theatre and cinema' and

could hardly have e>rpected to be affected.

Because C;od's Army members tend to move in limited social

situations the worldly actívities highlighted by Festival of Light are

presented. to them unmediated by association with persons who view such

activities less antagonistically. (atso, in the face of strong antagonism

most associates with friendly feelings towards members can be expected to

refrain from e>çressing proÈagonist views. ) The lirnited social sphere

in wh-ich members move also allows a generalization process, by which the

whote of the external world may become tarred by attitudes more properly

attributed to a few. Also, in terms of the earlier argument, focusing

attention of members on Èhe less desirable aspects of worldly life-styles'

is another mechanism whereby individuals' perceptions of their separation

are adjusted. Their present large following has allowed C'odrs Army to

embark on another inherently world-distancing activity, and that is the

founding of a "Christian school" which is run in a large suburban property

they own. Tt¡-is school may be considered among other things, to be a

symbolic exlpression of the antagonism C,od's Army feels towards the values

which it considers the state education department promulgates. The

hostility of C,od's Army in this respect is directed towards extracurricular

activities (sex education and religious studies), and members are

particularly adamant that children should be brought up with "Christian
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valuest'. Not all members with children send them to the school, which

in its first year of operation has about 40 students.

fhere are a number of quite legitimate reasons why members might

not send their children to the new school, the major of which is unwilling-

ness to disrupt education already in progress. The availability of the

school appears to be more important to members than its actual use. It

seems clear Èhat the availal¡Ie educational insÈitutions work quite well

for a number of members, whose close, loving interest in their children

ena-bles them to counteract a number of problems seen to arise from

school.

It is much more important to members that they have made a

collective and visible stand against what they see as the irresponsible

and permissive manner in which the state governmenÈ handles some areas

of education. lrlhen speaking of the school it is usual for members to use

its fult name - "Sunshine Clvistian School", and to place an accent on

the central 'Christian'. To members it is the only Christian school in

the state, those of the denomínatíonal churches being díscounted as

purely nominal, and the Roman Catholic church being regarded as under

the conÈrol of Satan. The resources which the school offers to God's

ArÍry parents are perhaps not as important as the resource which it

offers members in general, and that is the ability to refer to it in

conversation, where it provides an economic way of e>çressing and

reaffirming criticism of both the education system and the denorninational

churches. Their criticism, being objectivated in the facticity of the

school becomes more real, but at the same time makes the target of their

disaffection n¡cre real.

Here again we have a symbolic disavowal- of the "world" which

simultaneously serves to further distance members from that'\^Iorld".
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My consideration of the firnctíons thaÈ revival rallies perform

for rnembers has proliferated into a review of God's Army actívities

wlich have associated effects, and. wt¡-ich seemed appropriately díscussed

here.

I will now return to Èhe description of Èhe service whích I

earlier adjourned.

The pastor, having delivered his salvation call, turned his

atÈention to other problems in the assembty. He invites forward those

people who feel- thaÈ they have strayed and wish to 'rededicate' their

Iives as described earlier. To ease the passage of those goíng folrrrard

both for salvation and rededication the assembly is asked to stand and

sing a chorus. The pastor continues to give Èhe cal-l between verses,

and then he prays with the one person who went forward for salvation

when invited. Placing his hands on Èhe young man's shoulders, he prays

in this vein: "Thank you, Jesus, tor bringing this man into your peace

and joy. Thank you for sharing your bounteous grace with him."

The young man is ushered into a side room for counselling' and

the pastors present pray with the others who have gone fon^rard.

The assembly are allowed to sit and the pastor continues to speak

to them, exercising his "spirit Gift", Èhe "\n7ord of knowledge" - This

"gift" gives the recípient awareness of personal situations and conditions

of members. Those with the gift do not usually possess it contínuously

and they do not usually know exactly who is suffering from the condition

of which they become aware. In any event, they do not point to parÈicular

people during meetings, rather they just indicate the section of the

audíence in which the person is to be found, or leave it open.

During ttr,is particular meeting, the pastor mentioned a number of

problems, and indicated the areas of the audiÈorium in which the sufferers
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were to be forrnd. He rnentioned. a person with deafness, afraid to admit

his problem; a couple with marital strife. "C'od \^/ants to help yourr' he

said. There is a man here who has to make a major business decision

which worries him considerably. A young man present has a sexual problem

which is a real bother to him. Donrt raise your hand (which is what he

usually asks), but see me later.

He went on to mention three young people in the back section who

"are skating on very thin íce", and in danger of being drawn ar^Iay.

Please forget your friends and come back to the Lord before it's too late.

At the mention of this the rniddle-aged \¡Ioman at my side, who

had previously wh-ispered one or two asides to me, turned Èo me and said

tÌ¡at the pastor was right. She said that she had looked., and that there

were three girls there who were behaving badly. "I hope they go out",

she added.

As he mentioned the various afflictions, the pastor paused for

a response, and repeated the call saying something like, "The Lord wants

to fix your problem norn¡".

Quite frequently there is no immediate response to these "calls",

but one learns in later conversation that so-and-so has gone fon^rard

because of a "vrord of knowledge" and been cured. Successes are also

often reported at next weekrs service. Such tcallst often occur as parÈ

of a general call for people who need healing, generally given out after

the salvation and rededication calls. The pastorrs mention of the three

young people sitting in the back section had caused considerable conster-

nation amongst a line of about 15 young people sitting together towards

the back of the hall. There was much looking around at each other and

whispering. A little later in the service one young woman went forward

from that section, and the woman beside me said that one of the three
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girls had gone forward. She hoped that she would talk sense to her

friends. The behavior of these girls was a problem of which there was

Some general awareness amongst members, before it was made public in

thís way.

Later in the week a member friend Èo1d me aloout that pastorrs

newly found "authority" (authority in Christ) and his preaching success.

She mentioned the case of the three girls, and said that they had been

"convicÈed" by his words and had rededicated their lives.

In encouraging people to go forward the pastor mentioned his

thumb, which he had injured in a domestic accident. It had continued to

give him pain for some time. Even after he "placed it in the Lord's

care: his wife would see him flinch from time to time. He would say,

"It's just pain". At the end of their overseas tour, he realised that

it was completely cured.

He wished to demonstrate that it is very easy Èo become accepting

of some physical conditions. Satan wiII trick you into it with notions

such as "itrs just old age" and "itts quite normal to have after-effects

from an injury like that". But Satan should be challenged. Condítions

should not be accepted merely because of their longstanding nature.

"God wants to heal you tonight. "

As the people go fonr*rard, they "have prayerrt with a pastor or

elder, who usually places his hands on them, on head or shoulders' or

affected part. The pastor "rebul<es" the condition, "takes control over

it" and tells it to "Go now in the name of Jesus".

It is sometimes said (and with some hostility) by active members

that the "same peopte go out in the prayel line week after r¡teek". It is

largely the older (aged) members that they accuse. Part of their problem
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is, it is often suggested, that they do not take the advice given them

in counselling, they do not accept the responsibility of their own

spiritual welfare.

Elderly members with failing health, and any person with a

recurrent problem are in a peculiarly ambiguous position in C'odrs Army.

On the one hand, they are potentially star members, because they have a

condition ín which the Lord can intervene, a real means of demonstrating

faith. Ho\^rever, should their condition remain unaltered by prayer' its

proper flËrnagement becomes extremely problematic for them, since there is

no overtly prescribed mod.el of behavior. (An exception to this appears

to be made for those with congenital and birth defects, and those with

sufficiently severe menÈal problems as to be classified simple, i.e.

those reckoned not to have sufficient wit fully to understand the

Christian "message". These people may be considered either Èo have

failed to read the social message, or to have perceived that for them

behavioral change in really not expected.

Healing failures are open to the accusation of inadequate faith,

or the suggestion that he or she "hasn't put everything right in his(her)

life" or that "something is wrong with her believing". These are asser-

tions that I have heard a nurnloer of times in C.odrs Army, though not

always in an accusatory manner. Whether intended or not' being the

object of such remarks is most upsetting for members. One informant

reported that such remarks had been made about someone close to him.

They were both distressed by it. "Ttrs just not true, her believing is

OK", he said.

At this point I wish to make it clear that I am not commenting

on the authenticity of the healing practices of C.od's Army. People

recover from a nr¡riber of conditions both psychiatric and physical under
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the attention of C,od's Army officianÈs, who catty out their núnistrations

in a concerned and carying manneï (and do not charge). Some may simulate

cure for a variety of reasons, including that it is socially easier Èo

be thealedr Èhan not. Others remain unhealed. This is, of course, more

problematic for long-term members than new recruits, who can either

disappear, or attelçt explanations and seek help in terms of their

novice status.

Longer-term members may find themselves in a position where they

could be socially defined into a backsliding status. The inference on

the part of some co-members, tt¡at failed healing means failed faith' wiII

impair the interaction between the menrber and those peers. The attenua-

Èion of friendship ties may ín.leed serve to make the member feel increas-

ingly marginal to the Whole of C'od's Army, and this may occasionally be

responsible for the backsliding of a long-Èerm meÍiber, however I know of

no case myself.

lrfhat is more likely is that the unhealed member will take some

public sÈeps Èowards a counter-definition of the situation. How he or

she does this may depend on the Íìanner in which the member becomes ah/are

of what is being said.

Overt accusations of lack of faith, however phrased,, may be

dealt with overtly and directly. Where the member becomes aware

indirectly of criÈicism, or even comes to feel intuiÈive1y that certain

inferences have been made a-bout his faith, confrontation is impossible,

and. the member in any case may be experiencing his own doubts about his

position. Private consultation with a pastor may well provide the member

with more internally supportive advice, but his pr:blic image will

remain unredeemed.
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Going fonsard for prayer is one of the few public acts of good

faith and to a lesser extent of faith available. To the member, as

weII as being a pr:blic demonstration, it is an e>q)ression of a need for

guidance and understanding, and ín this respect it goes further than the

normal public worshipful and prayerful behavior. It also short-circrrits

the accusations of lapsed-faith. However, should this solution be over-

used, it becomes increasingly sr.rbject to a different interyretation by

onlooker members. They are, in fact, provided with the empirical evidence

of the overuserst excessive rel-iance on external buttresses of faitht

which in turn vindicates their earlier judgement. Other members who

receive public prayer for a condition, and are not healed' may chose to

be partiatly cured, and "believing for a full healíng". This category

probably has a muriber of people occupying it quite legitimately since

the extent of cure with a number of conditions is a sr:bjectively assesed

quantity in any case.

It is quite usr¡al for those who have received prayer to be asked

during that service or the next, whether they are healed. Public prayer

to a certain exÈenÈ carries with it the obligation of public cure.

Some of the thenes that have emerged here will be taken up in

the following chapter on the maintenance of faith.



CHAPTER VIT

FATTH

There is another major problem which I must address, and which

grows ineviÈably out of the way in which I view conversion, and that is

the problem of faiÈh, or conÈinuing comrnitment by members. Faith is not

a property which nembers acguire at conversion, and retain r:naltered,

until their death, it is patently something which requires work at both

individual, interyersonal, and organizationat levels, and that work is

frequently unsuccessful. Backsliding is common.

The view of conversion to which my data have led me, is that it

is frequently an acÈion taken in response to some immediate emotional

state of the convert, because it presents to that convert at some level

(conscious or subliminal-), a method of controling or understanding their

life situations, past, present and future. Vlithin God's Arrty, the fact

that the world-view relates the individual immediately to ultimate

values and beings, I believe to be the most useful aspect of the

ideology in estabtishing ttris control and understanding. Here my findings

have a parallel with K.elsen's study, quoted by Blaikie (1978:155) ,

which found that "the movement met needs that early socialization and

subsequent e>çeriences produced". For C'odrs Armyr however, conversion

cannot be described as Blaikie does, as a 'matter of continuíty',

because for many converts it represents a radically new method of

handling their lives.

But many comrnitnents to Godts Army are made in the absence of

any extended knowledge of the ideologry, and more importantly, without

the full knowledge of members' usage of ideology in legitimations of

200
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mundane actívities. Ideologies become unusable even to long-term members

who sr:bsequently lapse from fellowship.

Once a prospect has converted, and beforehand if the opporturity

arises, the Godts Army organizational mechanisms of "witnessingt" and

"giving tesÈin¡cnies" to into operation, shaping the subjecÈive meaning

of the action he (she) has taken, denying the view that tomorrow it will

all be forgotten, 'constructing' com¡nitment. To paraphrase Berger and

Kel-lner (1970), objectivations must be created for sr:bjectively meaningful

e>çeriences. The view of comrnitment to Godrs Army tlrat is constructed

by members for converts often contains pragrmatic legitimation, i.e.

usefulness to their immediate situation. Subsequently, mutual construction

of members and converts sustains this theme. The wor1d. construction

process is never complete (Berger 1973228).

So the obligation remains with any member to conÈinuously engage

in the maintenance of 'plausibility structures' (Berger L973) with other

members. Ho\^rever, the utilitarian elements of the construction are

complemented by others of a less immediately pragmatic nature.

Jack Douglas (I97I:203) has suggested that synrbolic interaction-

ists give insufficient recognition to the inherent asymmetry of this

process of meaning constructíon, and I here wish to recognise that that

asymmetry is largely responsible for lapses in membership. Thrat is, I

view backsliding as the failure of an individual member satisfactorily

to construct a world-view in conjunction with C'odrs Army, because of the

unequal participation of the organization in that process. Under these

circumsta¡ces the member can no longer maintain the relevance of C'odts

Army ideotog¡¡ to his (her) situation. My informant, Carolyn, is a case

in point.
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Following her conversion, Carolyn made a determined. and self-

conscious attempt to accoÍsnodation with Godrs Army ideology and praxis.

She attended classes and prayer meetings, and sought counselling over

her personal problems, which were considerable, because, although she

\^ras separated from her husband, he conÈinued to harass her and she was

l-eft with al-most sole charge of two small children. For several months,

on the advice of a God.r s ArÍIy pastor, she was engaged in an atÈempt to

make herself psychologically independent of close human relationships.

In her case, Godts Army sa\4r dependence as more suita,bly invested in God.

A problem which she encountered, and which remained unheeded by God's

Army, in a practical sense at least, was the need for some adult companion-

ship of a deeper variety than available at prayer meetings, plus the

necessity of being regularly freed from responsibility for her children.

She reported that one female member to whom she complained of

Èhe restrictions of síngle-handed child rearing, mistook her meaning,

and told her that God woutd understand that a woman wiÈh two young

children night not always be able to attend church. The pastor who

counselled. her rejected her suggestion that a female member might board

with her, because her husbandrs continuing harassment made her household

unsuitabte for a yotrrlg Christian lady. The mutual 'construction' \,rras

beginning to fail.

Carolyn's nexÈ move was to allow her male friend to live with

her. He too was still married at that stage, and had two children,

older than Carolyn's. This she totd me she felt constrained to do for

her own protection. She made no attenpt to conceal her ne\^¡ arrangements

from the few members with whom she had friendly relations, and she also

informed her counselling pastor. The general reaction as she reported
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it to me was that ít \¡ras an affair "between you and God". The pastorrs

reaction, she said, was not as adverse as she had expected, but he

warned her to be very careful a-bout who she mentioned it to, and implied

that if such knowledge became general, j-t would cause a furore.

Carolyn's friend was also a Christian, but her inability to

reveal pr:blicly the nature of the relationship between them made it

difficult for him to attend services with her. They began to attend

other churches together on Sunday mornings, searching for a "spiritual

home". God's Army and Carolyn had failed in a mutual construction of

reality, because of God,'s Armyr s r:nwiltingness to supply a genuinely

utilitarian objectivation of her situation and so facílitate coping.

I do not intend to ímply that every member who fail-s to make an

'adjustment' with Godrs Army leaves. As occurs in the wider wor1d,

members continue on in a state of tension, dissatisfied with particular

of their circumstances, but acknowledging the "oversight" of Godts

Army (that is, the ultimate responsibiliÈy of God's Army pastors for

their spiritual welfare). Ed \^ras an example. He became a member in the

late l-940ts, having been "saved" as an alcoholic. The early years of

his association with God's Army made him conscious of an enormous

personal debt to Janes. Possibly because of his alcoholic background

(of which he was still very conscious thirty years later) his attitude

towards his religion I infer from his accourt to have become increasingly

fanatical. The result was that the wife, whom he married soon after

his conversion, instead of acknowleclging his spiritual authority over

her, increasingly resisted his spiritual strivings and evenÈually left

him. This he told me destroyed the possibility that he might become an

elder (an ambition dear to hin). His account, and that of another
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informant, suggest thaÈ both Ed and his wife had received supporÈ ín

their mutual battle, from different sectíons of the assembly. The

process of world construction could not be satisfactorily pursued

between them, so they both tr¡rned outward to the assembly finding

support, each aware that the other had found support.

Ed was extremely bitter about the position he found himself in,

and when a younger female member sought him out because she felt "Ied

of the Lord" to help him, he accepted though female counselling of males

is not recognised in God's Army.

The prayerful relationship of these two became known within the

assembly, and both were advised by oversight members to stop, however

they resisted. The basis on which Ed resisted was that because of his

circumstances it r^/as a female who was best able to assist him in under-

standing his marital situation. He did not deny the validity of the

general ruling, merely requested. its waiving because of special circum-

stances. His argument was rejected by the Oversight, and his duties

\^/ere removed from him as a sign of theír disfavour.

There was no satisfactory accornmodation of legitimations for

Ed, but he stayed, because his aim was not to question the C'od's Army

world-view, which was after all what, as he Èhought, he had been

aÈtempting to persuade hís wife to accept. Now even further discrediÈed

than when his wife left him, Ed stayed because of his need to justify

himself among those who had misjudged him. He bowed to the Oversight's

removal of his duties, which was for a number of months, and he began to

develop an intercessiary rÈnistry, which because of its solitary nature'

requ-ired no official sanction. Ed's response to the Oversight's eventual

Iifting of their ban was to apply himself to counselling (of outsiders)

with such effort that he neared a state of nervous collapse.
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Throughout his trials, Ed maintaíned the interyretation that he

and his female friend had been led into the situation by God, in whose

eyes they both remained guiltless. His spiritual integriÈy remained

intact. Though discredíted in the eyes of other meñbers' Godrs ArÍD¡

ideolog-y was sufficiently flexibte that while pr:b1icly condemning Ed,

it allowed him to feel justified in his actions.

Before presenting more data, I would like to systematíse my

approach to faith engendering reinforcing mechanisms within C'odrs Army.

At the organizational leve1 there are a nr¡riber of processes

promoted by the organízation with which I have dealt in the preceding

chapters. These are "giving testimonies", "wiÈnessing", and a number of

other recruítment-related activities including the rededication effect

of the revival raIly. This is the level too at which the e>çIanatory

doctrine of Satanic attack, also described by Lofland (L966:219), is

developed. As I have previously outlined, the availability of this

ideology allows members to see othen^¡ise random assaults of humanity as

the systematic onslaught of Satan, against which Èhey can readily

mobilize their aggression. The above mechanisms weight the 'conversationl

(Berger L973) process by which members develop their world-views

asynunetricatly in favour of the God's Army 'official' version.

Other faith-supportive mechanisms at lower levels, that is,

interpersonal and individual, may allow more recognition of situational

factors. Ed's ability to justify his actions despite official condemna-

tion is an example. His rationalization was in terms of his marital

situation, and was not deviant in McHugh's (I970) sense of deliberate

violation of rules. Ed continued to subscribe to the rule in a general

sense, aII he asked was 'exemption' (McHugh 1970).
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As Jack Douglas (1971 :138) wrote, 'rThe moral e)q)erience of men

- those who are not prophets or philosophers - is always situational".

Tt seems that one of the inherent advantages of God's Army ideolog.y may

be its flexibility in the sense that members, because of their personal

relationship with Christ, can operate it situationally, while the staÈed

ideology can remain radical- in Douglasr (ibid.) sense of having a

situationless presentation. MeÍtbers then give strong verbal acknowledge-

ment of the officially stated d.octrine even though their own use of it

is rsituated'. But it is the fact that member-use is situated, i.e.

exemption-seeking in McHughrs (op. cit..) sense, which allows them both

to operate Èhe ideology in mundane life, and retain it in its absolute

form. That is, members very seldom become deviant in McHugh's sense of

deliberate rule violation, though they continuously operate personalized

Iegitimation of action.

This modus operandj has another advantage, and that is that it

leaves the rules intact for use on other menbers and the outside world.

The 'radical' (J. Douglas) e>çressíon of ideology in relation to

"worldly" activities is an important means of mobilizing action amongst

members.

A large number of the faith supporting mechanisms outlined by

Lofland (op. cit.) may be d.escribed as an ideological rhetoric for the

religious exegesis of adverse mr:ndane events. In C,od.rs Army such events

may be seen to require e>çlanation in greater degree than favourable

occurrences, which however do feature in exchanges between individuals,

as examples of the intervention of the HoIy Spirit on behalf of the

favoured member. I have heard the Holy Spirit credited with creating

parking places for members in busy areas, hol-ding up buses long enough
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for them to catch, and providing petrol when the meniber had run out.

IÈ is noticea-ble that members attribute the receipt of gifts as a natter

in which gratitude is due to the Holy Spirit rather than the donor.

Testimonies are often given of members' needs being met by gifts from

other members and even outsiders, "Ied by the Spirit".

At one prayer meeting which I aÈtended, one of the foundation

members (a pensioner) revealed in prayer her need for money to effect

certain repairs to her car. f{hen I met her about a week later, she told

me that several people had been "led" to give her money, and she had

received more than she reguired. However, she was a\^/are that God had

foreseen "other needs of hers", and that He intended her to keep the

money. This was described to me as a miraculous example of the way God

"meets peoplets needs".

Adverse events too may be handled by suitable manipulation of

ideology. one member whose post-conversion life e:çerience appears to

have been equally as adverse as her pre-conversion situation, is a

dramatic example. She was brought up in the Salvation Army, by a mother

who beat her so hard and often that her legs were still scarred when she

was in her twenties. JiII believed that this manifest hatred was because

she had been conceived out of wedlock, and her mottrer had been forced Èo

nErry.

In her late teens Jil-l- realized, as the result of participation

in a school religious group, that she had never dedicated her life to

Christ. After she had. done so, her association with ttre Salvation armlr

became increasingly difficult, and many young people were leaving, so

she eventually left and began attending God's Army.
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Her life was difficult and lonely, because she was living in a

flat on her own. After her grandmother, with whom she had had a loving

relationship, died she became very depressed. It was while she was in

this state that she allowed herself to be seduced by a male in a neigh-

bouring flat, and she became pregnant. It is regarded particularly

adversely within Godrs Army for those already "saved" to succumb to such

a sin, and throughout her subsequent membership she was constantly

reminded of her crime ín one \¡/ay or another. l{hen I first interviewed

her, she had had extensive deliverance rninistry, and told me ttrat she

had. been delivered of about 50 demons, íncluding a demon of lust whích

she had "picked up in the labour ward.". This had happened because she

\^ras so concerned to protect her child from the spirits that abound in

such places (because of the sort of people there), that she had forgotten

to pray for herself.

For the whole Èime that I studied God's Army, JiIl had problems

in holding a job, and was unemployed much of the time. She said that a

nuniber of people, particularly \^romen, freely criticísed her and advised

her, usually on such matters as whettrer she should wear new clothes when

she was living on unemployment benefits.

Despite her continuing difficulties, both with her relationships

with others in the assembly, and in coping with psychological strains,

Jill had constructed a vision for herself, and knew that eventually she

would come into a ministry of her own. The Lord had shown her that the

tribulations whích she was experiencing were part of His preparation of

her. This woul-d better enable her to understand the problems of those

to whom she would one day rninister. Just like God, she had been required

to give up her son. They understood each other's e>çerience.
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Thus she came to view the petty tribulations of everyday life,

and her more major difficulties, as the way in which God was conducting

her 'apprenticeship'. She felt her erçerience and potential- to be far

beyond that of most of her fellow members, whose lives had always been

narror^r. Her experience made her faith an infinitely superior variety,

because she, unlike many other single female members of her o\^rn açfe,

knew what she had renounced for Christ.

The criticism leveled at her, and the misunderstanding she was

forced to tolerate from other members, Ient a compulsiveness to her

expectancy of eventual vindication. JiIl was a frequent volunteer of

testimonies in the young people's prayer meeÈings which I observed.

She would speak of the 'help' she had received from the Holy Spirit in

small matters, but more ímportantly these times of "sharing" provided

her with an opportunity to convey to other members her sense of the Lord

"shaping" her life. The fact that many of therybecause of her failúre

to retain employment, continued to regard. her with scepticism did not

concern her greatly, after the tLordts plant had been revealed to her.

She then came to regard the leading figures within the Godrs Army young

set as her most appropriate companions.

This attitude was augmented by her unilateral emotional involve-

ment with a leading male, with whom she had earlier gone out several

times. The degree of his attentiveness became in many ways her spiritual

barometer, f.ot she would comment to me on how many times he had spoken

to her, and how closely to her he positioned himself during various

meetings. Vühile she was und.ergoing a second round of deliverance

ministry in 1978, she told me that she thought that he had sensed it

spiritually because he was being very solicitous about her. This person.
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\^rhom she described as a "real gentleman", was the man she regarded as a

fitting marriage partner, with whom she believed. the Lord would bring

her together at the right tíme. His expressed interest therefore gave

her a gauge of her progress.

JiItrs history, while highly atypical in some respects, neverthe-

less derncnstrates several aspects of the faith constructing processes

within Godrs Army. Firstly, it shows how an individual member can'

through the auÈonomy which the HoIy Spirit gives members, interpret

events in ways which project favourably into the futr¡re. Ihat is,

cuïrent unfavourable events can be neutralized in projections of the

future, in a way which is sinil-ar to the translations of past and future

which occur at conversion. The personal relationship with God which

members have provides them with the materials Èo construct their own

trevelations', or tner¡¡ obligationst, as the prophet does for them all at

a higher level of legitimation. Paradoxically it ís those members whose

Iives do not meet the prescribed c'od's Army pattern in some way, who

more often are faced with the necessity of constructing their personal

revelation. I suggest, however, that it is the process of 'revel-ationl

which is one of the most important verifiers of individual faith, so

those who are most taxed by their experíences may also be those who are

most put in touch with the reality confirming e>çeriences of their faith.

I also suggest that the presence of members such as Jill- enabl-es

other members better to clarify their own meaning systems. This person

who lost control after she became Christian, and whose subseguent

problems are still apparent in her unemployment, the al-Iergic rash

wh-ich covers her face, and her proneness to accident vindicates their

own lives and moral method.s. Her sin is perpetuated by their need to
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define themselves in contradistinction to it. JilI, constantly rerninded.

of her slip by Èhe manner of those around her, seeks therapy through

deliverance rn-inistry, with the oçressed purpose of improving her relation-

ships within the assembly. Membersr moral values are, however, relative,

because at the individual operational level they are constantly constructed.

Jill has for some become part of that construction process, and so her

need of therapy is only seen as a further sign of weakness (that is, in

as far as other members know that she is undergoing deliverance rninistry) .

It is part of Luckmannrs (1974) thesis that rofficial' versions

of religion, formulated and interpreÈed by e)q)ertsf are, in times of

rapíd social change, likety to become divorced from secular life situa-

tions, i.e. Iose their relevance to members. A pluralistic situation is

seen to magnify this effect. The outcomes which he suggests are:

(1) the production of a system of neaning more relevant to the changing

needs of rembers; (2) a privatized system of meaning construction.

This Iatter solution to the problem of the individual's relation

to cosmic and uttimate beings and values could never be satisfactonT,

because as Jack Douglas (f97I) has indicated., symbolic systems are only

useful to the extent that they are shared in tt¡eir essential elements

by other nembers of society. A purely private system then has no neans

of relating the individual into a universe necessarily populated by

others, i.e. it cannot incoryorate a rnoraliÈy code, because that is

irrelevanÈ.

I have demonstrated with my data from God's Army, a system in

which individuals are bor:nd into a group by ttreir verbal acceptance of a

world-view, which they can employ in its a.bsolute form against the

outside world. Within that, however, they operate a situational system
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of rÞaning, which as I have earlier expl-ained does not often seek to

question the 'officiaf ideology. I suggest that such a system inherently

incorporates tdor.¡btt, because in operating a situated neaning system,

nembers are nevertheless a\^rare thaÈ an alternative absolutist view could

be taken of their actions, and often is, quite openly, or in gossip by

other members. That is, the recognition of situational facÈors is an

individual process of which only those in cl-ose relationships may have

any real r:nderstanding 0.r tolerance. The presence of the rother' in the

form of the general membership persistently confronts individual members

with the possibility that their Christian performance has not met the

requisite standard. This is encapsulated in tl¡e notion of the "victory

walk", meaning successful Christian life, which is usually represented

in Godts ArÍry as the accomplishnent of very few nembers' or of short

duration.

Id.eologica1ly it is Satan who creaÈes doubts in Christian rninds

and sabotages their "\¡'ralk", and his onslaughts are consÈant and subtle'

his methods inventive. It is he that creates the constant drag towards

worldly stand.ards, against which members attenpt to immu¡ise themselves

in the ways that I have described in the foregoing chapters. His skills

of deception confront members as new failings of ttreirs are e><posed. It

is the gap between the absolute and the situated meanings of members

which allows this dor:bt to penetrate, and it is towards the narrowing of

this gap that the faith 'servicing' mechanisms of "witnessing" and the

revival rally are directed. It is member's e:g>erienced doubts, not just

of suspected. inadequacy' of performance, but also in a pluralistic society'

of the ultimate validity of their own world-view, which impells the

individual member to constant attempts to encoÍg>ass the absolute. This
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occurs because doulct is not just an experience of meÍibeTs' it is the

subject of ideology which maintains that it is Satanic in origin. In a

meÍiber who etçeriences doubt tproperlyt then, it becones an experience

which energises his faith.

Returning to Luckmannrs previously mentioned thesis' that

cial' versions of religion are like1y to lose their relevance to

members in times of rapid social change, we observe in God's Army what

may be regarded as the deliberate creation of an ideology at best partly

divorced from the nrundane realities of life situa,Èions, which, far from

alienating membersr ßây be seen as part of a mecharrism by which revival-

istic enthusiasm is mai¡rtained. Caught in the cleft between the 'official'

absolute ideology, and. their situated operation of ideology (which is

facilitated by belief in the Spirit baptism), meilbers experience doubt

both about their attainment of Christian standards, and about the validity

of their world-view" Because icleologically the source of this doulct j.s

perceived as Satanic, arr ideology which is gir,"en little place in mainline

churches, experienced doubt can in God's Army.. play a significant part ín

redir:ecting and energisirig faith.
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This thesis examines the re-emergence of revivalism in Adelaide

through the particular example of a Pentecostal group which I have called

God's Army. I have used both historical and ethnographic perspectives.

Goól's Army 1,tras founded in 1945 out of the then incompletely formulaÈed

pentecostal tradition, with the specific and stated purpose of initiating

revivalism in southern Australia.

Godrs Army's original policies were formulated in ÈÏre immediate

context of post-War Australia, in which strikes were conmon, and in a

global context in which the partition of Palestine was hotly disputed.

James' early success maybe partially attributed to his eloquent promulga-

tion of an ideology which combíned the promise of spiriÈual salvation

with political analysis. fhat is, iÈ offered a religious rhetoric which

simultaneously encompassed the loca1 and globat situation and offered

both individual and political solutions. Another aspect of Jamest early

popularity rnay be found in the immediate availablity of a group sympa-

thetic with his Bïitish Israe1 message, within which was a small nuniber

of people who were devoted to other more spiritual aspects of Jamesr

teachings. Ttrus on his arrival in Adelaide, James could inrnediately

commancl the acÈion of several faithful lieutenants-

Tkre British-fsrael phílosophy, and. those which subsequently over-

took it in prominence wiÈhin Godts Army offered and justified strong

antagonism to whaL \^las perceived as "wo,rldly", by an ideol ogical process

which conceiVed of God ancl Satan as locked in a battle, the outworkings

of which were evident in political and indívidual events-

Vüithin this ideological milieu, James developed on the belief

of the "SpiriÈ filleéI" Christian, as a person directty in touch with

both the will and power of C,oilr and subject Èo the covenant of the New

2l-4
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Testament.

As this ideology was developed through James' "revelations" it

came increasingly to bear on questions of individual wellbeing' and the

faith of tlre believer, and so moved into a potentially wider and more

diverse recruitment base. Ttre progression of ideology, introduced as

it was through period.s of intense self-denial by James, and being by

naÈure controversial in its content, made for members a facticity of

spiriÈual growth. tt also continued Èo mark strongly tJ:e boundary

between member and outsider, thus perpetuating the overwhelming importance

of the act of comrn-itment called "salvation".

Ttre growth, and devel.oping ideology of God's Army gave rise Èo

an increasingty diverse congregaÈion, among whom different ideologies

\^Iere seen as paramount, which tendency was accentuaÈed by the autonomy

inherent in the Spirit baptism ideology. Sub-groups developed ideologies

to a certain extent in contradistinction to one another, and Èhis can be

seen as having more reality for members than ideologies developed against

a "world" in which their contact with sinful behaviour was minimal. For

example the concept of "a mature Christian" has developed out of the con-

flict loetween excessive enthusiasm and a more pragmatic approach. The

tenthusiastt sees Ètre rmaturet member as partly tsold outt, and insuf-

ficiently devoted to 'õhristian' ideals. Ít¡e 'mature' drristian knows

that in God he has freedom, which does not reguire fanatical demonsÈra-

tions of faith.

It is importanÈ that James allowed the evolution of these parallel

views by means of allowing each to think that they represented his

feelings on the matter. Each group could then experience the facticity

of their spirituat developmenÈ against Èhe other.

Further processes promoted group coherence, and these I suggest

are those Èo do with recruitment, "tnlitnessing", "giVing tesLimonies"
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and Èhe \^reekly resolve engendered by the revival rally. ÍLre defini-

ùions of realiÈy promoted by these, push members towards a conception of

their ideology in absolute terms, and simultaneously develop a strong

distinction between the member and the world. llhre conversion of members

achieves enormous importance because it marks the leap of faith from the

reviled "world" to the "ne\,üness" of one whose sins are atoned. Ideologi-

cally tconversiont performs another major funcÈion of Godts Army, main-

taining as they do their strong distinction between membership and "\nlorld".

V'lith an increasing diversity of recruits, tconversion' has become a cortlmont

nodal point in the lives of members, so that their various pre and post

conversion experiences may be aligned, as occurs in the process of

"giving tesÈimonies". Ttre absolute terms in which pre and post conversion

sÈaÈes tend to be viewed, gives members a commonality which situated

experience cannot.

Tkre absolutist ideology which is promoted by Èhese methods cannot

be attained, buÈ this is not as Luckmann suggests, a disadvantage. It is

necessary thaÈ members feel bor¡rrd by verbal adherence to a largely

common ideotogy. Ttreir failure Èo atÈain in practice the requisiÈe

standard.sr flêy be justified by their personal relationship with C'od,

through which they may receive individual "revelations" and challenges.

Ttreir simultaneous awareness of the opinion of the 'other' as embodied

in the absolute ideology introduces an element of doubt which, because

of it,s perceived source (satanic) drives them towards ideological

absolutism.

I now wish to make some general points about the recent revival

of enthusiasÈic Christian religions. utestern society provides for an

inunense diversity of individual experience, and consequently for a large

variety of occurrences which an individual may experience as dislocating,

i.e" experiences for which his education and training have not prepared
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him, and in which he can see no sense or justice. Additionatly it is

possible that none of his reference group has experienced a similar

situation. In this I suggest that modern conditions, unlike those of

the eighteenth cenÈury Methodist revival, mây be subjectively experienced

as isolating, by individuals.

Tlrere is however, a greater range of possible palliaÈives offered

by Vìlêstern society. llhese provide explanaÈion and remedy for people in

terms which vary from entirely individual, as in psychoanalysis and

naturopathy, to entirely collective, as with totalitarian political

systems. Ttre l-atter, along wiÈtr enthusiastic religion, represent the

'symbolic universes' of Berger and Luckmann (1975). Individuals problems

are analysed and remedied in terms which require a whole cosmology.

Itris is not the case with psychoanalysis, naturopathic medicine or even

astrology, which proffer exegesis and treatment in terms which, in that

they can be associated with a murÍber of life styles, do not demand the

total loyalty of the individual. At a very general level t suggest t-l-at

people who opt for these .latter rexplanations' of adversity are indi-

viduals who remain socially integrated in the sense that they retain

friends of a sufficiently intimate nature that they continue to engage

in the process of 'world construction' with them.

The appeal of 's1'mbolic universes' is, I believe, to people whose

particular experiences have subjectively removed tJ-em from meaningful

exchange with fellow humans. Ttrese people then opt for 'explanations'

whích by their naÈure, provide them with a history which is common with

that of others. As Berger and tuckmann say of the 'symbolic universe',

'it esta-blishes a "memory" that is shared by aII the individuals

socialized within the collectivity' (|-9752L2o). rt also provides a

rconunon framet for future action.
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It is apparent that enthusiastic religion provides a symbolic

r¡niverse which is encompassing of the individual in a way in which main-

Iine rel-igion no longer is. Like psychoanalysis, mainline religions co-

exist with a number of other lesser 'legitimations'. Some individuals

rjuggle' several of these for their whole lives, and. never attempt to

adopt an overarching, cosmological account of the universe.

the full ramificaÈions of a religious belief system are never

initially apparent, but may be gradually revealed (Loftand) to converts

as members see appropriate. Ttre full sigrnificance of oners conversion

is then revealed only to an insider. lllrose who lapse from membership

either fait to achieve, or to maintain, a conception of the full signifi-

cance of their conversion. An individual may, in seeking remedy for

ad,versity, adopt a 'symbolic universe' without total- comprehension of

iÈs inclusivity. He may subsequently find that aspects of the new

universe fail to accommodate some of the lesser legiÈimaÈions which he

wishes to continue operating. Should this happen early in the involve-

ment of a converÈ, the act of corwnitment may fail to achieve paramount

sub jective importance.

Conversion acquires its individual sigrnificance retrospectively

as part of the socialization processes to which converts are subject.

It is revealed to the new member thaÈ he has adopted a radical (in J.

Douglas' sense) perspective, which is then mainÈained by various

tworld distancing' mechanisms.

Conversion becomes the life point from which integrating inter-

pretations flow, both forward and backward, for both individual members,

and as a socially and spiritually integrating framework. Tt is the

nodal point by which the experiences of individual members are aligned

and mad.e congruenÈ.
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I have exarnined in the foregoing discussion some of Ètre reasons

for which a discrete conversion experience has become prominent in

revivalisÈic religion, and to do so have drawn heavily on the perspectives

of Berger and Luclçmann. Additionally I would tike Èo reintroduce Jack

Douglas' criticism of symbolic interactionist perspecùives, that they

present 'wor1d constructionr as overly rationalized. lltiis argument would

seem especially applicable Èo revivalist religion in which proselytism is

direcÈed sometimes explicitly towards the promotion of emotional aban-

donment. Elaborate mechanisms ttren emerge to structure the convert's

experience.
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Appendix A

In order to provide the reader with some background material on
the beliefs and demographic characteristics of God r s Army members, I
have assembled this appendix to substitute for a general ethnographic
description which might have appeared in the main text, but seemed
inappropriately placed there once Èhe text r,r¡as written.

Distinctive Beliefs

Of paramount importa¡rce to members and officiants in Godrs Army
is that their teachings and their church structure are "Bible based".
Control and organization within the church is said Èo be based on the
New Testament formula of the "l-ocal church", which is an autonomous
body, having only ties of affiliation wittr other similar groups. only
under these circumstances, according to members beliefr can "respon-
sible ministry" be expressed, and the "oversight" of numbers conscien-
tiously undertaken.

The otÌ¡er sense in which God.'s Army maintains its sacred connec-
tion to the Bible is by constant referral Èo rchapter and verse' during
sermons, and on other occasions. Members carry their own BibLes to
all God's Army occasions, and seek out the passages to which they are
referred. Here I wish to cite to Mary Douglas (I973:4O) who has
suggested ÈhaË where antiritualism has emerged among fundamentalists,
Èhey have instead 'become magical in their attitude to the Bible' .
Íhis she sees as the reassertion of ritual in a 'new context of social
relations' (ibid. ).

Another eschatological aspect of this strongly Biblical orien-
tation, is the emphasis which @drs Army places on Bible prophecy,
which is most apparent in their millenarian expectations. Tk¡ey believe
that at Ctrristrs return to Earth, they, and Èhe other faithful , will
rise to meet Him in the air, an event referred to as "the Rapture".

As I have previously mentioned, the most distinctive Èenet of
Pentecostalisl is belief in the current possibility of SpiriÈ baptism
as originally experienced by the Disciples on the day of Pentecost.
Thris experience, members believe is possible for aII true believers
in (trrist (that is those who believe in the death and resurrection of
Christ as an expiation for the sins of Ttre Vüorld). Thre Holy Spirit
is said to "fill" ttre believer, at spirit baptism, end.owing him with
new strength and power to carry out Godts works, and also providing
hin with a new "tongue" for praise ald worship. Unlike some other
Pentecostal churches, God.rs Army does not recognise that Spirit
baptism has occurred. unless the person can speak fluently in his
tttonguett.

Spirit baptism "with speal<ing in tongues" is just one of several
"gifts of the Spirit", and is used in private prayer and worship.
More salient but much less coÍrmon, is the gift of Prophecy, in which
the recipient is rrled'r to speak to the assembly, usually in "tongues".
Ttris must then be "interpreted" by an assembly me'-mber recognised as
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possessing tfre "gift of interpretation", \n/ho in practice I observed
usually to be a pastor or elder.

Tkre "gift of tongues" is "exercised" in times of private \¡tor-
ship and praise, during services, meetings, and in solitary prayer.
Along with some other aspects of God's Army praxis, it may be
viewed as part of the revolt against, formalism of which Mary Douglas
writes. She suggests tÏ¡at the 'abandonment of bodily control in
ritual responds to the requirements of a social experience' (19732
98). Further she claims that 'the inarticulateness of the social
organization in itself gains symbotic expression in bodily dissocia-
tionr.

The phenomenon of glossolalia possesses aspects of both abandon-
ment of control, and inarticulateness, but I propose ÈhaÈ in God.'s
Army the loss of control which the conventionally meaningless sounds
of speaking in'tongued' represents, is countermanded. at a higher level
by the God given ability of special persons Èo provide a meaning for
tÏ¡ose sounds. "Tongues" and "prophecy" therefore symbolically
represent the abandonment of voluntary control of what is for Christians
the most importanÈ organ of worship and evangelism, to the superior
control of the deity. ftris is borne out by Èkreir claim to a much
superior level of articulateness following Spirit. bapÈism. Members
often reported that they felt that words has been "put into their
mouths during witnessing".

A further distinctive aspect of God's Army doctrine is found in
their teaching on healing. Most Pentecostal churches also believe and
practice divine healing, and the ability to conduct Èhe healing po\^rer
of God to those in need, is another of the "Spirit gifts". The power
is recognised to come, noÈ from the possessor of the "healing minisLry",
but through him from God. All C,odrs Army pastors regularly pray for
the healing of members after Sunday services, but some are recogrnised
as possessing a "healing ministry", âs are a few elders and some members.
Any member may pay for his or her own healing at any time, and quite
confidently expect to be "ans!r¡ered.". Others appear to prefer to "go
forward for prayer" afÈer the Sunday service.

God's Army expectations of healing arise out of their belief that
God has promised to maintain his faithful in good. health until their
normal life span has been run; and it is congruent with this that
healings are believed often to occur at "salvation". Failure of heal-
ing is often explained by "wrong believing", that is the person prayed
for has insufficient faith. ùre of the virtues of "healing prayer"
from a person with a recognised. ministry is that they are reckoned Èo
have a faith sufficienÈly strong to overcome the dor:bts of the sick
person. Some members reject the possibility of healing prayer for
certain of their illnesses, saying Èhat their faith is insufficient
Èo allow them to overcome a particular affliction. One exarnple of
such doubts was Jane, who had suffered from chronic bronchitis for so
long that she felÈ that her faith \nras not equal to Èhe challenge of
healing.

Pastors admit that they cannot understand the fact of healing
failure in some members whose faíth they recognise as strong; and
they say so publically, possibly to control the idle speculation of
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some members a-bouÈ particular failures.

Godrs Army doctrine incorporates an elaborate demonologryt
which as f have already described, leads out into what is termed
"deliverance ministry", both of which set Godrs Army aparÈ from
most mainline churches and some other Pentecostal churches. Satari
and his hosts have no power over people, but their abiliÈy to
deceive. Every Christian may overcome Satan through the "authority
of Ctrrist", because the ultimate defeat of Satan when Ctrrist returns
to Earth is completely certain.

It is envisaged that Satan and his most po\^rerful princes are
largely concerned with Èhe overthrow of nations, while the lesser
devils and demons afflict individuals. lllre natural defences of all
people against demon possession may be broken by sin, and. particular
circumstances, for instance motor accidents and emoÈiona1 shock.

Possession may be diagnosed amongst members who have a parti-
cularly persistent problem, with which they have unsuccessfully
struggled for some time. Spirits of nicotine, greed, rrncleanness,
deception, anger, and numerous others, are believed to interfere
wiÈh a members spiritual development, and success in controlling the
course of his life. Demons may also manifest ttremselves, usually
vocally when the possessed person is having prayer for some other
reason.

Deliverance is accomplished by the private prayer of several
people, one of whom is recognised as having a "deliverance ministry".
Ttrrough the possessed person, the demons put up considerabl-e resist-
ance, and additionally, there may be a mulÈiple possession. Several
Iengthy sessions are often required. Deliverance ministry is con-
sid.ered. dangerous and difficult. lfLrose attending in a supportive role
will often fast for some time before-hand to "strengthen their faiÈh".
fhere always exists the possibility that a vanquished devil will aÈtack
one of those presenÈ, and when this happens it is possible for the
victim's faith to flag momentarily, just enough to allow him to be
hurÈ. It is essential that the person attacked stand firm and "rebul<e
tÏ¡e devil in the name of Christ" in which case it can do no harm.

Godrs Army has a very strong ideology of Èhe family, and recogrnises
that a man only can be the spiritual head of a household. Man is the
spiriÈua1 superior of woman, in the same hray that Christ is the spiritual
head of the church, and household headship is viewed as a spiritual
necessiÈy. A man is responsible for the spiritual well being of his
family in the same way that a pastor is spiritually responsible for
those who recognise his pastorship. So the authoriÈy of the church is
carried into the home, and will if necessary be backed by pastoral
arbitration.

Females are considered unsuiÈable ever to be in spiritual charge
of males, and therefore are precluded from pastorship, and from counsel-
Iing males. Very occasionally, however, the ministry of a woman in some
area such as healing, is given recognition, though women members are
never given the platform in God's Army, their activities are confined
to the smaller meetings.
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Ttre family ideology dictates, or reinforces lifestyles amongst
members. vüomen who wish in some way to step outside, have the single
atternative of remaining unmarried. Family ideology also legitimates
much of the political activity in which God's Army and its members
become involved. Symbolic appeals to family unity are thrown against
the liberal tendencies of The State government which "legalized"
homosexuality and abortion. Thre leveI of members' knowledge of more
esoteric doctrinal issues varies considera.bly' partly because know-
Iedge in the general sense is devalued, and because even religious
knowledge is not essential, since salvation is "by faith".

A number of members r.rndertake short term courses within Godrs
Army. These are designed rather to help members establish "right
living", than to load Èhem with knowledge. In addition there is avail-
able an rl8 month course of instruction called "Bible College" in which
the issues addressed are more emphatically doctrinal. IÈ has recently
become necessary for members to complete this course before obtaining
their ministers "credential".

To Godts Army meñbers however, the certainty always remains that
true wisd.om and knowledge can be conferred directly on individuals by
the Hoty Spirit, so striving after knowledge for its own salce is quite
rrnwarranted.

It, wil1 readily be perceived that this ideology of the HoIy
Spirit, combined with a strictly loca1 focus of control' and some
readiness to recognise "ministry" as conferred, not earned by effort,
opens the group to the emergence of schismatic currents. However it
is my observation that doctrinal matters are very seldom the basis
of dissention, more usually it is over such matters as the appropriate
modes of spiritual expressivity, or matters of dress and presentation.

Doctrinal matters therefore are not a concern of members whose
rmagical' attitude to the Bible, coupLed with their conununication to
the Holy Spirit, provide them with ready access to all the 'knowledgel
Èhey require.

Services

God's Army services have an air or informality. During the
initial phases, there is the constant bustle of people arriving,
greeting friends, and finding a seat in the brightly lighted hal-I.
ftris continues after the singing of choruses has begr:n. TL¡e music is
Ioud and vigorous, usually in a major key, and is frequently taken from
popular secul-ar musíc. The words are usually simple.

The Sunday evening service is always an "evangelistic ralIy"
while the afternoon service is a coÍtrnunion, and more concerned with
internal matters. Sermons occur toward the end of the service, and
are lengthy - up to forty minutes. Ttre whole service generally ta]<es
about two hours.

The singing of hymns and choruses is interspersed between Èimes
of prayer, solo items, sometimes individualts Èestimonies, assembly
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notices, prayer requests (a time of prayer for those who indicate in
writing, a special need). Tkre order in which these various items
occur is not always the same from week Èo week, and the forms of some
items are changed to introd.uce a note of spontaneity.

The exhortation to prayer usually results in a babble of noise,
as each member gives voice to praise, often in his "tongue". Frequently
hands are raised, and faces upturned, blissful expressions assumed, as
members communicate with God. Out of such prayerfulness may arise the
voice of a member in 'rprophecy" and Èhen another "interpreting". These
die back into the general clatter of foices raised in praise, over which
may usually be heard the voice of James their prophet, setting a slow and
powerful tempo, saying "Praise Him", "Vlonderful Lord", "!{e worship You",
t'l,rlonderful Jesus". With the advantage both of his most resonant voice,
and. the amplification system James can control the mood and duration of
prayer. Those prophesying may have their flow of words rounded off by
the superinposition of James' voice saying "TLrank You Father". or some
similar phrase.

At the revival rally, the sermon flows into the "altar call", for
those who wish to "give their lives Èo Christ", and then more generally,
a call for those "in need of prayer" to come fonrard. The response to
the sal-vation appeal is usually not 1arge, (less than half a dozen), but
many members and some others go forward, for prayer. AII Èhe pastors
present at the service become involved in this, and pray for each person
individually. Much of the congregation remains for this, praying and
singing choruses, as the pastors carry out their work.
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APPENDIX B

This appendix contains copies of conversion accounts originally

published in 'Powerr, the God's Army magazine. In an attempt to

retain anonymity, I do not comply with their request to publish the

full narne artd ad.d.ress of the magazíne.
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BORN TERRTF]ED

I was born in Geelong, Victoria, on April 23rd', L923.
born terrified. My father \^ras a chronic alcoholic, a con man'
and a gambler.

I¡Ihen he met my mother he had been the typical beau - taIl, dark
and handsome. He worked as a comedian in Èhe Tivoli theatre. But
alcohol d.estroyed him.

Soon he stopped working and seldom worked again. "He lived on
his witsr" my mother said. V'fhat she meant was thaÈ he gambled' drank
and stole his life ahray. He never gave mother any money' so we had to
live on handouÈs. Most of the time we were in old boarding houses or
decrepit hotels, complete with fleas and bugs. At one time, in !{estern
Australia a tenÈ was our only home.

Sometimes my father would book us into a hotel for a week. Then,
on the last night, he would wake us aÈ three in the morning, br:ndle us
into a horse and buggy and leave without paying.

UsuaIIy, he stole the clothes from the clothesline on the way out
as wel-I! On other occasions, when people left their shoes outside of
Èheir doors for cleaning, he would take any that were his size. At other
times, he would steal fowls from people's backyards.

He was often put in jail for dnrnkenness or stealing, or disturb-
ing the peace. FinaIIy, aÈ the age of 42, he died.

Mum was forced to put my two brothers in a boys' home. She kept
me with her. These h¡ere Ðepression days, and like most people, we were
on the do1e. We used to wait for hours on wooden forms to get just a few
groceríes, which never seemed to last long.

Alone. Then Mum met a man in Sydney who owned a sheep station
and. a cailying business. He was married. with eight children. He was a
big man, with a vile temper. When he met my mother, he abandoned his
wife and. children, and brought us to South Australia. He and Mum were
married - which was, of course, a bigamous relationship - and set up home

in an old galvanised iron house with a dirt floor and a wood stove at
Kuitpo, some 30 miles south of Adelaide.

It was not a happy home.

My step-father frequently beat my brothers and me. I always
seemed to be alone and crying.

Then he suffered a stroke. His death \^ras a merciful release for
us.

Eventually, the two boys packed their bags and left home. When I
turned l.4t I also ventured out into the world. We all desperately lacked
1ove. No wonder that all three of us finished up alcoholics.

I took my first job as a housemaid on a sheep station at Clare,
north of Adelaide.

And I was
a Èhief
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First Drink. Then, one night at a counÈry dance, I Èook my first
drink and. my first cigarette. It resulted in my blacking out. Only 12
months later, I suffered a nervous breakdown and had to leave the farm.
I spent a month in a mental hospítal. It was to be Èhe first of eight
visits. I know what it is like - I have been in padded cells. I have
worn straight jackets. I have been tied down. I know what it is like to
scream at the top of my voice, to see demons, to feel at the point of
death.

In spite of my heavy drinking, I was able to hold down a job. I
was a qualified telephonist in both Melbourne and Adelaide. I \n/as a
cosmetic demonstrator in a Sydney deparÈment store. T even worked as a
model for a time - indeed, I was considered to be a beautiful, refined
woman then.

But it was continued social drinking during this period that
steadily led me on the path to alcoholism. It is so easy. After three
or four drinksr yoü feel on top of the world. You have a feeling of good
wilL towards everyone. You love them, although falsely. I Èhought I was
very smart with a glass in one hand and a cigarette in the oÈher. I was
often the lífe of the party. But after a few drinks I would not know
what r was doing or saying, and I would finish up making a fool of myself,
stupefied with drink.

Then, next morning I would hate myself for whaÈ I had done. I
would look in the mirror. What a mess! BlooclshoÈ eyes. Discoloured
tongue. Sptitting head.ache. So I would say to myself, "I will never
drink again. ILratrs the finish." But the next day I would be back on
the merry-go-round worse than before.

People say it will never happen to them. I have rn-ixed with people
with university degrees or who come from wealthy homes with the best of
everything, and I have seen Èhem wind up as alcoholics and addicts. No
one ever hears about them. No one seems to care.

Now I know that there is a definite and positive cure from the
terrible, tormenting effects of both alcohol and drugs.

fn the past, I always used to catry a flask of navy rum or scotch
whisky in my handbag. Now f carry a Bible. Instead of "soaking" myself
with liquor, I saturate my mind with the Word of C,od.

Jesus said, "I am the way and the truth and the life" (¡ohn 14z6).
And I have found life in him.

AIcohoI and drugs. By the time I was onl-y 22, I sometimes felt
more like 90! But I always tried to work for my living. Sometimes I
stole. And people told me to go on the streets. But I could never bring
myself to do that.

I began to take very bad epileptic fits. Then, during the last
war, things became even worse. "Eat, drink and be merryr" was the philo-
sophy. "Tomorrow r^/e may all be dead, an1may." f seemed to be at parties
eveqf night. I smoked marijuana at this time. Then I became addicted to
tranquillisers. I was in and out of doctors' and psychiatrists' rooflts.

With both alcohol and drugs, I was in a bad way. I have been in
"the horrors" countless Èimes. Pink elephants, black apes - you name them,
Irve seen. And they were very, very real at the time!
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r was diagnosed as a "schizophrenic, psychopathic paranoid" -
what a mouthful!

At times, suicide seemed the only ansl¡/er. Once, I took a large
dose of raÈ poison. On another occasion, I swallowed 60 tablets. Once,
I watked fully-clothed into the sea! (I \^ras up to my chin in water when
a policeman reached me, and carried me out again.)

A sad tate. From no\nl on, it \^ras a sald tale of regular arrests
for dnrnkenness and disorderliness. I ate tittle, living almost totally
on drink. A diamond ring, the one valuable Èhing I possessed, was in and
out of pawn shops. Often the police would find me in Rundle SÈreet'
Adetaide, with one shoe missÍng, my long black hair, knotted and tangled'
swearing and abusing them or muttering to myself.

OnIy once did I reach the stage of opening a boÈt1e of methylated
spirits, but a phone call intern4>ted me, and I never did drink that.

To see a drunk man is bad enough. But to see a drunken woman is
far worse. But I felt so lonely, so unwanted, so rejected, so guilty and
unloved. Deep down I wanted to be good. But even when T woke up in a
park dirty and smelly with my clothes all stained, flies buzzíng around
my head, and. too weak to geÈ up, I didn't know any answer. My whole life
\^/as surrounded by alcohol and drugs. I could not imagine life without
them.

Strangely enough, in my sober times' I was still very proud and
arroganÈ. Perhaps it was because I was good looking and stitl liked to
wear flash clothes. In fact, I was something of a perfectionist. I also
blamed other people for my drink problem. But no one ever opened my

mouth or bent my elbow. No one ever made me drink. I had a free wíll of
my oÌ¡¡n and, could take it or leave it. f could choose good or evil, dark-
ness or light.

For the first 35 years of ÍV life, I \^las a Roman Catholic. I
used to go regularty to a priest to confess my many sins. But then I
would go out and comrnit worse sins. lrthatever the priest saíd was fike
water Èo a duckts back.

I used to go to Mass occasionally. BuÈ I did not understand the
Latin service, and I went home empty and disappointed. Usually, I got
drunk.

lrfhat a hypocrite I was ! Or was it just that I did not receive
what I r^ras searching for? I lit candles for my dead father. I prayed on
my knees to images. I studíed a smalt catechism, but could not understand
it. No one ever told me to read the Bible!

T tried Alcohotics Anonymous. There I forrnd some companionship
but there was still- Èhe bad language and ttre chain smoking that T also
wanted to be free from. I wanted release from all that was \¡Irong in my

life - especially the drink and drugs which were destroying my health, and
Ieaving me insecure, unwanted., rejected and lonely. I \^/as a nervous
wreck. a woman of sorrows.

There were other thingrs that happened, too dreadful to tell. The
prayer I prayed most fervently at times was, "Please God, put me out of
my misery!" But his \¡rays are not our waysr and he is merciful .
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Lord save me! Then, came that life-changing day in 1960' 16
years ago. Tn my wardrobe I had three bottles of scotch whisky. one by
one I drank the contents of the lot, all on my own. That is a IoÈ of
alcohol for a little \¡roman of five feet three. It proved to be the end
of my drinking career - it was almost the end of me!

The next morning, I found myself curled up in a heap on the
floor, dying alone. I could actually feel the strength leaving my body.
It seemed that my limbs were going limp second by second.

I raised my almost tifeless arm feebly and whispered three faint
words, "Lord, save me!" Suddenly, I felt a Èickling, warm sensation rush
through my whole body. Instantly, I was able to stand to my feet. I
felt as strong as an ox. The very rniracle-working power of C'od had come

into my body and saved my life. He had heard that small breath of prayer.
He had come down to my levet. He had shown mercy and compassion on a
poor sinner. My chains feel off and he set me free!

I have never touched a drop of liquor since that moment- Not
one drop. ThaÈ was the end of my drinking career. I was completely
delívered, from both drinking and drugs.

Smoking was more difficult. I tried very hard to give ít up, but
after being a chain smoker for 30 years, I failed. every time. (r fraa
even picked up cigarette butts from the gutter!)

Ha1f-hearÈedly, I handed the whole matter over to God. But the
very next day, I went out and bought another packet. I Èook one puff and
felt guilty. Then I felt giddy, vornited and almost fainted. At that
point I handed the habit conpletely over to God. And I have been free
from the habit. ever since.

Today, I d.are not pick up one drink or take one cigarette. But
this is no problem, for I have alsolutely no desire to do so anlnruay !

Í'fhom the Son sets free is free indeed.

Baptised. Later that year, I was in a PenÈecostal church in
Central Queensland. Ihe Spirit of the Lord seemed to come upon me. It
was just as though a voice from heaven called me. I walked down the
aisle of the church, with tears running down my face, and for the first
time in my life, publicly announced that I wanted to follow Jesus Christ.
The Pastor placed his hands on my shoulders and prayed for me. In that
moment f knew that I had been reborn. Moreover, I v¡as also wonderfully
filled with the Holy Spirit and spoke in new tongues the praises of C'od.

Soon after that, I was baptised in water by immersion' The
service was conducted at the property owned by one of the church elders.
VÍhile people sang to the accompaniment of piano accordions, and the
cattle grazed nearby, I was baptised in a country dam. I felt when I
came out of the water that atl the terrible suffering and sin of ÍIy past
Iife had faded out. They were gone in the sea of forgetfulness, removed
as far as the east is from the west. OId things have passed away and all
things have become new.

Since that time, my whole life had been different- I have Èwo

lovely daughters. The eldesÈ suffered much throuqh my drinking, but is
now happily married, with a fine husband and two love1y chíIdren. My

npther was able to receive Christ when she was 75 years of age. "I am
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too wicked," she had said. But I told her that if God could forgive me,
he could forgive anyone! She used to read the horoscopes and search out
fortune tellers. Now she was trusting the Lord. It is true that Jesus
saves !

I do know what it is like to suffer. Perhaps that is why I can
now feel deeply for others who are in need. But Christ suffered more
than any of us can tetl. He died on a cruel cross for our sins. He
loves us with an everlasting love.

Since I have been a Christian, I have suffered persecution. But
I count iÈ all joy. The devil has tried hard to destroy my faith' But
the Lord Lesus Christ is the sÈrength of Íqf life. The words of Psalm 40
are my testimony:

He brought me up also out of an horrible piÈ' out of
the miry cIay, and set my feet upon a rock, and esÈab-
lished my goings.

And he hath puÈ a ne\^/ song in my mouth, even praise
unto our God: many shall see it and fear, and shall
trust in the Lord.

I pray that it shall be so!
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I WAS THE DEVILIS FOOTBALL!

I was born in a Iíttle fishing town in Germany 43 years ago. My
people were Lutherans, and my sister and I \^rent to Sunday School. üIe
prayed every night and kept Èhis up throughout the years. After the war
I immigrated with my husband to !{estern Australia, where my first child
was born.

In the years to come we had a lot of hardship and bacl luck,
following a d.epression. My husband sent me and the baby to Germany,
after selling nearly all our possessions. Then he went to South Australia
to find work. After a year in Germany I reÈurned to join my husband in
Ade1aide, South Australia.

A nightmare. From then on my lífe became a nightmare. I left
my husband to live wíth another man. I was finally granted a divorce and
given custody over our daughter Eva Maria. I travelled the road of sín
for five years and paid a bitter price for it. I also went several times
back to Germany only to find that I could not settle down Èhere.

My life became a never-ending struggle for peace. I was always
running away from reality, Èrying desperately to find a way out of the
mess that I had brought on myself and my child. I had no friends and
nobody to turn to in my unhappiness. Life became a living hell to ne.

I had to work hard and do all sorÈs of jobs that I hated' such
as working in nightclubs, nursing homes, restaurants and so on, while my

little girl had to go to kindergarÈen all day., Being a former ba1leÈ
dancer, spending most of my early years on the stage and travelling with
my parents, who were also actors, I found the change almost unbearabl-e.
f was always tired, and became more and more depressed, feeling I did
not belong anln'rhere. I. was homesick and loneIy. f still prayed eveqf
night, seeing God in my imagination sitting on a cloud in heaven with a
white beard and a kind face. Many times I was ar,gry with God and did
not pray aÈ all. I never wenÈ to church and did not have a Bible.

Point of no return. As I could not fínd a way out, I tried to
solve the problems of my life with a1cohol, cigarettes and drugs, until
I became an alcoholic. By that time I had married my second husband.
I had a little son, but we had nothing else in coÍrmon. Fourteen years
had gone by and I was at the point of no return. The drink became my

9od; the drugs my peace. My fanily life fell to pieces, my children
suffered. I lived in constant fear that something tragic would happen to
my little son when I was dn:nk as I had less and less control over myself
in this state.

I tried to kilI myself several times when d.runk. The hangovers
I had d.rove me nearly mad. I had the D.T.'s also, and. spent a1l my
money regardless. I cried out to God for help to take me away from it
aII, as I could. endure no more. I was in the very depÈhs of despair and
had no wiII power lefÈ in me. I really was the devil's football.

OnIy C'od can help me. Through a friend I came into contact with
the G.A. in Christies Beach. He told me about the Holy Spirit and
speaking in tongues. I did not know what to make of this and thought
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Èhey must all be mad.. Little did I know that C'od has his own
way of dealing wiÈh people. My friend sent Pastor F. to pray for me.
I remember saying to him, "OnIy God can help me." He prayed for me and
left.

Then a miracle happened. I lost all desire for alcohol. Some-
thing strongrer than me gave me a d.esire to read the Bible' to go to
church, and be baptised ín water. I accepted Jesus as my personal
Saviour and repenÈed of my sin. I had finally found what I had been
searching for all my life.

About two weeks later f visited some Christian friends. I{e
prayed and I asked God to fill me with the Holy Spirit. This he did.
lrlords poured out of my mouth like runníng water, and, I spoke in other
tongues. The feeling I had was something I have never experienced in
all my life. I canrt remember ever being so happy. I was healed from
smoking also. "Thanks be to C,od who gives us the vicÈory through our
Lord Jesus Christ" (1 Cor. t5:57).

Like a bad dream. I am a ne\^I person. The past seems like a bad
d.ream and I praise C,od for his mercy, compassion and love. He lifted me

up when I needed him most. I only hope that my testimony can be a help
to somebody else, who canrt find a way ouÈ.
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INSTANT RECOVERY FROM INCURABLE COMPLA]NT

When I tell you that for seven months of L97L I hras laid up with
the most painful and depressing illness of my life you rnight find it hard
to believe. f find it hard to believe myself, as since the day the Lord
Jesus Christ ínstantly healed me I have been filled with an abundance of
health and life that I've never known before.

From Èhe age of 11, when t had meningitisr IIIY faith in God had
helped me to weather rnany illnesses and operations - but f was never
really weI1. Early last year f became ill with what was diagnosed as
acute infective arthritis, and I was told not to e>q)ect to be better for
at least 12 monÈhs. Blood tests confirmed this.

Suddenly the virus attacked the blood, causing a calcium and
protein deficiency and upsetting the blood values. This gave me excruci-
ating pain from head to foot called tetany of the muscles. I don't even
want to remember what it was like and I wished I could die.

The docÈor and pathotogist were very good and put in a lot of
work, but months later although the pain was bearable and I could walk a
little, even an empty cup \^ras heavy for me. The blood was still causing
concern and the doctor seemed helpless. The entire glandular system was
suspect and f just felt so old and tired and achy and T was quite useless
to my family and husband.

A challenge. I had an appointment corning up with an endocrinolo-
gist. When you are a Christianr yoü never give up hope and we were
pinninq a lot of hope on that endocrinologist, feeling that perhaps God

would use him to find a cure for me. Furthermore, we knew that many
people were praying for me.

Suddenly we received promptings from everY direcÈion to seek
divine heating in Èhe old-fashioned Bib1e way. A dear old friend of ours
had once told us of the time when he was divinely healed of a bad heart
- and we decided to ask him to pray for me - but he died suddenly and so
that seemed to be that.

Then one day my husband came home from work and told me that his
young unbelieving friend had said, "Yourve got faith, Doug - you believe-
So why don't you ask God to heal your wife? !{hy donrt you take her for
divine healing? If evelyn was healed like that, then both my wife and
myself would betieve. lVe couldn't help buÈ believe."

VüelI, I was pretty dopey, iIl and depressed, but I recognised
God speaking through this most unliekly person, and believe me I was
ashamed. Then I became afraid. Vühat if I asked for a miracle and it
lrrasn't C,odrs witl for me? Then perhaps Doug's friend would never believe
and woul-d. be eternally lost.

In Jesusr name. Our o1d friend who had spoken of his healing had
mentioned Pastor James, and my husband rang him up. Pastor James
graciously gave up that very evening to cor:nsel us on the scriptural
basis for healing and to pray for us. Finally in Jesusr name he commanded
the sickness to leave my body. In my heart I kept repeating. "Oh, Lord
Jesus, I do believe; help my unbelief."
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At a quarter to ten the next morning the pain left me completely!
Suddenly I was al¡Ie to move freely and I felt light and free. and filled
with emergy. !{ith a hop, skip and jump I began by cleaning up the house.
I did a huge family wash and cooked the dinner! My muscles were instantly
firm and strong.

From that day till this our whole family had noÈ ceased praising
God for his kindness. I feel better now than I used to when I thought I
was well!

No answer. The endocrinolo gist found nothing \^ITong wíth me and
has sínce said that he wou1d. not have known how to treat the disease any
more than my own doctor. Extensive tests have proved that my blood is
now perfect and I have obtained pernr-ission to became a blood donor if I
wish.

My doctor said, "Prayer cannot possibly have alÈered the condition
of your blood".

I replied, "O.K. the, doctor, what did?" There was no aJrs\^Ier.
So, Ir11 thank Jesus.
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I4Y THEME SONG WAS'' ''NOBODY LOVES ME'I

"Nobody loves me, nobody cares" was the theme song of my child-
hood. ft overhwelmed, over-rideil and surçassed any other memory clearly.

My parents separated some time during my first year. My mother
\^tas a business \^roman, my father f never knew. Vühen I was threer war
broke out, and I was to be evacuated from England to America, but instead
went to my first boarding school. I still have a picture in my mind of
thaÈ first dormitory: cots, cots, cots everlnnrhere.

In the succeedj-ng schools I attended, nothing seems to stand out'
except "Nobody loves me". At one school, a convenÈ, I felt victimized
as I was a protestant. The delight of all children was school holidays,
but they were no delight to me as some were spent at school, some with
my grandmoÈher, and some, vera¡ rarely, in London with my mother, where
most of the time seemed to be spent in the air raid shelter. I was
expelled from one school for stealing some IoIIies from a child' sent to
her from some doting mother!

Some time d.uring this period I remember that my birthday presents
from Mum and Dad were labelled in the same handwriting. There was no
father. This deception hurt deep.

One school had the School Hymn, "There is a green hill far away",
the import of which I found find out many years later.

Fear. Fear was a very real thing. There were so many things to
fear. f was fearful that my mother would die and go to heaven and I
would go to the other place. She was not a Christian, but this was my

concept of heaven.

Fear of not being liked dorninated my tife, fear of not being
accepted.

I was bound by unnecessary fears.

A puppet on a string. In the following events I was very much
like a puppet, with God in charge of the strings.

I was 13 when my mother married again. Once again that old theme
"Nobody loves me" overlnrhelmed. me. The evening she married they both got
drunk, and f cried my way through that horrible night. But I was not
alone as I thought, for this \^/as one step towards a future where Jesus
was waiting.

To start a new life and to run away from pressing problems, my

moÈher and step-father sailed for Australia. We setÈIed in Victoria for
a time.

God uses many instruments in the process of calling someone, and.

during the next few years he used my step-father to keep me from real
harm. He was a spiritualist medium, and he was hard and almost cruel,
with a violent temper, but I was frightened to cross him, and I am sure
this kept me from much rn-ischief.
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I was out-numbered. My mother felt that the word "christian" had
some magic. In the 1Íght of this, when I was 18 she let me Iiwe in the
Y.vÍ.C.4. hostel in Melbourne, Victoria.

Up to this time I knew little or noÈhing of the facts of life.
Consequently in the events that followed, my educaÈion in this field
accelerated at tremendous speed! That puppet tried very hard to get aII
the strings knotted and messed up, inevitable, but for God!

I felt deeply that God had a different plan than thís' he did not
wanÈ me in the gutter, though Èhis was the direction I was heading flat
out.

In all the hostel there was one really keen Christian. A very
worldly girI, she had been converted overnight' instantaneously. One

night a hopeless sinner, the next night she was born again, filled with
the Holy Spirit. And where was her room? Right opposite rnine.

I was out-nurnbered, God against the Devil. T.f I had known what
was in the Bib1e I woutd surely have given up the fight sooner (Luke I0:
18-19) .

f was invited to church. Church had no appeal for me duríng the
years of church boarding schools. I had daydreamed my way through aII
services and through confirmation. Church was a place where you went
for an hour, during which you completely turned off, and came away with
your conscience appeased for a while!

I had no hunger at atl for God. I was not searching for anything
except a good time, and as many boy friends as f could accumul-aÈe. My

entire motives Èo everything were selfish.
Somehow this Christian fass was ab]e, with the resources of

heaven, to break through this and get me to a meeting of the Christian
Reviva1 Crusade. I still don't know how it happened. fhe only message
that got through to me was the love and genuine friendship I found there
(my! how those Christians love one another). People at dances and parties
turned their friendship on and off: it was empty. I had wanted real
friendship all my life, but I did not at this stage I^Iant to tap Èhe
source of it. Nevertheless, I have an entry in my diary from this time.
It reads: "Would like to receive blessing. From this day onwards f'm
going to try to be better"!

The young people persisted with me. TLre called for me, took me

home, "bottle fed" me, and literally nursed me into the l(ingdom of God.
But somehow I did not grow. It took a long while for me to get a lasting
hr:nger for the things of C'od. I eventually gave in and was baptised, for
by this stage f wanted to change and to be like these fo1k, but a personal
experience with the Lord Lesus was not mine.

About this time my Christian friend was anxious to come to
Adelaide, South Australia, as Èhe start of a working holiday around
Australia. She was my prop so I just had to go with her. I asked my

step-father, and to this day he does not know why he said yes! But
praise C'od I do now. It was just part of God's plan for my life.

New life. so "Adelaide here we come".
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Now here I \^ras, completely cut off from the past. I lefÈ the
besÈ job I was ever to have. Life cost me something at last, and things
began to change.

For the next six months I enjoyed ministry in the Adelaide
assembly, hearing clear instruction on being born again, coming Èo know
Christ as my very own personal Saviour. At last I had arrived home. llltis
\^/as my very firsÈ real home with real brothers and sisters, and plenty of
mothers and. fathers.

one year later I tapped the source of power that those young
people in Melbourne had.. Praise the Lord, at last I v/as filled with the
Holy Spirit to overflowing, and no\¡I I experienced the real joy that I
had missed through my slow undersÈanding of the Things of God. Iüow at
tast I could serve him (Acts 1:8). This was my desire deep down. I
wanted to work with young people. Ttris is what actually motivated me to
make many rnistakes. I had no understanding of church government, or
comrniÈtees. I jr:st wanted to help young people and I blundered in. I
blush when I remember some of the things I did.

Christian courtship. After being in Adelaide abouÈ nine months
I met the yor.rng man I had come hatfi,vay ror:nd the world to meet, God t ŝ

choice for me. Not a knight in armour riding on a white horse' but a
freckle-faced youth on a two-stroke motor-bike! However, he was a quiet,
dedicated, deep Christian. And oh! the joy of a truly Christian court-
ship with prayer for "saying goodnight", and meetings for outings. If I
praised God for all eternity I could noÈ thank him enough for his Èiming,
leading and choice.

üle \¡rere different in background, personality and outlook, a
btending of which is to be tifetime work. But oh! How I regretted that
loose living, that loose petting now. I felt so unclean, and unfit, and
unworthy. But I had been washed in the crimson flood, and I was whiter
than snow. Praise C,od!

The wedding. Marriage was a marvellous experience, but neverthe-
less entered, inÈo lightly. Something like a child not understanding the
facts of life and death. I did not futly understand the seriousness of
those precious vows. No, in my reading of "love" comics in my teens, I
gaíned nothing to help prepare me for this love that I had desired for so
Iong. The pattern of the husband being Èhe head of the house - why' I
had atways goÈ my o\^¡n way before | lrlhy not trlz the same in marriage? But
the husband loving the wife as Christ loved the church, I knew thaÈ one!
I wish I had spent a lot more time in the Vüord and coming to grips with
the necessary Èhings in the Word of C'od for happiness in depth.

Once again I blush when I remember my aÈtitude and behaviour at
the time of my wedding. I had fou¡d the greatest family, but f took so
much for granted. I received so much, but gave so little. The same old
pattern of the world crept in, taking, taking, but not giving. The
brothers and sisters I had longed for so long must have been hurt by my

selfish behaviour. And I see the same thing in yor:ng couples today, and
I grieve.
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Christian marriage. Vüe have been married 11 years now, and f
can truly say t love my husband more and more each year. How can this
be, when the world loves less and less? In Christian marriages when you
are serving the Lord, more of God's love comes into your life enabling
you to l-ove more. How Christian young people can get so anxious that
they go to the world for a partner I will never know.

In the Bible, marriage is compared to Christrs love for the
church. And just as the HoIy Spirit within a person is a weII, deep and
overflowing, so love can loe in a marriage if you can walk wíth him. I
know because this is the wonder of what he has done for me. As you share
your home with those in need, and your husband with those who need coun-
selling, and your time with others in need, your own love and capacity
for love will be greater. Give and it shall be given unto you' pressed
down and running over. I know!

And now, praise God, we tive in a lovely manse provided by the
Rosewater assembly. After seven moves in ten yearsr \^Ie are at home.

Our children love the Lord and are filled with the Holy SpiriÈ,
and share in the fellowship of the Lord within our little family. God
has indeed been good to me.
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THE GATES OF HELL

I was sitting next to a goung man at a convention recentlg. I
noticed that he bore a tatto on one arm. I have alwags wondered whg
goung peopJe al-7ow themselves to be tattoed. So I decided to ask him.
"I wish I coul-d temove it nowr" he said. "It onlg cost a few doffats to
put it there. It wil-l- cost over $1,,000 to remove it. But it was
originalTg a sign that I was a member of a bikie 'gang' ."

"Teff me about itt" I said.
And he did. wlnt fol-Lows is the storg he toLd. rt js a true

stotq, and it happened, now in New Yotk, ot Chicago, but in conservative
AdeJaide, South AustraLia|. For the protection of afL concerned, some
names are withhel-d. I'l-7 be sutprised if gou don't find that' once
gou've statted, gou can't put it down.

A Pastot

To be accepted as a member of the Tavistock Boys r you had to ride
a motor cycle down King Vlilliam SÈreet - Adelaide's main street - at
I00 m.p.h. f was a member of the gang.

In fact, one of our favourite pastimes was to speed through city
streets at high speed. The thrill lay in the fact that you had to judge
the traffic lights properly, or you \^rere a dead man.

To be accepted, you \¡/ere also expected to participate in pack
rape. I managed to get away without doing ttris. I often saw girls
being dragged a\^ray, buÈ I never hung around to see what happened.
Usually, the girls were tricked into thinking they were going wiÈh just
one guy. Then the others would join in. The standard approach was, "If
you ride, hop on."

On one occasion, I nearly became involved. fhere were three of
us at the beach one afternoon. The leader had a ne\^I bike, and invited a
bikini-c1ad girl for a ride. Vüe cruised round the beach area' and then
headed for a track through the sa¡rd-hilIs. There we stopped. The
leader told the girl- that he had to cool the motor!

Then he and the other guy grabbed the girl and dragged her off
the track. She broke free and ran to a passing car, calling to the
motorist for help.

The car stopped, but the gang leader grabbed the driver through
the window, round. the throat, and muttered: "You take this girl and
you'll die!" The man drove off!

for within minutes,Ho\^rever, he must have notified the police,
three patrol cars arrived.

I told them the truth and they let me off.
for six years on another count for rape.

There were about 50 in the Tavistock Boys gang. It \^tas named
after Tavistock Street, Ade1aide, where we used to hang out. (The

The leader was later^se^te.nccd. ^
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building is now used by the Hare Krishna groupl) Vüe were there seven
nights a week.

Gang wars. It was the year 1965 and I was 16 years of age. My
parents had separated when I was seven, and f had been brought up by my

mother. !ùe had lived in the country unÈil then. When we came to
Adelaide, I bought a Triumph 650 twin motor bike, and joined the gang.

There were frequent fights and gang r^rars. We often clashed with
aborigines who lived in the area - and \^re fougtht with knives, chains,
fists, knuckle dusters, anything.

I never had any fear of fighting. I had done three years of
boxing and that helped. I would have a go at anyone on the spot. A
couple of times my mates and I were attacked by other groups of larrikins.
lrte would simply charge the biggest guys in the gang and the whofe lot
usually backed down. A lot of lads hide behind their leaders.

But the leaders themselves \¡¡ere usually tough. They didn't rely
on numbers. The leader of our gang actually lived a doulcle life. He was
married. and had a couple of kids. He held a good job as a departmental
manager in a ciÈy store. Each night he would drive home from work in his
car, eat his evening meal, then change his clothes and join the boys on
t¡-is bike !

In the end the police formed an anti-Iarrikin squad. These were
hand-picked men, big guys! They really broke up the gangs. They used to
come in and knock us arorrrrd. One night they found me just leaning against
a wall and drinking a Coke. They grabbed me roughly and told me to "Go
home, little boy." I went!

Chased by police. Members of our gang were often pursued. by
police in high speed chases. r \À/as involved in at least three. on one
occasion I raced through a police barricade at well over 100 m.p.h.
Another tíme, I out-raced a police bike going down the Port road. I
weaved in and out of traffic, hitting speeds in excess of 90 m.P.h. 'roaring through a red traffic light in Èhe process. I eventually lost
him in thick traffic and again I escaped from the clutches of the law.

Another tíme, with my brother on the back of my bike, we r^rere

chased through the back streets of Adelaide, and managed to get away.

Somehow, although my brother and I were once jailed for stealing,
\^/e never goÈ caught for our gang activities.

InIe shifted to the country for a while again, and later returned
to Adel-aide. Vte weren't in a large gang any more. Five or six of us
used to get round together. We became involved in dnrnken orgies. (f
remember once lying in a gutter all night in winter, with no coat, just
a T-shirt. I was sick for three days and took a week to get right. We

used to call that fun! )

Then we were involved in a brawl. My brother seriously hurt a
guy. There were fears for his life. The police hunted us for six months.
Finally, the gr-:¡' recovered, and the heat was off.

We used to like bashing homosexuals - or poofters, as we called.
them. Sometimes they would try to rnclest young fellows in the parklands.
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A sailor once tried to molest me. So we used to set them up. One of
us would stand around alone and the others would. hide. Then when the
first lad was approached, the rest of us would emerge and attack. Í{e
used buckets of water on them. Even a sword on one occasion!

Many of the fellows who were in those gar-rgs with me have finished
up badly. Some went to jail for attempted murder, rape or violence.
Some of the others \^rere killed in bike smashes. I myself once hit a car
at 70 n.p.h. Another time I ran ínto a stobie pole. I was hurt, but not
badtlz. Did C,od have his hand on my life even them?

But now, it seemed that the police were at our door every other
day. Poor Mum used to have to face them. My brother and. I decided it
was time to cool things.

So from then on we kept out of pubs and such places. There was
an occasional brawl, but nothíng to what we used to have!

Suicide? It was now that I began to realise how bound with hang-
ups I really was. I married when I was 19. She was 16. Her parents had
told us we r¡rere too young, and they were right. So I got her pregnant so
that we would have to marry. We had two children. But we were only
together about 18 months, as she Left me three times. FinaIIy, we \^Iere
both unfaithful, and we divorced. I'm glad to say that she's now
re-married and happy.

After my divorce I had defacto relationships with two other
women, as weII as sleeping with a number of other girls. On different
occasions all these relationships broke up.

Somehow, after aII I had done, Iife seemed. to be pointless and
without hope. I often asked myself, "What is the good of living?" I
actr:ally contemplated suicide a nu¡nber of times.

I ended up in a mental hospital in Melbourne for a few months.
I put myself there for my own safety - it was a cry for help. But no
help came.

The psychiatrists tried everything - even hypnosis. They finally
told me that I had to find some way of facing life, or I would probably
commit suicide. It was sad., buÈ there was nothing more they could do.

lrlhen I came out, I \^¡as still drinking heavily. f was taking
pills to quieten my nerves. If f was really bad, I \^tas supposed to take
two, but sometimes I took a dozen, with a bottle of beer. I lay in a
daze for days at a time when I did this.

At the Èime, I was working as a bus driver. The passengers would
have been horrified if they had known!

My mother, strangely enough, had always been a church-goer. She
often told. me about Jesus Christ. When I was in trouble she tried to get
me to see a minister. "Irve had a guts-full of churchesr" I used to
ansr^rer rudely. "They cantt do anythingi for me."

Seances. But I did have a weird fascination for the unknown, for
the occult. I f could ever find stories or films on this sr.rbject' I
would Iap them up. Then one day, some friends introduced me to a seance.
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It was held in a private house. Just the family and a few
friends. We aII sat round the table in a circfe. There \^/as a glass on
the table, and cards were laid out with letters on them. Everyone was to
put hís fíngers on the glass and ask it questions. One person would act
as a medium and ask, "Is there any one there?" The glass would move
around to each of the letters in turn and thus spe1l out answers to the
questions we asked. Some thought the glass was being pushed, but you
could really feel the force.

Sometimes, the glass would tear madly ror:nd the table and Èhrow
itself on to the floor. Some of those present saw it as fr:n, but f took
it seriously, and decided that I would be a medium. I spent hours on
different evenings trying to call up spirits. Then one night it worked
for me. And from then on I could conjure up spirits at will.

I used to pride myself on the fact that T could get the ouija
board to work for me alone, without anyone else there.

Then, when the fil-m "The Exorcist" came out, I went to see it,
with other members of the farnity. After that I got the ouija board out
more than ever to show how brave I r¡/as.

Then weird things started to happen in our house.

There were strange noises at night - and then even during the day.
f never saw it, but my mother and sister claim that books fell off the
shelves and that bread flew out of the bread container onto the floor!

About this time, I had a dream. It was a dream that I had
experienced twice before, once as a boy and once as a young teenager.
I saw a blinding light and Jesus Christ in the midst of countless white
beings. It \¡/as the Second Conr-ing. And I knew that I r¡las lost and
doomed. f woke up in a cold sweat.

Exorcism. Then one day, I picked up the paper and sa\^I an adver-
tisement for the ChrisÈian Revival Crusade. Pastor S. was to preach on
exorcism in the Warner Theatre. My sisters had already been to a couple
of c..4. meetings and urged me to go. I didn't really want to, but
with rny interest in the occult, I thought I might learn something. So I
decided to go to hear what they had to say, even for a bit of a laugh.

I got more than I bargained for that night,
I began to feel the Lord speaking to me. At the end of the

meeting, Pastor S. asked for those who would like to invite Jesus Christ
to become Lord of their lives to raise theír hands. I sat frozen ín my

seat. But I kept on thinking of my dreams and I knew that I \das l-ost.
So I put my hand up.

That night my youngest sister went to the front of the meeting
for laying on of hands. She was obsessed with the idea of denons. She
timetimes used to say to me, "Itve grot rem." She was talking to Pastor S.
about my activities with ttre ouija board, when suddenly, she feII as if
in a fit to the floor. Her eyes rolled, she spat and, hissed and used
vile language!

Pastor S. and PasÈor E. bound the demons and she quietened down.
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AIt the while this was happening, I felt something tugging at
me. Later, I realised, there were demons in me too.

After I accepted Jesus Christ into my life, something said to me,
"Yourre in for iÈ now!" But I continued going to the meetings on Sunday
nighÈs. But the more I took in, the more tror:lcle f felt.

One night I was standing next to Pastor James in the foyer. My

heart felt as though it woulil leap out. "You'd better take me somewhere
and do something!", I pleaded. He toldme to stay there, and keep a grip
on myself. He brought Pastor E., who took me to the back, and began to
pray for me. AII helt broke loose! My arms and legs started to flail'
I shouted, I lost control of myself. He calmed me, and made an appoint-
ment for further ministry.

I went home a troubled boy!

The next Tuesday aE 2.30 a.m. I woke up feeling very strange.
There was evil all round me. I turned on the light and lay there quietly
for a time. I could feel something like electrical currents running
through my body. Something was tugging at my very spirit and soul,
trying to geÈ iÈ ouÈ of my body.

My young brother was awake by now, wondering why I had the light
oni he was only 1I. He looked at me and saw an evil presence looking at
him through me. He felÈ terror, horror. Then I roared at him like a
lion. He ran out of the room screarning. In fact, he still hasn't got
over it!

The whole family saw what I looked like then.

It turned out all right in the end, for this event made us all
come back to the Lord.

My mother started to pray for me at the side of the bed. I, too,
started to pray. In fact, the only way to keep my mind in control was
to pray continuously. ftren my sister rang PasÈor S. who came immediately.
He found me in a half-wrecked bed. I felt as if I was thrown half way u¡>

the wall.
Pastor S. bound the spirits in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ'

and calmed me down. But there \^/as no more sleep that night.
The next evening, we \^¡ent for our scheduled appointment with

Pastor E. I understand that there were a-bout 24 demons cast out of me!
And we were all fitled with the Holy Spirit - the whole family. The
power of God was now at work more than the power of evil.

Authority. lrle had three or four more sessions wiÈh Pastor E.
But for the next year, it seemed at times to be a life and death struggle.

once, when T was driving the bus in broad daylight' I felt a
demonic attack trying to overtake my body. It took all my strength to
keep myself sane.

Then I drove the bus to our home - which happened to be on the
bus route - Ieft it parked outside' and went ín to get Èhe family to pray
for me! I returned stifl struggling, but then the oppression ceased.
They were aII obviously still praying- f was now learning that even when
I was not able to seek pastoral help, Jesus was the answer.
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Even now, I still get attacks sometimes. But half the time I
donrt even bother rebukíng them. The Lord. is looking after me. So I
just shrug, and say, "You cantt hurt me." And they go a\4ray. The only
Èhing they can be is work on me mentally. They canrt actually hurt me.
frm thrilled to know this.

Vühile I $ras still battling, I married again. My poor wife
suffered at first. I beat her one night. So she looked me in the eye,
put her hands on my head, and, rebuked the spirit in the name of Jesus.
She stopped me dead in my tracks! Ttris really shows the power of the
believer in Jesr.rs Christ if he will use his authority.

Since then I have ded.icated myself to God both publicly and alone.
I am now studying the Bible systematically. I have felt a real calling
of C'od to do this. It meant changing rny job. It has meanÈ less money.
But one of these days I want to be able to help people who are in the
same siÈuation as I r^ras. I feel that I can understand, their needs,
because I have been through it myself.

And I know one thing - there is nothing in this world that can
bring the satísfaction, peace and hope Èt¡at is found Èhrough faith in the
Lord ,fesus Christ.

He is the answer to life's questions and. the fulfilment of lífe's
needs. I know.
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